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ABSTRACT
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AN ANALYSIS OF MOMENTS-OF-INTERVENTION
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PATRICIA A.
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ED. D. ,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by:
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LESLEY COLLEGE
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a discipline virtually unknown thirty years ago,

therapy has

expanded in a rapid manner.

scientific attention has
training.

supervisory process

surprisingly little

been given to the process of supervision and

Supervision remains

individual experience.

However,

family

mainly a matter of intuition and

This dissertation attempts to understand the

by examining how experienced supervisors make

intervention decisions

during live supervision.

The subjects of study

are three experienced family therapy supervisors who train students in
agency settings.
Theoretical and empirical literature pertaining to live
supervision is reviewed.
context of

family therapy supervision,

cognitive maps
programs
( 1983)

Included is literature that describes the

used by supervisors,

for supervisors.

literature which defines the

and descriptive accounts of training

Two conceptual models

theory of "ref lection-in-action. "

the context of

are reviewed,

and Gorman’s (1988)

family therapy supervision,

Schon s

model of

which was developed to guide

the present inquiry.
The moment-of-intervention,

defined as

the point during live

supervision when the supervisor communicates with the trainee in order

v

to affect the session’s

activity,

is the unit of analysis providing a

window into the supervisory process.
intervention (8 per supervisor)

A total of 2A rooments-of-

were observed.

Video tapes of these

interventions were transcribed and rated based on a typology consisting
of eight different dimensions.

All three supervisors tended to make

interventions

specific,

that were direct,

supervisor-initiated,

and

immediate.
A subsample of 12 moments-of-intervention (A per supervisor)
chosen for further study.

was

Interviews with each of the supervisors

revealed important influences

in decision-making were the expectations

of the employing agency and the pervasive influence of the supervisor’s
training-of-origin.

Next in importance was the supervisor’s family-of-

origin and immediate collegial group.
of the expectations
The results

expectations,

of the larger profession.

are valuable because they offer a description of the

supervisory process
interventions.

Least influential was awareness

grounded in systematic observation of actual

The results

confirm a number of theoretical

highlight some elements of the supervisory process that

were not incorporated in either theoretical model,
directions

for future research.
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and suggest
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM

As a discipline virtually unknown 30 years ago,
expanded in an astoundingly rapid manner.
Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT)

family therapy has

The American Association for

has increased in membership over

500% between 1976-1986 (Piercy and Sprenkle,
existed only one journal in the field,

1986).

In 1973 there

by 1986 there was over two dozen

family therapy journals in English and in several other languages
(Gurman et al. ,

1986).

In 1986 Gurman estimated that there may have

been 15,000 people being trained in family therapy worldwide.
While the field has expanded exponentially,

attention to

supervision and training is still in its infancy (Piercy & Sprenkle,
1986).
Hall,

Only a small number of books have been written ( Whiffen & Byng1982;

(1984)

Piercy,

1985;

Liddle,

Breunlin and Schwartz,

1988).

Liddle

surveyed a growing literature of over 200 papers and chapters in

books on family therapy training and supervision and noted that the
literature is beginning to define the parameters and ingredients of
competent supervision.
therapy,

As a subspecialty within the field of family

supervision is developing a separate identity although it

remains somewhat fragmented (Liddle et al. ,

1984).

As the number of clinicians who seek training in family therapy
increases,

the process of training and supervising these clinicians

remains mostly unexamined.

As a step toward exploring this area the

proposed study will focus on the actual process of supervisory decision
making.

More specifically,

the study will examine how

experienced

2
supervisors

make decisions concerning interventions during live

supervision.
The need for a close examination of the supervision process
derives

from the state of the field.

Until recently,

accumulated

experience and informal apprenticeships were the only pathways available
to becoming a supervisor.

Recently,

a few programs have been designed

to train supervisors (Constantine,

Piercy,

Breunlin,

1984;

However,

Schwartz,

& Constantine,

& Sprenkle,

Liddle,

& Schwartz,

Liddle,

Wright and Coppersmith,

because of the complexity of these programs,

(Breunlin,

1984;

1983).

they remain scarce

1988).

A useful guide to supervision must be theoretically grounded as
well as

provide a firsthand view of the supervisor in action behind the

one-way mirror.

The results of this dissertation research will strive

to include both these ingredients.

Ultimately it is hoped that the

study will provide the new supervisor with a better sense of what to
expect behind the mirror,

as well as some conceptual maps to use during

the moment-of-intervention.
Significance of the Study
A description of supervisory processes could be useful for
future training and supervision in a number of ways.

First,

a

description of moments-of-intervention could be used as a basis for
teaching beginning supervisors.
supervisor is

Heath and Storm (1983)

point out that a

most likely an experienced therapist drafted to serve in a

supervisory position without the benefit of any formal training.
(1988)

suggests

supervisors

that there are a large number of family therapy

who are training and supervising students

without the

Gorman
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benefits of formally learning the conceptual and technical skills of
family therapy supervision.
process

A written description of the complex

the student is about to undertake could be a valuable resource

for beginning supervisors,
a training site.

particularly those who do not have access to

It could allow supervisors in training to follow

supervision across several episodes,
into the supervisory process.

and in this way provide a window

The combination of theoretical commentary

and actual case examples will provide the foundation for the training
material.
In addition,

the dissertation could offer a useful basis for

planning curriculum for training supervisors.
in this

study defines areas of the context that particularly influence a

supervisor’s
use this

The conceptual model used

decision-making process.

A trainer of supervisors could

information to plan a curriculum which considers these aspects

of the supervision context.

The written descriptions

and analysis of

decision making by an experienced supervisor during the moment-ofintervention could partially reveal the intuitive,
supervisor regularly calls
supervisors
of this

upon.

tacit knowledge a

A portrait of how experienced

know what to do could begin to take some of the mystery out

complex professional endeavor.

Review of

the Methodology

In order to describe the supervisor’s decision making process
during the moment-of-intervention,

this study will ask supervisors to

reflect on their own decision making while observing their previously
recorded interventions.

The interview with the supervisor will be

A
guided by a conceptual model of the live supervision context (Gorman,
1988)

and by the notion of reflection-in-action (Schon,
This

1983).

study focuses on three experienced family therapy supervisors

who use live supervision to train students in an agency setting.
Because it has

been suggested that the level of team development is one

of the major considerations influencing supervisors*
decisions

(Roberts,

supervisors

1981;

Berger & Dammann,

1982;

Heath,

1982),

training teams at different developmental stages were

selected and compared.

One of the supervisors directs a team at a

beginning stage of development,

at the point when the team is involved

with the establishment of the supervisory context.
directs

intervention

Another supervisor

a more experienced team that had experience working in an

autonomous
variables

manner.

Because the teams

are different on a host of

in addition to their stages of development,

be very cautious in attributing differences.
viewed as

This part of the study is

exploratory.

The protocol questions

used during the interview with the

supervisor start with indirect probes
questions.

it is necessary to

The initial probe asks

and move to more specific

the supervisor what he or she were

thinking about generally at the moment-of-intervention.
open-ended questions,

supervisors

Through asking

are invited to explain their way of

thinking about the intervention without any particular model being
suggested by the researcher.
In presenting the data three types of reporting are used:

detailed

transcription of the speech and non-verbal behavior during the MOI,
synoptic narrative of the episode,

a

and an expansion of the data through
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interpretive commentary.
as

its

Each superviaor will have a section that has

structure a narrative describing the background to the

intervention,

a transcription of the episode itself,

and an analysis of

the episode using the supervisor’s voice to support the analysis.
Information gleaned from talking about the supervisor’s reflection-inaction is

woven into the interpretive commentary as a matrix for

understanding the process of decision making.

Transcripts of the

moment-of-intervention and important sections of the interviews are also
included in the appendix for reference.
Limitations of the Study
The limits
Primarily,

of this study are established in several ways.

bounding occurs

of-intervention,
supervisors

through the researcher’s choice of moments-

including the number of interventions,

and sites

that make up the sample.

the number of

The moments-of-

intervention are defined by the following criteria:

the intervention was

more than procedural and carried substantive importance,

and the

intervention made a discernable difference in the session.
of supervisors
settings.

The sample

differ in developmental level of the teams and agency

Minimizing differences between supervisors by choosing only

experienced supervisors helps reduce sources of variations which are
extraneous

to the study.

Low supervision experience is also not a

property of the theoretical model.

Because experience is controlled in

the research design,

results are not be generalizable to supervisors

general.

the results

Hopefully,

In addition,

the study is

in

provide direction for future research.
not designed to research to the point of

theoretical saturation (Glaser and Strauss,

1967).

A larger number of

6
supervisors

and settings could be examined and more could be learned

about the supervisory context.

However,

theoretical sampling (Glaser and Strauss,
examined is

not as

this study uses the strategy of
1967).

The number of cases

an important indicator of completeness as is the

potential of each case to develop theoretical insight into areas being
researched.

The conceptual models are used in this study to theoreti¬

cally sensitize the researcher and to conceptualize and formulate the
collected data.
the usefulness

This

study has as one of its goal the establishment of

of the context categories and reflection-in-action as

sensitizing instruments.

The researcher remains open to what emerges

from the research in order to link it with existing hypotheses.
Definitions

of Terms

Supervision:

A continuous relationship between a student and a

teacher which focuses on the specific development of the student’s
therapeutic abilities

within the context of treating clients.

Live supervision:

Shaping a trainee’s skills by observing and

intervening directly into the trainee’s session from behind a one-way
mirror.
Moment-of-intervention:
when the supervisor decides

( MOI)

The time during live supervision

to pick up the phone or in some way

communicate to the trainee in the room in order to affect the session’s
activity.
Familv-of-origin:

and related ancestors.

(F00)

An individual’s immediate family of birth

7
Training-of-origin:
ience which molds

A therapist’s original training exper¬

(TOO)

the beliefs and practices held throughout professional

life.
Tacit knowing:

The common,

expressed through judgement,
recognition of faces

unarticulated know-how that is

decision or action.

Examples are the

and the use of tools.

Reflection-in-action:

A practitioner’s capacity for reflection on

their intuitive knowing in the

midst of performance.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Organization of the Chapter
In order to establish this study within the broader context of the
field’s inquiry into supervision,

two areas related to the problem of

training supervisors will be reviewed.

The first is a commentary on the

literature pertaining to live supervision in family therapy.
analysis

will include literature that describes the context of family

theraPy supervision,
supervisors,
visors.

This

literature which defines the cognitive maps used by

and a summary of reports on training programs

The second intention of this

literature review is to establish

the theoretical background for the study.
reviewing two conceptual frames.
"reflection-in-action",

for super¬

This will be accomplished by

The first is Schon’s ( 1983)

the second is Gorman’s ( 1988)

context model of

family therapy supervision.
Supervision Literature
Live supervision.
descriptions
three cases

Montalvo (1973)

wrote one of the earliest

of the basic ground rules of live supervision.

He included

describing a supervisor’s xise of the position behind the

mirror to intervene into sessions that are not going well.
Montalvo’s

interest in live supervision originated from his belief

that the mirror is

better than case reports because it brings the

supervisor in contact with the supervisee’s work and allows
immediate corrections.
Montalvo wrote this

At the time in the field’s

article,

for

development that

there was no consideration of the larger

9
context where supervision takes
traditional terms,
supervisee.

as

place.

He described supervision in

a process which occurred between supervisor and

The supervisor was hierarchically in a superior position to

the supervisee,

and was

Birchler (1975)

there to correct the supervisee’s mistakes.

described a similar use of the mirror,

calling

live supervision innovative because it provided "instant feedback"
(Birchler,
intruder,

1975,

p. 334).

The supervisor was thought of as an external

who could be used to "bail out or rescue a therapist",

introduced strategically as
to a therapist (Birchler,
description,

an "expert",

1975,

p. 335).

be

or give positive reinforcement
Similar to Montalvo’s

there was no discussion of the supervisor’s context,

or

consideration of the supervisor’s cognitive processes while making
interventions

from behind the mirror.

In 1978 Paradox and Counterparadox (Palazzoli et al. ,
introduced the concept of team treatment.
mirror as

1978)

The use of a team behind the

a treatment unit began to be applied to diverse training

situations.

Breunlin and Cade (1981)

described how a group of observers

behind the mirror became a therapeutic team by calling in strategic
messages.

The authors

a training situation,

discussed how observer messages might be used in
but they did not discuss the role of the

supervisor except to warn that a supervisor should be aware of the
dangers

of being too intrusive.

important in this

type of training situation,

sensitivity to training needs,
demands

They hinted that other factors may be

of the case",

(Breunlin and Cade,

such as "the supervisor’s

the idiosyncracies of the trainee and

but they did not elaborate on any of those aspects

1981,

p.459).
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Roberts
in a

(1981)

training

supervisor

situation.

as

The

the

running

detailed

hinted

behaviors

a

the

use of

article

a team with live

recounted

the

of

at

in autonomy and experience.

team according

description of

the

the

the

supervision

changing role of

how such a training team worked over

article

changing

The

a team developed

description of
months,

described

complexity of

supervisor were

to

this

model

supervisor* s

Through a

the course of

the

offered,

process

nine

supervisor* s

illustrated.

was

a

role.

A blueprint

but

there

throughout

the

was

no

team* s

evolution.

In a later
descriptions

described

two

supervisor

structure

depict

from those

the

guided,

trainees’

reviewed

supervisor

supervisor’s

Roberts

focused

more

supervisor’s

context

(Roberts,

of

of

of

these

live

trainees.

used

two

types

This

at

defined

article

the

1983).

training.

in that

it

begins

article

team and

compared

in order

description is

the

to

different

focused more on the

including several

the

The

Roberts

team models

This

In addition,

role

specifically on

collaborative

of

articles

supervision,

looks

for

process.

in previous

performs.

it

supervision,

learning

changing

study in that

live

which can be

format

context

with the

the

models

and

the

actual

of

article

different

roles

Roberts

described

type

relationship each had

to

of

address

the

team supervision context

how the

intent

of

this

in a holistic

manner.
Several

appeared

other

during

therapy training

beginning

the

articles

same

model

therapists.

describing live

period.

that

Heath (1982)

could

Again,

a

supervision and

be

used

to

presented

a

teach specific

description of

the

mirror,

training

family

skills

the

to

team and
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the problems of training were covered.

Heath briefly addressed the

supervisor’s role by describing the leadership skills necessary for the
supervisor according to whether it is presession,
session.

In addition.

responsibilities,

intersession or post¬

Heath addressed the supervisor’s administrative

but did not discuss the larger political context

surrounding a supervisor,

nor did he consider the larger context in

which supervision occurs.
Berger and Dammann (1982)

revealed that their intent was to take

live supervision seriously as a context,
detail than had been done previously.

and thus describe it in greater

Although they were thorough in

regard to a description of the external context,
a supervisor uses to manage the numerous
situation was

not explored.

supervision demands

the actual process that

aspects of the live supervision

Interestingly,

they consider how live

immediate and unplanned decision making from the

trainee and supervisor,

but they did not provide a description of the

decision making process used to manage these exigencies.
Supervisory theory.
outline the ways
for supervision.

There have been a number of articles which

supervisors can use their theory of therapy as a theory
Initially,

it was believed that live supervision had

no formal theory and that supervisors basically performed through
experimentation with different procedures (Heath,
Liddle and Halprin (1978)

1983).

However,

began to notice that supervisors used their

theory of therapy to guide their work.

Liddle and Saba (1983)

elaborated on that notion and offered a guide to making decisions on
both a broad conceptual and a specific intervention level.

They

suggested that a supervisor might use their model of therapy as a model

12
of supervision because training and therapy must be recognized as
"isoroorphically connected"
Heath (1985)
as

models

(Liddle and Saba,

p.3).

Storm and

also advised the supervisor to adapt their therapy theories

for supervision.

produce the quick,
supervision,

1983,

They argued that the use of a conceptual map

consistent interventions necessary for effective

and will also help the supervisor explain their choices to

their supervisees.

In addition,

Heath (1983)

advised the supervisor to

use live supervision as a time to develop the specific skills emerging
from the supervisor’s model.
The above-mentioned articles remain connected to traditional
models of supervision by focusing primarily on the relationship of the
supervisor to the supervisee.

These articles imply that supervisory

decision making relies on specific over arching theories.

There is no

mention of a more general cognitive process that is not bound by theory.
The proposed study assumes that there is a cognitive process used by
supervisors that crosses
process

is

theoretical orientations.

That cognitive

informed by the common setting of live supervision,

become an important focus

and will

of the proposed study.

In contrast to these articles,

Liddle and Schwartz (1983)

expanded on the idea of the isomorphic nature of training and therapy.
They described a detailed model of an evolving stage-specific set of
skills

for the conduct of live supervision and consultation.

This model

successfully alerted the supervisor to numerous decision points inherent
in live supervision.
roles,

It placed the supervisor in the matrix of expected

and advised the supervisor to consider the family,

and teaching aspects of the live supervision situation.

the trainees,
According to

13
Liddle and Schwartz,

a decision during the moment-of-intervention was

based on several factors:

the urgency of the situation,

of the trainee’s unprompted actions,

the probability

the probability of successful

implementation after a supervisory intervention,

and the stage of

dependence or differentiation the trainee has reached.

The article

concluded by listing different ways the intervention might be delivered,
and the method by which the intervention might be assessed after
delivery.
In this

article,

Liddle and Schwartz (1983)

detailed cognitive map of any reviewed,
theoretical orientations.
this

study.

However,

Liddle and Schwartz
concreteness,

established the most

and one most useful across

Their focus is similar to the one used in

in comparison to this study’s conceptual model,

focuses on the supervisor’s style in terms of

use of directives,

important consideration,

and intensity.

Although style is an

the model proposed in this study hypothesizes

that the influences bearing on the intervention decision are more
extensive and more significant than those that Liddle and Schwartz
posit.

Style is something that can be learned and practiced,

style there is

the actual decision to intervene.

name several factors
factors

trainee’s
suggests

Liddle and Schwartz

that might influence that decision,

are all external influences
skill level.

but before

but those

based mainly on consideration of the

The conceptual model proposed in this study

that there are also implicit influences that must be

considered,

influences

supervision context.

that are not immediately present in the
These influences

partly stem from messages that

U
the supervisor has internalized as
socialization ( Gorman,

part of the process of professional

1988).

Training supervisors.

A final area which must be considered is a

description of training for supervisors.
similar assumptions

and objectives,

literature (Liddle,

Breunlin,

Storm,

1985).

Two programs,

both based on

have been described in the

Schwartz and Constantine,

1984;

Heath and

The programs are analogous except that one is based in a

training institute and the other in an academic setting.
Liddle,

Breunlin,

Schwartz

based program which uses
training and therapy as
program.

and Constantine described an institute

the premise of the isomorphic nature of
a basis for the development of a training

The article omitted discussion of the details of how

supervisors
strokes.

are trained,

As

and described the program in broad,

part of the program,

important areas

subsystems
addition,

weekly seminars were set up to cover

of supervisory training.

context of the supervisor,

conceptual

One seminar focused on the

considering the multiple interacting

and the multiple levels

of communication in operation.

the seminar examined the use of trainee assessments,

In

which

focused on the developmental level of the trainees and supervisorsupervisee relationship issues.

These topics parallel the assumptions

behind the currently proposed study:
complex and includes
levels

a number of interacting subsystems

of communication.

supervisor’s

and multiple

Through an extensive analysis of a

decision making during the moment-of-intervention,

proposed study hopes
context has

that the supervisory context is

the

to further clarify the influences the multi-faceted

on the supervisor.
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The 8aP that this proposed study will address has not

gone unnoticed in the literature and is described in a number of
different ways.

Constantine,

Piercy and Sprenkle (1984)

noted in an

article describing the multi-tiered supervisory process that "little has
been written on the meta-process of live supervision"
al. ,

1984,

p.95).

Matarazzo and Patterson ( 1986),

issues related to more advanced supervision,

(Constantine et

while discussing

maintained that "there has

been little empirical study of the actual process of supervision"
(Matarazzo and Patterson,

1986,

p. 835).

Everett and Koerpel ( 1986),

during a review and critique of the family therapy supervision litera¬
ture,

asserted that it primarily focused on supervision as a technique

rather than a process.

They suggested that "the integration of theory

and skill in the actual supervisory process may be an appropriate
developmental step to follow"
finally,

Wynne,

1986,

p. 67).

And

in a recent book on the state of the art in family

therapy research,
process

(Everett and Koerpel,

recommended as a topic for future research "the

whereby therapeutic decisions are made"

Following Wynne’s recommendation,

(Wynne,

1988,

p. 19).

this study will closely examine the

decision-making process with the intent of further elucidating the
approach used by experienced family therapy supervisors.
Interim summary.

Three areas of family therapy supervision

literature have been reviewed;

descriptions of live supervision,

supervision theory and training for supervisors.
study is

The intent of this

to look at the overlooked area of supervisory decision making.

By examining how an experienced supervisor makes decisions
interventions

during live supervision,

about

a more complete description of
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the supervisory process can begin to be drawn.

The next section of this

chapter will explain the two conceptual frames that have been employed
to inform the theoretical background for this study.
Theoretical Concents
One assumption of this study is that experienced family therapy
supervisors have developed their own intuitive understanding of the
decision making process.
unarticulated,

This knowledge is usually tacit and

but referred to often during supervisory decision making.

Since the study intends to look at how professional supervisors think
about what they do,
action",

Schon’s (1983)

description of "reflection-in-

based on the tacit knowing of professional practitioners,

be used as

way of conceptualizing the focus of the study.

of "reflection-in-action"
analogous descriptions
from Tomm,

will be described below,

Hoffman (1985),

This notion

and will be linked to

of how family therapists work,

(1984a and 1984b),

applying ideas

and von Glaserfeld ( 1984).

An additional conceptual model first elaborated by Gorman (1988)
used as

will

will be

a guide to explore the supervisor’s perception of what aspects

of the larger context influence decision making.
Reflection-in-Action
In The Reflective Practitioner (1983)

Schon establishes a way to

describe and account for "the artful competence which practitioners
sometimes

reveal in what they do"

professional practitioners,

(Schon,

such as supervisors,

functioning in situations of complexity,
uniqueness

1983,

and value conflict.

p. 19).

He suggests that

develop a common way of

uncertainty,

instability,

The process experienced practitioners
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use to handle situations of uncertainty Schon calls reflectlon-in-actlor,
(Schon,

1983).

Reflection-in-action relies on "tacit knowing"

(Polanyi,

1966).

Tacit knowledge explains how we can know more than we can tell.

This is

the knowing that humans display when they go about "the spontaneous,
intuitive performance of actions of everyday life where we show
ourselves to be knowledgeable in a special way"
Often we can not say what it is that we know,
it we are at a loss,
action.
of this

(Schon,

1983,

p. A9).

for when we go to describe

but the knowledge is implicit in our patterns of

Recognizing a person’s face and the use of tools are examples
type of knowing,

greetings,

as

is the knowledge of the rituals of

ending a meeting or standing in a crowded elevator.

Schon believes

that through experience professional practitioners

develop a tacit knowledge-in-action.
"knowing how",

It includes a "knowing what"

both the practical and theoretical knowledge shown in the

practice of a skill such as supervision.
practitioners
judgment,

and a

are the "tacit norms

the strategies

The areas reflected on by

and appreciations which underlie a

and theories implicit in a pattern of be¬

havior. . . the feeling of a situation which leads to adoption of a par¬
ticular course of action. . . the framing of the problem and the role the
practitioner has constructed within the larger institutional context"
(Schon,
this

1983,

p. 62).

knowledge.

doing"

More importantly,

Phrases

the professional can reflect on

like "thinking on your feet"

suggest that "not only

or "learning by

can we think about doing but that we can

think about doing something while doing it"

(Schon,

1983,

p. 54).
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The initial course of action for the professional practitioner is
to articulate the situation in a way that will present conditions for
solving it.

There occurs a construction,

the situation towards an intervention.
a series

of

what if"

The experiments

or refraining and shaping of

Schon describes this shaping as

experiments which function as exploratory probes.

give the practitioner the opportunity to appreciate

things in the situation that go beyond an initial perception of the
problem.

In a generic sense,

the practitioner acts in order to see

where the action leads.
Schon differentiates
practitioner.
"probing,
1983,

The first is

three types of experiments carried out by the
an exploratory experiment,

which is a

playful activity by which we get a feel for things"

p. 145).

expectations.

It is

(Schon,

undertaken without any accompanying predictions or

The second is move-testing,

order to produce intended change.

where an action is taken in

The third,

hypothesis testing,

used to discriminate between competing explanations
Schon describes reflection-in-action as

is

for a situation.

a combination of all three types

of experimentation going on concurrently.
Live supervision in family therapy is
the tacit knowing which constructs
benefit of the student.
with a problem,

a problem must be explicated for the

The supervisor behind the mirror is presented

and searches

lead to a solution.

an example of a time when

for a way to shape the situation that will

Simultaneously,

the supervisor must also articulate

to the team behind the mirror the cognitive process used to arrive at
the chosen frame.
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An example of this is illustrated in a pilot study by Gorman
(1988,

p. 112).

The supervisor explains to the team the basis for her

intervention during the time leading up to a rooroent-of-intervention.
"I am a little concerned that Nancy (trainee)
to pull him (the I. P. ) into it at all".

isn’t able

A minute later she turns to the team and says:
You see, the danger of letting this go on too much more
with mother dominating is that the mother is the one that
says

that Essie is

the problem anyway... And one of the main

things we talked about is that we wanted to make things
comfortable for Essie.
him more of a part".

So 1 want to break in here and make

In the above example the supervisor builds a logic for her inter¬
vention based on a way to understand and change the problem situation.
A commonality among practitioners is

that they meet a unique problem by

restructuring it to give it a potential coherence and congruence.

The

restructuring of the problem can implicitly criticize the student’s
framing while simultaneously suggesting a direction for reshaping the
situation so that is

can be solved.

The supervisor develops an intervention that seeks to understand
and change the situation into one where the therapist can invite the
identified patient into the conversation through the use of a suggested
question.

The supervisor makes

intended change which adds
the supervisor’s

values.

an intervention in order to produce an

coherence to the situation and concurs with
The intervention is similar to Schon s

description of a move-test type of hypothesis.

This is an example of

how professionals with specialized knowledge do not apply standardized
rules

which would ignore the uniqueness of the situation,

but rather
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rely on a repertoire of examples,

images,

understandings and actions

built up through years of experience with similar situations.

The practitioner listens, and as he (sic) appreciates what
he hears, he reframes the situation once again... In this
reflective conversation, the practitioner’s efforts to solve
the reframed problem yields new discoveries which call for
new ref lection-in-action.
The process spirals. . . The unique
and uncertain situation comes to be understood through the
attempt to change it and changed through the attempt to
understand it" (Schon, 1983, p. 132).

This

is

the heart of the reflection-in action process.

Parallels with family therapy.

Reflection-in-action describes a

fundamental structure of professional inquiry.

This concept can be

elaborated by comparing it with parallel practices of the systemic
therapist.

A brief description of how this

process

is analogous to

family therapy theoretically and during practical application will help
clarify ref lection-in-action.
Schon (1983)
that is,

describes the practitioner’s knowing as "tacit",

understood without being expressed.

describes

a family therapist’s way of knowing,

"conceptual posture".
cognitive operations
supports

He defines this

or tacit knowledge as a

as an "enduring constellation of

a particular pattern of thoughts and actions

physical posture,

Tomm

that maintain a stable point of reference which

inhibits or precludes others"

conscious

In a similar manner,

(Tomm,

1987,

p. 6).

and implicitly

Tomm equates it with a

which tends to become part of the therapist’s un¬

flow of activity during the interview.

Schon ( 1983)

also describes

a practitioner as

one who can meet the

unique challenges

of his or her work using a "reflection-in-action

process.

theorists have described a similar process in a number

Systems
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of different ways.

One label used for this cognitive process is radical

constructivism (von Glaserfeld,
world as

1984).

This is the belief that the

we know it is constructed by us and we can not separate the

phenomena we attempt to know from our system of knowing.

An example of

this is

the Milan style interview where there is no attempt to find the

truth.

The team’s goal is to find explanations that fit the situation

in a way that develops a meaningful idea and molds the situation towards
a solution.

As Keeney (1986)

are no real problems,

notes,

for the systemic therapist there

rather there are constructed problems that in turn

have constructed consequences.
Schon points

out that the practitioner has as a goal the

transformation of the situation from its existing configuration to
something considered by the clinician to be better.

He describes the

practitioner as using experiments-in-action in order to see what happens
(Schon,

1983,

Schon* s

experiments

which is

p. 145).

The family therapist’s interventions exemplify

in action.

An intervention is a move and a probe

"initiated by the perception of something troubling or

promising and is

terminated by the production of changes one finds on

the whole satisfactory,

or by the discovery of new features which give

the situation new meaning and changes the nature of the questions to be
explored"

(Schon,

1983,

p. 152).

In a similar way,

used to guide the family therapist’s questions.
experimental question,
also advises

according to Schon,

is

hypothesis testing is
The most fundamental

"What if...?"

systemic therapists to ask "What if...?"

Tomm ( 1987)

questions.

These

are "speculative questions

about the way things might be if existing

conditions

(Tomm,

were different"

1987,

p. 5).
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A therapist,
to-moment basis

a team,

and a supervisor make decisions on a moment-

as the interview unfolds.

propose questions

Throughout the process they

to themselves similar to those described by Schon.

These questions are:

Can I solve the problem I have set?
Do I like what I get when I solve this problem?
Have I made this situation coherent?
Have I made it congruent with my fundamental values and
theories?
Have I kept the inquiry moving?
Either consciously or unconsciously,
themselves

systemic therapists ask

which hypothesis should be the current focus.

this decision making process

"strategizing",

Tomm calls

in order to emphasize that

therapists commit themselves to achieving some goal.

This work is

accomplished through "the team’s or therapist’s cognitive activity in
evaluating the effects of past acts,

constructing new plans of action,

anticipating the possible consequences of various

alternatives,

and

deciding how to proceed at any given moment in order to maximize the
therapeutic utility"
This

(Tomm,

1987,

p. 6).

study will use Schon’s description of reflection-in-action as

a model for an inquiry into what supervisors do,
actively,

during interventions.

situation as

internally and inter¬

It will be applied to the interview

part of a frame used to question the supervisor’s decision

making process.
Supervisory Context
An additional way this

study will be conceptualized is using a

model of live supervision context (Gorman,
Appendix A,

page 192)

1988).

This model (see

will consider two features which are part of the
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supervisory context.
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supervisor in the role of therapist must accommodate to the therapist in
front of the mirror and help the therapist act differently to help the
family change.

The role of trainer is solicited by the explicit presence of the
trainees.

Training is often thought of as the primary purpose of

supervision.
teaching,

Within this role the supervisor does more didactic

transmitting a theoretical knowledge base concerning patterns

of family interaction.
the trainees’

The supervisor as trainer is also concerned with

integration of theoretical knowledge,

and applied skills

as

clinical learning

they evolve their own clinical role.

The fourth group of explicit others is that of team members.

This

may consist entirely of trainees or may be a mix of experienced clin¬
icians

and students.

An important role of the team is to use the

interview data to design interventions and observe the results.

The

interactional patterns between the therapist and the family in the room
as

well as

the interactional patterns described by the families are

important data for the team to use in the design of the interventions.
The team includes

itself in a recursive manner as an important element

of the therapeutic system to observe.
Implicit presence of others.
implicit presence of others is
supervisor* s
tualized as

decisions.

Although they are less visible,

the

nonetheless an important influence on the

The implicit presence of others can be concep¬

the subsystems which are present symbolically in the mind of

the supervisor by virtue of the supervisor’s membership in the various
systems.

The implicit presence of others includes

family-of-origin (F00),

the supervisor’s

past teachers and training-of-origin (TOO),

the
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collegial group who the supervisor considers

peers,

and the larger

professional group of family therapists.
For the most part,

family therapy literature fails to acknowledge

the importance of the implicit presence of others and how they influence
supervision.

Part of the confusion is that these others are not always

salient in the minds of the supervisor.
self“Consciously aware of them,

Even when the actors are not

they may have consequences.

An important implicit other which affects the supervisor* s work is
that of the employing agency (d).

The employing agency,

system which the supervision team belongs to,

as a larger

can negatively or posi¬

tively affect how the supervisor’s role is fulfilled.

The expectations

of the agency,

and history are

its

collective beliefs

and goals,

myths

expressed through the supervisor as assumptions shaping the supervisory
role.
Another group of implicit others are colleagues
peers

(c).

and professional

The peer reference group may not be members of the team but

are implicitly present by virtue of the family session being an arena
where the supervisor’s clinical choices

are on public display.

Evalu¬

ation or competition between colleagues can hinder the supervisor’s
enactment of the therapeutic role.

A supervisor may also be influenced

by the therapy model espoused by the professional peer group.
An implicit presence of others comparable to colleagues is that of
the larger professional group of family therapists (e).
this

The meaning of

identity may determine some of the supervisor’s choices and incline

the supervisor towards

particular intervention decisions.

A supervisor

may be influenced through reading a journal article describing a
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supervisory method tried at another agency.

Similarly,

a supervisor may

be influenced through contact with other professionals at meetings and
workshops.
The supervisor’s training-of-orlgi n (b)

molds the beliefs and

practices held throughout a professional career,
family of origin influences adult choices.

just as a person’s

The voices of the original

trainers of the supervisor may be implicitly present for the supervisor
during difficult choices,

much like a parent* s voice comes to be

internalized.
The influence of one’s
supervisor’s choices.
this

family of origin (F00)

The Bowenian approach to family therapy makes

connection explicit in its training (Titelman,

supervisors

may also inform a

1987).

Even

who have worked consciously with patterns inherited from

their farailies-of-origin can continue to be influenced while working
with families which remind them of their own.
In these ways,
explicitly as

supervision is affected by the presence of others,

well as

implicitly.

supervision context is
decisions

Another important dimension of the

that of stages of development.

The supervisor’s

are influenced by the stage of team development reached,

current phase of the therapy,
occurring.

the

and what segment of the actual session is

The following section addresses the temporal dimensions of

supervision.
Supervision Stages
Thinking in stages has been described as a useful constructed
truth,
1988).

a metaphor which organizes the family therapy field (Liddle,
In the process

model of supervision various stages of the super-
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visory system can be depicted through cuts in the cross section of the
cable

(see Appendix A,

page 192).

The supervision team can be seen as developing along a continuum
from the creation of the supervisory context to the independent working
of the team.
mentally.

The team/family interface can also be considered develop-

The supervisory suprasystem begins by joining with the client

and family and works

towards

a satisfactory disengagement.

The idea of

development through time can also be considered within each individual
session,

where stages

are moved through from the presession discussion

to the postsession wrap up.
Stages of team development.

A number of clinicians have observed

the growth of a team through different developmental stages over the
course of a training period.

Roberts (1981)

describes the evolution of

a team through three stages of roughly three months each.
(1984)

compares

a series

supervisors and therapists who must facilitate

of developmental stages

direction,
stages

parents,

Wendorf

to eventual autonomous

from total dependency,
functions.

These,

to limited self-

he claims,

are

both in the rearing of children and in the training of

therapists.

Kassis (1985)

the group operating as

discusses team development as a movement from

a "universe"

funneled through the supervisor,
differences

with a single view of reality

to a "multiverse"

where team members’

of opinion are transformed into meaningful interventions.

Tucker and Liddle (1978)

observed that the early discussions of a

training group are characterized by a high level of supervisory activity
and input.
tiveness,

As

the trainees

developed,

the group’s feelings of competi¬

vulnerability and self-consciousness lessened,

and their
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involvement in postsession discussions increased.
confidence of the trainees increased,

As the self-

supervisors became less central to

the supervisory session and trainees were more able to express their
opinions.
The conceptual model used for this study is similar to the models
cited above.
(Roberts,

The model is based on the collaborative team approach

1983).

which depends

In this model,

there is a progression from a team

on the supervisor through interdependence to

differentiation from the supervisor and ultimately from the team.
hierarchy becomes

The

more lateral over time as the entire team provides

supervision for each case.
As depicted in Appendix A,
stages.
this

Stage I is

the current model is divided into five

the creation of the supervisory context.

During

initial stage the main task of the supervisor is to establish a

foundation for supervision and create a context where team work can
occur.

This

structured,

may be the first time trainees experience working within a
goal-oriented framework where a supervisor and peers would

observe their work.
and Cohen,
assumptions

1978).

For this reason anxiety could be high (Gershenson

During this

about problem formulation and maintenance.

The task of Stage II is
this

stage it is important to clarify basic

formation of therapeutic systems.

During

stage the team encounters their first family and a getting down to

business

atmosphere pervades the supervisory system.

from an inward focus
system.

There is a shift

on team structure and preparation out to the client

The team begins to join with the family by using information

from the initial contact or referring person in order to formulate a
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hypothesis

about the family.

initial interview,

which is the task of the therapist in the room with

support by the team.
family,

The hypothesis is used to guide the

Goals are decided upon for the therapist and the

the supervisor and the therapist,

and the therapeutic system and

the supervisory system.
Stage III is when the supervisory system restructures itself so
that the supervisor is no longer at the center.
becomes

the active,

The team as a whole

deciding agent for the case.

The dilemma for the

supervisor and the team is how to proceed from a group with a vertical
hierarchy to a group with a horizontal hierarchy.
been acting as

the problem-solver and teacher.

The supervisor has

In order for the team as

a whole to experience new relational realities the supervisor must
relinquish the central position and join the team as a member.
dynamics

The

of the team shift from dependence on the supervisor to inter¬

dependence among the team members.
For the supervisor,
task is

The

to support the development of each team member’s autonomous

functioning as
dence.

this stage is analogous to adolescence.

a therapist while emphasizing a context of interdepen¬

Like adolescence it is not a sudden shift,

but consists of the

team oscillating between taking responsibility for different aspects of
the case and refusing to accept that responsibility.

The supervisor may

be tempted to intervene in a vertical manner at times when the team
appears

stuck.

Some of the events that may stimulate the supervisor to

return to a vertical hierarchy are when the team strays
predefined task,
Alternatively,

from a

or when they engage in a more-of-the-same interaction.

the therapist in the room may respond as

if a family
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member rather than as a therapist,

or the team may become overly p.a.ive

in response to chaos or involved in a power struggle with the family
(Snyder,

1986).

Stage IV further elaborates and fulfills the new supervisory
gtructure,

and continues the team’s emancipation begun during Stage III.

By the fourth stage,

it is clear that the supervisor is not the sole

bearer of the therapeutic and supervisory responsibility.

It is during

this stage that the supervisor becomes more peripheral to the
supervisory subsystems.

The trainee therapist may be put in charge of

the presession and postsession discussion,
an observer.

with the supervisor acting as

The team may elect a spokesperson who will convey messages

to the therapist and organize the discussions behind the mirror.
Trainees
tasks

may act more assertively,

with energy,

commit themselves to their assigned

and volunteer new and useful hypotheses and

interventions (Snyder,

1986).

The final stage of a supervision team is dismantling the
supervisory context.
training program.
supervisor has

This

stage usually occurs at the end of a

The success of this stage depends on how well the

been able to foster trainee competence and independence,

while supporting a collaborative team model.

An important factor

determining whether a trainee can feel confident doing therapy without a
team present is

whether the trainee has learned specific therapy skills.

By having practiced these skills,
perspective into their thinking,

and having integrated a team
a trainee should be capable of working

independently (Liddle and Schwartz,

1983).
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Case development.
in stages,

Just as

the team’s development has been viewed

so can the team’s work with each family be broken down into

sequential,

goal directed stages (Minuchin,

Liddle and Schwartz,

1983).

1974;

Haley,

1976;

and

In Appendix A each case’s development is

depicted by cylinders embedded within the larger cylinder (see page
192).
The point at which the case begins and ends differs
family,

for each

and will overlap with the team’s development in different ways.

The supervisor’s

tasks when seeing a family with a team in the first

stage will differ greatly from the responsibilities inherent in super¬
vising a team in the fourth stage.
this

manner,

identified.

the tasks

By conceptualizing the therapy in

that the supervisor must attend to can be

A knowledge of the tasks necessary to each separate phase

of case development will add to understanding what influences a
supervisor at the moment-of-intervention.
The initial goal is to enter the family system in order to have
access

to all important members.

therapist or team,
gible.

Phase I,

If the family does not accept the

chances of transforming a family system are negli¬

joining,

is when the therapist in the room and the team

behind the mirror act in specific ways to engage family members.
phase is

This

similar to the team’s stage of setting the context for therapy.

The supervisor has
the room is

the responsibility to ensure that the therapist in

able to "accept the family’s organization and style and

blend with them"

(Minuchin,

1974,

p. 123).

Without paying attention to

the initial fit of the therapist and family,
not be invited into the family system.

the therapeutic system may
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goal

to confirm or
designed
for

to

honing

second

elicit

hypothesis.

may be

used,

therapeutic

specific

is

goal

or

an agreement

must

concerning the

that

be

will

The
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depend

used

varying

orientation of

considered

the

becomes

done

useful

depends

on the

the
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are

as

commonly used

of

with members

into the

of

focus

according to

be

reached

changes

The

of

probe

to

family.
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larger system

third

phase,

disorganized

therapy.

between the

choice

the

Other
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and will

in therapy.

and

of
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the

criteria

therapy,

approaches
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and
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therapeutic

circular

interventions,

way

approach.

restructuring moves

use

challenge

exact

been successful.

process

of

assessment,

family and the

from therapy,

family and

the

The

the therapeutic

core

the

family system the

therapy has

the

some,

or

the

desired

that

is

For

new information introduced

lead

the

paradoxical

to

is

generations

with the

an intervention.

enactments,

designated

A genogram is

negotiate

needs

team.

team has

questions

information gathered during the

durations.

intervention is

it

will

phase

expressed

to gather information

therapist’s

way this

team.

recognize

restructuring

on the

rituals,

to

be

varies

therapist

that

exact

is

subsystems.

system will

which will

The

the

interviews

Using the

accomplished

However,

the

the

assessment

therapy contract.

be

hypothesis.

The

orientation of

A complete

this

assessment,

information that

privately with various

the

phase,

information concerning several

Enactments
or

the

disconfirm the

the

therapeutic

gather

of

questioning may

may use

reframes,

or ordeals.

family’s

The

belief

subsequently reorganize

aim of

system so

around

the
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During
First,

this

they must

phase,

watch the

the

feedback from the

the

trainee’s

advance

supervisor

must

(Liddle
the
to

interactional

learning

these

observe

patterns

The

goals,

and

Schwartz,

supervisor

must

1983).

While

consider

any or

use

the

family and read

must

goals.

the

watching
all

of

also consider
during a

Thirdly,

system to ensure
to

areas.

opportunities

trainee

therapeutic

of

supervisor

and

idiosyncratic
the

consider several

group remain relatively ‘ meta’

that

the

the

therapeutic system

a session during this

the

above

areas

phase

when deciding

intervene.

The

the

must

interventions.

personal

session to

observing

supervisors

fifth phase

family’s

daily lives.

achieved

is

family is

in therapy.

zation to

occur.

what

goal

of

therapy is

the

helped

to

phase

on the

is

during

termination.

of

When termination is

planned,

a

final

(Black,

Whiting,

1988).

Roberts

and

termination family members

decides

the

to

decision,

resources

leave

to

must

handle

therapy the

allowing

the

and

the

Returning

to

thus

1976).

or the

is

family.

often helpful

therapist

their own problems.

become

the original

initiates

with a clear statement

needs

a

by mutual

therapist

parting ritual

left

difficulties

and

stage (Haley,

When the

changes

allowing the reorgani¬

stay involved,

the

of

into their

to the

Therapy may end

therapist

family to

shift

aware of

this

either

be

phase consists

accustomed

be

a problem system.

initiative

now have

become

a temptation to

often useful

This

organizational

supervisor must

is

stabilizes

final

or

The

There

of

agreement

consolidation.

in stepping back from a case,

part

The

of

capacity to integrate
The

team may have

that

When the

that

family

to positively connote

reengage in therapy,

or

they

this

conferring the
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family with a sense

that

they know best

how to handle the

problematic

pattern.

The
for

the

preceding

supervisor

therapists

are

and

the

phase

must

change

involved

of

section has

during each phase

consider where

their

case

in the

focus

part

depicted
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of
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development

and

its

during

case

(see
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case.
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approaches
questions

may focus on clarifying a sequence of behaviors,
about similarities

across generations in the family.

therapist-trainee in the room may be more active,
to rearrange the way they are seated,
topic to take place.

or asking
The

asking family members

or directing a discussion about a

Other trainee-therapists may be instructed to just

ask questions that will clarify whether a particular hypothesis is true.
No matter what the method,

the interview is an information gathering

time where the work of integrating information and responding to it
through some kind of intervention occurs.
The third part of the session,
midsession meeting)

the intersession discussion (or

constitutes a break in the interview during which

the trainee-therapist returns

to the team behind the mirror for a

discussion of the interview.

The task for the supervisor is to check

the hypothesis being followed,
Depending on the team’s
brainstorming.

and elaborate or change it if necessary.

development,

this may be a period of

More experienced teams will know the task is to reach

some kind of consensus or clear explanation of their differences
regarding activities

for the next part of the session,

the construction of an intervention,
The final phase of a session,
for the team,
events

or continuation of the questioning.
called the postsession,

It is often used to give immediate reactions to

and to the team’s own work during the session.

the intervention is

discussed,

and predictions are made as

response of the family to the session.
team’s

is a time

supervisor and trainee-therapist to meet and discuss the

of the session.

the session,

which may involve

comments

is

The fit of
to the

A discussion of the observing

included during this review period.

The post session
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may also Include critiques of the team- » work,

coming from the

supervisor or the team as well as plans for the subsequent seesion
(Piercy & Sprenkle,

1986).

Different therapeutic approaches may divide a session into
different sections,

but many teams

have adopted a progression based on a

model developed by the Milan team ( Selvini Palazzoli et al. ,
1984b).

What is

1978;

Tomm,

important for this section of the paper is to emphasize

that the focus of the supervisor’s interventions will again vary
according to which phase of the session the therapy is in.

During

presession and postsession the supervisor may be most interested in
provoking the trainees

to conceptualize the family systemically.

During

the interview the supervisor may be emphasizing appropriate executive
skills

by the therapist in the room while concentrating on perceptual

skills

by the team (Tomm,

decisions

about interventions

the time.
systems,

1979).

In addition,

the supervisor will make

depending on which system is most salient

An intervention is often aimed at the interface between two
called by Hoffman the "presenting edge"

(Hoffman,

1983,

p. 42).

Applying Theory to Study
The moment-of-intervention can be thought of as a window that can
be located anywhere within the cylinder.

The area illuminated by the

window will be of a very specific focus,

depending on where or when in

the supervisory process
moment,

the moment-of-intervention is made.

from the supervisor’s point of view,

and goals

Each

is influenced by the tasks

which shape that particular stage or phase,

salient implicit and explicit systems involved.

as well as the

Looking through the
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window created by an analysis of the moment-of-intervention leads to a
multi-dimensional understanding of what might influence the supervisor.
This study will use Schon’s and Tomm’s conceptualizations and
Gorman’s context description as a frame for the supervisors to reflect
on and in turn describe their own tacit knowledge.

They will be asked

to become observers of their own reflections-in-action and consider
their own decision making process

using video taped segments.

The

questions asked of them will be guidelines for an inquiry into how they
about shaping the problems

presented to them during supervision.

Summary
This
models

chapter reviewed supervision literature and theoretical

pertinent to this study.

The supervision literature review

established that a complete description of that context,

one that

included the multiple systems that the supervisor is embedded in,
yet to be written.
the field has

has

A brief overview of supervision theory considers how

defined the cognitive maps used by supervisors.

However,

no literature portraying the full complexity of the moment-ofintervention from the supervisor’s
suggested that there is

as

point of view exists.

It is

yet no complete description of the live

supervision process.
Two theoretical frames
chapter;

were reviewed in the second section of this

reflection-in action (Schon,

of supervision context.
conceptual processes

The models

1983),

and Gorman’s (1988)

are ways of describing the

used by a professional supervisors during the time

they make intervention decisions behind the one-way mirror.
these models

model

Although

suggest one way of beginning to map the conceptual context
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of

live

supervision,

situation.

However,

theoretical

frames

proposed
elaborate

study.

they are

but

in light

of

were

The

the

described

following

on how these

rudimentary outlines

frames

absence

in detail

of
and

of

other options,

these

briefly applied

section on methodology will
will

a complex

be employed during the

to the

further
study.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Overall Approach
In order to describe the supervisor’s decision making process
during the moment-of-intervention,

this study asks supervisors to

reflect on their own decision making while observing their previously
recorded interventions.

The interview with the supervisor is guided by

a conceptual model of the live supervision context (Gorman,
the notion of reflection-in-action (Schon,

1988)

and by

1983).

This study describes two fundamental influences on the supervisory
process:

(1)

features of the live supervision context and (2)

knowledge informing the experienced supervisor’s decisions.
-of-intervention ( MOI)
events.

tacit
The moment-

is used as a window into this complex set of

The dissertation includes a review of the literature,

explanation of the conceptual models,
moments-of-inter vent ion,

an

an analysis of a subsample of

and a synthesis and conclusion with

implications.
It is assumed in this study that there is a process at work by
which the supervisor is influenced by a number of elements of the
supervisory context.
(Gorman,

1988)

In addition,

The conceptual model presented in Chapter II

names a number of those influences,

but not all of them.

this study assumes there is a decision making process based

on the supervisors epistemological premises.

Schon (1983)

suggests a

common structure of that process but the individual differences among
supervisor’s are yet to be described.

Before investigating those
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differences,

the following section explains

the second order cybernetic

viewpoint followed throughout the study.
Second-order Cybernetics

The frame of second-order cybernetics is used in order to connect
the supervisor’s
processes.

internal processes with the external interactive

The internal processes,

and affects,

which includes attitudes,

feeling

are uniquely defined by the context of the session.

The

recursive connection between the decision-making process and the
influence of the supervisory context can not be understood without
consideration of the internal processes.
The second-order cybernetic viewpoint can be best understood when
compared with first-order cybernetics.
first-order viewpoint presents
black boxes,
important.

The therapy situation from a

both the family and the therapist as

and only the inputs and outputs of the boxes are deemed
This

viewpoint situates

the therapist as an objective

observer assessing the family’s interactive process.

From a first-order

cybernetic viewpoint the goal is to properly assess the family system in
order to devise input that functions as

an intervention to change the

family.
Second-order cybernetics

assumes

that the therapist can never be

an objective observer separate from family because the very act of
observing creates
process.

the distinctions

The therapist’s

create the family’s
viewpoint attends

that are seen as

the family’s

internal processes guide the observations that

interactions.

The use of a second order cybernetic

to the recursiveness of the therapist-family,

supervisor-therapist-family,

and for this study,

the

the researcher-super-
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visor-therapist-family relationship.
internal process

Each level of observation uses an

to make and share observations which in turn elicit an

interactive process that influences subsequent behavior,
and distinctions ( Breunlin et al. ,

observations

1988).

The second-order viewpoint applied to this study reveals that each
level of relationship creates its own set of distinctions on the
previous

level.

distinctions
helps

For example,

during the session the therapist draws

and discusses differences that are news

for the family,

and

the family members view their presenting problem differently.

therapist in turn constructs

The

differences with the supervisor that

ultimately guide the therapy.

The researcher and the supervisor will

then create another whole set of differences or meanings

about the

session that will inform the study.
The next section describes the methodology that will be used for
this

study.

Research Design
Target population.
family therapy supervisors
an agency setting.
standards
( AAMFT)

This

study focuses on three experienced

who use live supervision to train students in

The evaluation of "experience"

is based on the

of the American Association of Marriage and Family Therapists

approved supervisor category,

though the target supervisors do

not necessarily have to be approved by that organization.

Requirements

for Approved Supervisor designation from the AAMFT include five years
post-masters

degree in clinical practice as

least 180 hours

a family therapist and at

supervising marital and family therapy.

In addition.

A3
the supervisor must have had at least thirty-aix hours of supervision of
their work.

It is

suggested that the level of team development is one of the

major considerations
(Roberts,

1981;

supervisors
compared.

influencing supervisors’

Berger & Dammann,

1982;

1982).

Therefore,

involved in teams at different stages of development are
Two supervisors

the point when team is
supervisory context.

direct a team at Stage I of development,

at

involved with the establishment of the
One supervisor trains

Stage III or beyond in development.
is

Heath,

intervention decisions

working in a more autonomous

a more experienced team,

This team has more experience and

manner.

Because the teams are likely

to be different on a host of variables in addition to their stages of
development,

it is necessary to be very cautious in attributing

differences.

This

part of the study is viewed as exploratory.

Sampling methods.
intervention (MOI).

The unit of analysis is the moment-of-

The samples

of moments-of-intervention are recorded

during regularly scheduled family sessions.

A minimum of at least

eight moments-of-intervention are collected from each supervisor.
There are several types of interventions by phone that routinely
occur during a supervised training session.
the trainee’s
calls

skill development.

in suggestions

interview (Wright,

One type has as its goal

In such interventions the supervisor

to enhance the trainee’s effectiveness during the

1986).

A second type are management calls,

used by

the supervisor to convey brief directions in order to ensure that the
interview goes
(Coppersmith,

smoothly.
1980)

A third type called strategic calls

are used when the supervisor wants to make

interactional change or realignment in the session.
calls

may redirect the discussion,

therapist to use (Birchler,

1975).

These types of

or send in a different frame for the
It is the strategic type of

intervention that are the primary focus of this study because they offer
the richest and most interesting window into the supervisory process.
However,

the skill development and management interventions are also

considered as

further indications of the decision making process.

—a^~a—collection.
The first is

The data is collected in two different steps.

the collection of the original supervision events through

the use of video recordings.
One is

The researcher sets up two video cameras.

located behind the mirror,

training team.

and records the supervisor with the

This camera is sensitive to low light and has

a

microphone capable of picking up the conversations happening in the
observation room.
but is

The other camera is also located behind the mirror,

focused on the family session occurring in front of the mirror.

The session is

recorded in its entirety.

The second data collection step occurs when the researcher
presents

the moment-of-intervention segments to the supervisor and

conducts

an extensive interview using the segments as stimulus.

supervisor is

presented with an edited version of the tape.

of the moments-of-intervention is
cognitive processes

The review

intended to aid in recollection of

which occurred during the moment-of-intervention.

There are several reasons

for choosing to use a video camera as

the core data collection instrument.
essentially a transitory moment,
among countless

The

others.

The moment-of-intervention is

a series of interactions interspersed

A video record can make visible patterns that
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would otherwise not be noticeable.
observation numerous times,
addition,

just as

The researcher can review a single

and can compress or expand time.

In

family therapy supervisors have chosen not to rely on

retrospective reports

about the therapy,

a researcher should not rely

solely on retrospective reports about the moment-of-intervention,
witnessed or through accounts.
complexity of the episode.

either

A video camera is able to capture the

And finally,

the records can be used as part

of the presentation of the findings of the study.
When reviewing a recorded segment of a session with the
supervisor,

the researcher seeks to understand the recursive cycle

between the supervisor’s
processes
view,

internal processes and the interactive

recorded by video.

the questions

cognitive maps

From a second-order cybernetic point of

used to guide the interview asks what are the

and affective components which went into the distinctions

drawn by the supervisor during the moment-of-intervention.
freezes

the session’s

processes
catches

interactive process,

of the participants (Bruenlin,

Video

but not the internal

1988).

The video record

the supervisor in the act of drawing distinctions on the

therapist’s

distinctions,

which in turn were drawn on the family’s

distinctions

or explanations of their reality.

distinctions

are meta-distinctions,

The supervisor’s

intended to create another view of

the situation in order to foster the therapist’s clinical development.
In turn,

the researcher’s

views

are meta-meta-distinctions,

partial

views of a partial view used to create an understanding of the larger
supervisory context.
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Framing; the questions.

The questions used during the interview

with the supervisor start with indirect probes and move to more specific
questions.

The initial probe asks the supervisor what he or she were

thinking about generally during the moraent-of-intervention.
asking open-ended questions,

Through

the researcher invites the supervisors to

explain their way of thinking about the intervention without a
particular model being suggested.
The first area of interest is a description of the supervisor’s
tacit knowing.
questions

Included in the indirect questioning are a series of

that guide supervisors in describing their own intuitive

understanding of the decision making process.
Schon’s (1983)
1.

These are based on

model:

How did you select what to pay attention to?

2.
What was your idea about how things should change in
this situation?
3.

How did you intend to shape the situation?

4.

What were the unintended changes

that led to a new

understanding of the situation on your part?
The direct questions
context.
used.

explore the influence of the supervisory

The protocol developed for the pilot study (Gorman,

Questions

explicit others,

considering each area of the context,
the level of team development,

session timing are asked.

1988)

is

the implicit and

case development and

Although there is a protocol,

the questions

are not standardized but are constructed to closely fit the actual
intervention under discussion.
intervention was

For example,

in a case where an

preceded by an involved team discussion,

the influence
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of the team is explored more closely then in interventions that appear
to come from the supervisor.
Data management.

Several data management processes are used.

After a session is recorded,

the researcher chooses the interventions

that match the description of moments-of-intervention.

The actual

punctuation of where the intervention begins and ends are made by the
researcher using guidelines offered by Erikson (1982).
of activity with a central instrumental focus,
intervention,

such as making an

there are three constituent segments.

getting started,

the main instrumental focus,

Within a segment

These are phases of

and winding up.

Location

of the beginning and ending of whole events can be problematic.
boundaries

can be located through observational procedures.

These

Identifi¬

cation of these points or approximate regions are documented.

The

principal source of evidence for a point of transition is a contrast in
the form of ongoing behavior.
participants,

rearrangement in postural positions

distance between participants,
changes

Examples are the entry or exit of

changes in who speaks and who listens,

in pitch register and rate of speech,

orientation (Erikson,

and in interpersonal

and change in gaze

1982).

These moments-of-intervention are edited so they can be easily
presented to the supervisor.
prepared as

Transcripts of the interventions are

a further resource for the researcher.

The edited videos

are then presented to the supervisor as soon after the original event as
possible.

The interview between the supervisor and researcher

discussing the moments-of-intervention are also be recorded and later

transcribed.
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Data analysis of developmental levels.

The three supervisors are

compared in terms of differences resulting from having teams at
different developmental levels.

One design limitation of the study is

that there is no way to definitely ascertain whether differences between
the three supervisors
such as

are due to team development or some other variable

agency setting or supervisor style.

of specific behaviors
of supervisors

However,

that will be commented on that are characteristic

with beginning teams and those with more mature teams.

These include the specificity of the intervention,
interventions,

there are a number

the number of

whether the interventions are more management oriented or

more strategically oriented,

how much of the intervention originates

solely from the supervisor and how much of it is a collaboration of the
team with the supervisor.

This information is summarized separately and

also woven into the entire presentation.
Presentation of data.

A thematic presentation of the data is

expected to evolve through analyses of the results.
may highlight a particular aspect of the process,
are chosen on the basis

This

and several interviews

of the clarity of their presentation of

different important themes.
to intervene was

Each intervention

For example,

it may emerge that a decision

strongly influenced by the agency’s political context.

would become an important theme and would be analyzed and supported

through the record of the original moment-of-intervention and the
interview with the supervisor.
Three types

of reporting are used:

detailed transcription of the

speech and non-verbal behavior during the moment-of-intervention,
synoptic narrative of the episode,

a

and an expansion of the data through
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into the methodology (Taylor and Bogdan,
the researcher’s

presence influences

present study as

well.

This study is

1984).

the subject is important for the

based on the assumption that supervisors can clearly

reflect on their own decision-making process.
process,

A consideration of how

In order to support that

the researcher must be careful to not reveal specific

hypotheses

or models

that are being brought to bear on the data.

The

researcher must assure subjects that there are no right or wrong
answers.

The interview begins with non-directive questions.

and Bogdan point out,

As Taylor

sustained questions often imply evaluation.

The

phrasing of the questions and timing of the interview will be important.
Edited video segments

are introduced to the supervisor by commenting

that they are chosen because they are particularly interesting and rich
in content in order to set a positive context for the interview.
interview questions
the subjects’

are asked sympathetically,

answers.

In addition,

The

with time extended for

there is an initial general probe

asked about each of the moments-of-intervention.

The supervisor has a

chance to comment on each of the interventions before hearing any
specific questions
There is

from the researcher which may bias a reply.

also a problem with the researcher being a supervisor.

The researcher cannot act naive or incompetent as
during participant observation studies.
scrutinized by a peer,
These concerns
subjects

is often suggested

The subject may feel

and may feel apprehension about evaluation.

are addressed through how the researcher behaves with the

throughout the entire interactive phase of the study.

researcher takes

The

a position similar to that advocated by the Milan
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group's use of neutrality ( Palazzoli-Selvini,
actively avoids

The researcher

the acceptance of any one position being more correct

that another and attempts
all viewpoints.

1980).

to remain in a state of curiosity concerning

In this way it is possible to encourage a multiplicity

of perspectives.

Problems with using video.
problems

with the use of video recordings.

of audio-

experience stress reactions.

to protect their self-esteem,

conscious

Investigations into the use

and videotape have revealed that persons watching or hearing a

record of themselves
devices

There are intrinsic methodological

awareness.

which operate below the level of

In the experience of being confronted with an

image of oneself there is

a bias towards

over-evaluation of the self (Holzman,
Holzman notes

They employ various

favorable self-judgement and

1969).

a five part process

in response to confrontation

that begins with disavowal and an aversive reaction to aspects of the
image and modifies
reaction begins
takes

into a growing acceptance.

to moderate within 30 seconds and the entire process

no longer than 1
Problems

several ways.

1/2 to 2 minutes (Holzman,

1969).

with the use of video in this study are addressed in
First,

private behaviors
video camera is

The initial aversive

the researcher is not asking people to reveal

and thoughts

during the taping of a session.

focused on an already public arena and the researcher’s

request does

not call into question professional behavior of the

supervisor.

In addition,

territory,

The

the recording takes place on the supervisor’s

rather than the researcher’s,

naturalistic quality and decreases

which increases the

the obtrusiveness of the recording
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equipment (Rogers,

Millar i Bavelaa,

1980).

Both the auperviaor and

team are more familiar than the average population with video recording,
as it is commonly used during live supervision.
camera and a monitor playing during sessions.

There is usually a
The researcher brings a

second camera to the site and sets it up next to the first so that it
blends

into the general video area.
A tendency for the supervisor and team to behave differently in

front of a video camera diminishes over time.
camera and operator become less

noticeable.

Eventually the second
Taylor and Bogdan (1984)

point out that in their audio recording people seem to forget about the
tape recorder after a time and speak relatively freely.

The same occurs

with video in a supervision format.
Breunlin (1988)

developed guidelines for using video for

supervision that are applied to this study.

These guidelines were

developed to organize the complexity of videotape reviews and control
the stressful effects
that reviewers

focus

of watching oneself on video.

Breunlin advises

on a specific segment of the tape and have a clear

objective while watching it.

By editing the tapes to show only a

specific moment-of-intervention,

the researcher will contain the amount

of stimuli to which the supervisor will be exposed.

This will lessen

anxiety because all the supervisor’s work is not subject to scrutiny.
Breunlin also points

out that when a segment of tape is shown the

subject should comment on the content first in order to keep the
researcher’s

comments

from influencing the internal process of the

subject and coloring what they recall about the episode.
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Interview Protoc.nl

The two models described above are used to generate the interview
protocol.

The intent of the interviewer is to invite supervisors to

explain what they were thinking during the interventions.

To this end

the interview is divided into three parts.
The first section is the introduction and preparation for the
interview.

The purpose of this section is for the interviewer to join

with the subject.

This is accomplished by discussing the objective of

research project,

and by explaining that the questions explore the

expertise of experienced supervisors like themselves.
Supervisor’s_Background form is

completed,

the interview,

a

which provides information on

a more personal level about previous training,
professional experiences (see page 199).

In addition,

mentors,

and past

During the second section of

the interviewer and supervisor watch four pre-selected

moments-of-intervention chosen from the previously taped sessions.
segment lasts between one to seven minutes,

Each

and follows the chosen

intervention from its

initiation to the point where it is presented in

front of the mirror.

Transcripts of the intervention are also available

to help clarify hard to hear sections of the tape.

In addition,

during

the viewing of each segment the supervisor is asked to fill out the
Dimension Rating Scale for each moment-of-intervention (see page 197).
The dimensions

are used to develop a descriptive vocabulary for the

moments-of-intervention across

the three supervisors.

This scale is

described further in the next section.
The third section of the interview is composed of three types of
questions

asked in sequence.

The first series of General Questions are
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indirect and designed to guide the supervisors in describing their own
intuitive understanding of their personal theory of decision making.
The general questions

are as

follows:

1.
While making an intervention,
to pay attention to?

how do you select

what

2.
What was your idea of how things should change in each
situation?
3.

How did you intend to shape the situation?

4.
What were the changes that led to a new
understanding on your part?
Following these General Questions are Category Questions,
of twelve questions

based on the context model (Gorman 1988).

These

questions consider different areas of the supervisory context;
implicit and explicit others,

the level of team development,

development and session timing.

a series

the

case

Questions that elicit more discussion

by the supervisor are followed up by detailed inquires to fully explore
that area with the supervisor.
The final set of questions
intervention.

These questions

concern specific moments-of-

are designed to evoke discussion

concerning distinctive characteristics of each specific moment viewed by
the supervisor.
actions

For example,

one supervisor may reframe a client’s

and relate an alternative story about the situation.

instance,

In this

the training team may chose to not use the supervisor’s frame,

and instead develop another message.
supervisor questions
the supervisor’s

based on this

The interviewer asks

situation,

the

such as wondering what is

explanation for the team’s choice not to use his frame,

and the meaning he attaches

to that.
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Descriptions of the Moments-of-IntervenMnn
Rationale.

In order to develop a descriptive vocabulary that

remains constant across

the three supervisors,

a typology using eight

pertinent dimensions of an intervention has been devised (see Dimension
Rating Scale,

page 197).

The dimensions are based on recent articles

describing the use of live supervision (Liddle and Schwartz,
Wright,
Pegg,

1986;

Coppersmith,

1980;

Breunlin and Cade,

1981;

1983;

and Olson and

1979).

The dimensions - function,
concreteness,

timing,

degree of directiveness,

affective intensity - are used as
events,

supervisors and sessions.

rooments-of-intervention proves

method,

degree of

degree of explanation and degree

a basis for comparison across

A consistent method of categorizing

to be heuristically useful in

stimulating the investigation in new directions.
the construction of grids,

initiator,

In addition,

through

the typology allows the data to be arrayed in

a two dimensional illustration.

This gives a different perspective than

that of a single line of events.

However,

important not to reify the results.
spirit of exploration in hopes

as a note of caution,

it is

The typology was constructed in a

of producing richer descriptions and

should be used for that purpose only.
Description of the dimensions.
as

follows:

The eight dimensions are defined

The dimension of function refers to supervisor’s intent in

making the intervention.

Was

the supervisor intending to intervene by

focusing on skill development of the trainee therapist,

or was the

supervisor intending to intervene directly in the process of the
session,

hoping to unbalance the system in some way?
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The dimension of initiator is used to rate who originally
introduces the intervention.
or does

Does it begin solely with the supervisor

it originate in a team discussion?

^lmLnS refers to when the message is delivered.
intervention made immediately,

Is the

or is there a delay by delivering the

intervention during intersession or perhaps as part of a message at the
end of a session?

Degree of concreteness is used to rate specificity of the
supervisor’s
his

instructions.

or her intentions,

Is

or is

the supervisor precise and definite about

the supervisor more abstract,

leaving room

for the therapist to fill in or interpret the intervention?
Depending on their goals,

supervisors can choose the degree of

directiveness they use by content and tone.

This dimension describes

the extent to which the therapist is directed to do something by the
supervisor,

or the degree to which the supervisor suggests an idea that

the therapist can choose to use,

modify or ignore.

Degree of explanation refers to the elaborateness or brevity of
the supervisor’s

intervention.

and conceptualization,

or is

The final dimension is
supervisor uses

Is

the message multi-faceted in detail

it terse and succinct?
the degree of affective intensity the

while delivering the intervention.

present the message with intense emotion and energy,

Does

the supervisor

or is it a

restrained delivery?
Description of the rating scale.

In order that the researcher and

the supervisor use the same instrument to describe the moments-ofintervention,

a rating scale is

available.

The eight dimensions are
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divided into two poles.

The viewer is instructed to evaluate where on a

scale of one to ten they rate that particular dimension,
closer to one side of the polarity,

one being

and ten the other side.

The

researcher completes

the form while preparing the protocol,

and the

supervisor completes

it while watching the rooments-of-intervention

during the interview.
Construction of—grids.

lhe pole of each dimension is used as the

vertical or horizontal axis of a grid (see pages

201-215).

Each moment-

"intervention is located on a co-ordinate of the two dimensions.

The

precise location of each event is transferred from the one to ten scale
to a five to one interval scale with five representing the high point on
the dimension and one representing the center of the continuum.
example is

the moment-of-intervention number one,

which the researcher

located at number nine on the degree of directiveness dimension.
assignment of this

collected from this supervisor.

event on a specific interval is
of events

The location of each

assessed relative to the entire universe

allow the researcher to quickly compare and contrast

different dimensions
anomalies

differences

of the supervisor’s interventions.

described.

For example,

Supervisor 1

has a number of grids

empty (see pages 201-203).

several of the interventions
grids,

Patterns are

noted and broad generalizations as well as specific

with one or two quadrants

across

relative to the other

collected from that supervisor.

The grids

detected,

The

number indicates that the researcher perceived the

supervisor to be using a stance of ‘ suggesting’
Interventions

An

In addition,

are consistently located near to each other

while two interventions consistently turn up as the 4 lone
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ranger’

in a quadrant.

Each of

these

patterns

are

then described

and

investigated.

Method

is

the

characteristic.
phone
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However,

single

In most

cases
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moments-of-intervention of

then interviewed

using

the

protocol.

In order

intervention,

supervisor.

to

best

two

The

present

lenses

first

lens

Chapter

II

context

which influence

explicit

(Gorman,

presence

of

supervisory process.

operation used

to

were

1988).

used

is

the

This

data related

to observe

live

model

to the

the

The

and

second

the
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moments-of-

experienced

supervision model
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two

stages

of

considers

supervisory decisions,

described

facets

supervisory decision making;

others,

guide
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theory of
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of
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reflection-In-action (Schon,
how each supervisor
conditions
the
this

for

solving

supervisor’s
inquiry.

shapes
it,

decisions.

1983).

This

lens

explores

the question of

the

situation in a way which presents

and

what

The

tacit

next

knowledge

chapter

is

presents

used
the

to inform
results

of
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highlight various

characteristics of the interventions.

Each change in

the horizontal and vertical dimension acts like a rotation of a
kaleidoscope,

illuminating different facets of these interventions.

This supervisor identified himself as a constructivist.
there is

While

no organized school of family therapy with coherent theory and

procedures that can be identified as a constructivist school,

recent

articles describe the term as referring to the application of a number
of concepts

from epistemology,

and Lukens,

1988).

biology and cybernetics (Efran,

Lukens

A core belief used by constructivists is the idea

that meaning and understanding are socially and inter-subjectively
constructed,
1988,

p. 56).

that is,

"whatever we describe is made up by us"

(Hoffman,

One description of how a family is organized is not

considered to be any more true than another description.
criterl°n is what ‘ fits’
useful information.

the system,

Therapists

The relevant

what the system responds to as

following the premise of constructivism

do not consider themselves experts who know better than the family what
needs

to change.

conversations

Their skill is

with clients

in being able to facilitate

that help alter the meaning the clients

assign to the constellation of behaviors identified as problems.
Through the course of conversations between the client,
and the team,

the therapist

the initial picture of a client’s dilemma can be changed,

and a new picture developed.
information becomes

By viewing the problem differently,

available to the family.

Assimilation of the

information into the family’s worldview leads to new patterns of
organization that do not include the symptom.

new
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The description of this supervisor’s moments-of-intervention
reveal a team that focuses on meaning rather than behavior (see
Grids:

Supervisor 1,

pages 201-203).

The majority of the interventions

made by this supervisor and his team were intended to alter the system’s
beliefs,

rather than develop the therapist’s or team’s skills.

The

unbalancing interventions were divided between those initiated by the
team and those initiated by the supervisor.

Most of the interventions

tended to be delivered with specific instructions.

The interventions

were evenly divided between those that were delivered as a directive and
those suggested to the therapist,

indicating that the interventions were

offered in the spirit of possible alternative explanations or questions.
A majority of the eight moments were explained briefly to the
therapist.

The remaining were perceived as delivered with elaborate

explanations.

However,

the number of elaborate or brief interventions

were divided between those initiated by the team and those initiated by
the supervisor.

No elaborate skill-building interventions were given.

The messages

were given in a time span assessed to be more

immediate than delayed,

though in these interventions immediate means

anywhere from a minute after a triggering incident in the room to five
or even ten minutes

later.

A consultation that occurred behind the

mirror near the end of a session was

judged to be delayed.

no delayed skill building interventions,

the single intervention judged

to be for skill building was called in immediately.
moments-of-intervention,
terms

of concreteness.

There were

For most of the

the initiator was thought to be specific in
The supervisor initiated four specific and two
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abstract interventions,

and the team initiated one specific and one

abstract intervention.

There were no suggested skill building interventions.
skill building intervention was delivered with directness.
when the intent was to unbalance the system,

The single
However,

the initiator of the

intervention used a suggestion half the time and used a directive the
other half.
to pass

The directive was usually to ask a particular question or

on a comment to someone in the room.

In summary,

these interventions were initiated five tiroes by the

supervisor and three times

by the team.

The interventions tended to be

called in relatively immediately and to be somewhat specific in
direction,

though not totally so.

Most of the interventions were fairly

brief and were intended to unbalance the family/ therapist system.
The next section will look at the four moments-of-intervention
which were chosen to be the subsample discussed with the supervisor
during the follow-up interview.
the moments-of-intervention,
into three parts.

and the team’s

of the context of

each of the four examples will be divided

Getting started describes the conversation from which

the intervention emerged,
into the session,

After a discussion

intervening describes the actual message sent

and winding up describes the delivery of the message

response.

Following the description,

the discussion

section will then examine the moment-of-intervention using the context
model and ref lection-in-action as
the interview with the supervisor.

guides

for organizing material from
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Intervention #1

Context for the moment-of-intervenHon.

The first intervention to

be closely examined took place during a session with a couple.
session participants

are married and in their late twenties.

The
The

training therapist is a forty-five year old woman with prior experience
as

an individual therapist.

with this

therapist.

This is the second meeting for the couple

During the first session the wife acted in ways

which suggested she might need to be hospitalized.
at that time to not hospitalize her.
follow-up visit.

A decision was made

The couple has returned for a

This intervention took place forty-five minutes into

an hour long session.
The supervisor sits behind the four team members who are gathered
around the one-way mirror.
of the group,

The phone is on a small stand to the right

next to a male trainee.

The previous two interventions

made before this intervention were called in by that male student,
this

call is

but

initiated and called in by the female student sitting next

to him.
The mood in the observation room is perceived by the researcher to
be one of intensity.
directed towards
of the students.
session.

The team is

the supervisor,

engrossed in discussions often
but occasionally shared among several

The supervisor speaks

He responds

frequently throughout the

to student comments

as well as giving an ongoing

explanation of the therapy session.
The session began by the couple telling the therapist that
"...things

are better."

therapist as

well as

A discussion between the couple and the

among the team focuses on the question,

"How can
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one tell when a change has occurred?"
to how,

in this case,

The team expresses curiosity as

the positive change occurred,

and calls in a

request to the therapist to ask what made the difference over the past
week.

In addition,

change’,

in order to not continue a discussion about ‘generic

the team asks

specifically what changes had occurred.

The conversation with the couple then shifts its
problems

they experience.

At that point,

focus to other

the team calls in a second

time and suggests

that they are not sure this is what the couple wants

from the meeting,

and directs

the therapist to ask the couple what it is

they want to do during this session.
what she wants
occurred.

from the session,

She is

The wife replies she is unsure of

or even how the reported changes

sure that things are different,

Getting started.

as is her husband.

The team members reflect among themselves that

they are more concerned about knowing what changed than the wife.
begin to talk about ways to validate the wife’s change.
members

says

that she is

that she feels it is

They

One of the team

important to help the wife realize

responsible for no longer looking like she needs to be

hospitalized.
At this

point,

the supervisor offers the team an alternative

explanation of what may have occurred:
The wife said she was
home.

bad,

If I said to you,

let you go home,

but the therapist let her go

Jane,

you look bad but I’m going to

it means I have confidence in you. .. The

same thing happened in the wife’s

family.

Maybe she

duplicated the same thing that the therapist did with her
she did with her family.
they get along,

They (her family)

I have confidence.

therapist had confidence in her,

are crazy,

but

She felt that the

I guess.

A minute later the supervisor suggests that the couple is saying
that the change did not happen during the previous

week,

but happened
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during the session they had with the therapist.

He believes that the

important element of that session was the willingness “to look at if you
are really crazy,"

and to ask "Am I sick?"

Intervening.
was

brave .

in?"

A team member replies that he feels that the wife

Another team member asks the supervisor,

The supervisor replies,

the phone and calls
It seems

as

"Yea,

why not?"

"Can we call that

The team member picks up

in the following message:

though what ever change is going on happened

either before the session in their decision to come here or
certainly by the time the last session had finished.
And
one of the things

we are talking about here is that perhaps

somehow we recognized first you’re suffering and second you
are well enough to handle it.

That something in the process

was helpful for them.
The supervisor interrupts to say: You
know what else you need to add to that?
That actually she
was crazy but she could still leave.

You had confidence.

In the room the therapist turns to the couple and says:
"I’ll be right back.

They are talking a lot."

The team member concludes the phone call by saying:
Perhaps

indeed she was

crazy but she was still well enough

to leave and for this change to have happened.
what I*m saying?

You know

So it’s their ability to implement this

plan despite their pain.
When the call is
turns

completed the therapist puts down the phone and

to the couple and says:
They think you’ re doing very well.

I* m really glad you came

in and I think that the last session and this session you
both are working with what’s going on.

I thought it was

interesting you said you were relieved that I let you go.
But I wasn* t thinking about whether I was going to make a
decision like that or not.

So,

I am glad that you left the

session feeling that way because I feel you did a lot of
work in that session.

I thing you laid it out together in a

very nice way.
Winding up.

Behind the mirror a team member turns to the student

who initiated the call and asks

if that is what she wanted.

The caller
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replies

that it is

not,

and wonders if it is

thinks differently than herself.
that the therapist does

because the therapist

The supervisor interrupts by noting

have a different way of working,

comments on the discussion they had behind the mirror.
us, "

and then

"It was fun for

he says.

The team then begins to discuss the reasons why the message was
not used in its

entirety by the therapist.

The team member who

originally made the call remarked that if she were in the room she would
have used it.

Another questions why it didn’t fit,

noting that it was

an opportunity for the therapist to give the wife a stroke and boost her
up a little more.

Perhaps,

enough boosting.

he suggests,

the therapist felt she had

The team member who called in wonders if she was

intelligible enough while giving the message.
concludes

the conversation by saying,

Another team member

"Maybe she (the therapist)

was

ending when we were still going. "
Discussion.
operation’

this

intention is
that is
his

This

supervisor uses

to make intervention decisions.

to "...look for ways

His

to ask questions and talk to people

different than the experiences they bring to a session."

point of view,

discussing ideas
room.

first example illustrates the 4 theory of

This

From

a useful intervention is one where the team is

that are different from those being addressed in the

supervisor maintains that if the ideas

being discussed

behind the mirror sound too similar to the discussion in the session,

an

intervention will not be helpful because it will not give the therapist
more tools

or expand the therapist’s

view.
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The explicit other who most influences this supervisor’s decision
to intervene is

the team.

His role with the team is to encourage them

to ask questions of themselves

and the therapist that are different than

what is currently being asked.

When the supervisor intervenes with the

team,

he is

searching for a way to alter or improve the team’s current

working hypotheses.

He wants to unbalance the way the team is thinking

and create doubt in the team’s mind about their current explanation of
the problem.

An example of this is his suggestion of an alternative story that
had,

up to that point,

not been discussed either in front or behind the

mirror.

The supervisor wondered if the therapeutic component of the

Prevdous

session might not be found in the implicit message,

therapist,

sent by the

of confidence in the wife’s ability to contend with the

difficult time she was
supervisor suggested,

having the previous week.

In turn,

the

the wife was able to worry less about the

behaviors

of family members,

worried.

Thus

about which she had previously been quite

the wife behaved in a pattern isomorphic to how the

therapist behaved with her in the previous session.
In this
supervisor’s

example,

the team chose not to completely draw on the

new construction.

shown by a team member’s
from the supervisor’s
factor was
not,

It immediately interested the team,

request to call in.

However,

what was retained

suggested story was the idea that the therapeutic

the wife’s willingness to consider whether she was crazy or

and the idea that the change happened in the last session,

during the following week.
let go of

as

her concerns

The notion that the wife was

about her family members

not

then able to

in response to the
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therapist letting go of excess concern about the wife* s condition was
dropped from the message.

When the supervisor was questioned about this intervention during
the interview,

he remarked that the team often ignores his attempts to

shape their thinking in a new direction.

The listener’s

ability to

accept only the meaningful parts of a story offered as an alternative
explanation is

a core assumption of constructivism.

He compares the

team’s choosing parts of the message to how a family has a filtering
system which lets
useful.

them ignore messages and prescriptions which are not

He implied that there is

a ‘ team mind’ ,

ultimately gets called into the session.
supervisor trusts

It is a mind that this

because a constructivist position posits that no

single person knows
every message is

that chooses what

best how a client should live their life.

Thus

considered a potential catalyst in helping the family,

or in this case the team,

propose fresh problem solving frameworks.

Intervention //2
Context for the moment-of-intervention.
a male therapist,
center,

is

as

an intern at the family therapy

meeting with the case manager from the Department of Mental

Retardation.
family:

who also works

During this intervention

Originally,

Stewart,

there had been plans to meet with the client

a 29 year old retarded man and his mother.

The family

cancelled at the last minute because the time conflicted with Stewart’s
job.

The therapist and case manager decide to meet anyhow,

and request

that the team help them clarify the therapist’s role in the case.
addition,

the therapist suggests

phone in the room to act as

In

putting a team member in charge of the

a conduit between himself and the case
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worker with the team.

The moment-o£-lntervention under diecueeion

occurs twenty-five minutes into the interview,

and is the second

intervention of that session.

The case manager wanted to discuss several concerns she had about
the client.

One was

sexual offence.

the possibility that he was committing some kind of

The other was the possibility that the client was

making suicide threats,

though that was not known for sure.

Seven minutes into the session the supervisor,
nearest the counter where the phone was situated,

who was sitting

placed the phone on

the floor so it could be reached by the three team members who were on
the therapeutic team.
carpeted tiers
team.

There were also three team members who sat on the

behind the first team.

The two teams

did not talk with each other throughout the session.

The observing team offered remarks
session,

but this

These students were the observing

to the therapeutic team during post¬

discussion was not formalized.

During the first intervention,

the team requests that the

therapist and case manager talk about changes in the client,
particularly in terms of differences

they have seen in the client since

the therapist became involved five months ago.
discuss

their explanation for those differences.

Getting started.
therapist begins
lives
his

The team asks them to

with his

mother,

The conversation between the case manager and

to focus

mother,

on several areas they see as problems;

he is

and that his

he

in a position of somehow needing to protect

younger brother "runs the show."

Behind the

mirror several team members discuss information about the client’s
suicide attempts.

At this

point the supervisor speaks

to the team:
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The question they are really asking is: is she feeling, as a
service, something is taking place?
I mean does she like
what is going on and can she stand behind it?
A team member starts to pick up the phone,
supervisor and asks,

"So our question is...?"

"You figure it out,"

the supervisor tells her.

Intervening.

and then turns to the

A minute passes as the team member waits for a good

moment to break in.

She calls with the following message:

One of the things we’ re discussing is the number of agencies
and services supporting the family.
We were wondering about
the differences happening in terms of how they’ re working.
The team member in the room immediately relays the message.
They were wondering what you’ re perceiving about the services
here, how they are working, what we’ re doing?
Winding up.
assesses

the usefulness of the therapy offered by the clinic.

worker replies
changes.
and son,

The conversation in the room switches to one which

that the therapy is

A minute later,
and is

very useful,

the therapist is

The case

and that she has seen

again focused on the mother

formulating an explanation of how the client is trapped

in a position where he must protect his mother.
Discussion.

In this

supervisor supplements
process

of the therapy,

occur in the room.
label the client,

example the researcher observes that the

comments made by the team as

they focus on the

and interrupts the problem-focus which began to

The therapist and case manager were beginning to
and in the process leave themselves and the problem¬

defining system they are part of out of the description.
process

was

A similar

occurring behind the mirror where the client was being

labeled ‘ suicidal*.

The supervisor implies through his comment that the

team can be more useful by attending to the therapist’s request,

which
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asked how could he be helpful in this case.
disrupts the problem focus and brings
the question,

The message temporarily

the discussion in the room back to

what is working in this therapy?

It seems to the

researcher that the team’s message communicates a different point of
view developing behind the mirror,

but is not totally successful in

changing the conversation in front of the mirror.
The "solution-focused interview"

is one label the supervisor used

during the interview to describe what he tries to do as a supervisor and
a therapist.

The angle he takes when entering a family is to search for

what is

working for the family,

implies

that this

situation as

what is proceeding without problem.

He

is both a reality of some aspect of the family’s

well as

a "level of logic"

situation for the family.

which he uses to reframe the

He believes a focus on solutions leads the

family to a place where they can also perceive the successful aspects of
their behavior and use them as a resource.
In the same way,
teams

this

supervisor makes decisions to intervene with

when he feels that the team/therapist conversation is beginning to

assign a diagnosis

to a person,

or situation.

In the example presented,

the discussion in the room began to focus on the ongoing difficulties of
the client.

The team begins

manager’s concerns

to follow suit,

about suicidal threats.

picking up on the case
The supervisor’s comments

step back from that material and encourage the team to question the
larger context of therapy.
this

What in that situation has been useful for

client and the people who care for him?

what could be the outcome?
define a successful outcome?

How does

And should it continue,

this therapist/ case manager system

The supervisor made a decision to
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intervene

in the

alternative
focus

to

team conversation in order to steer them towards

questions,

the

and in turn have the

therapist

and case

team relay the different

manager.

Intervention 7/3

Context
occurs

nine

wonders

the

minutes

how the

established
perhaps

for

moment-of-interveni-.i on.

later

during

therapist

could

with Stewart.

the
use

Another

same
the

The

next

session.

intervention

A team member

relationship that

team member replies

he

that

has

it

is

already happening.

Getting

started.

The

supervisor

interrupts

at

this

point

and

says:

That

this

is

emphasize
clear

happening

because

because

might

be

much more valuable

then you can be

you’ re

talking

already taken place.

It’s

specific

about

not

something

in the

to

and concrete
that

future,

and

has

it’s

in the

present.

( pause)

She

(case

has

forced

Because
hoping

manager)
someone

she

says

something

is

asking

here.

herself

What

has

keep doing what
will

happen or

the

same

question.

She

been accomplished?

you’ re

doing -

really thinks

either she’s

something is

already happening.

During

the

this

consequences

Stewart

does

supervisor

See,

not

and

not

the

co-operate

and

doesn’t

that

and

therapist

may need to

with treatment.

just

happened.

face

manager

be

Behind

are

discussing

established if

the

mirror the

says:

necessarily,
has

case

punishments

disagrees

something
he

period

up to

problems

(in reference

possible

sexual

her

It

his
to

offenses).

presence

not

sexuality and
the

acknowledges

necessary to

case

talk about

manager’s

that

punish him if
these

concerns

about
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Intervening.
asking what has
member agrees

A team member replies that the question returns to

happened since the start of therapy.

A second team

that the question has not been answered and notes that it

could be a way of emphasizing whether the case manager thinks the
sessions

are proceeding in the right direction.

The team member calls

in:

One more call.

We sort of feel like the question of a while

ago to her about whether she feels like the therapist has
been helpful - in regard to particular markers she’s
interested in like suicidal threats, sexual behavior and
that sort of thing that wasn’t really answered.
We feel
its important to highlight if she feels this has been
helpful and to have that question answered more concretely.
Then also if they feel what’s happening now is going to lead
to the goals for therapy she talked about.
The supervisor leans
more succinctly,
member repeats

what does

this

Winding up.

over to the caller and directs him.
she think has been accomplished?"

and ends

"Just say
The team

the call.

Three minutes later the question is asked in the

room.
The team is

wondering,

(the case manager),
therapy,

particularly in regards to you Josie

what you think has already happened in

from your view.

The case manager answers:
That* s

a big thing,

a big issue.

are incredible gains.

I don’t see where there

One thing we are getting done is

having Stewart and mom in the same room talking.
Behind the mirror the supervisor is
That’s
about.

a big deal,

enthusiastic as he says:

a good thing,

that’s

what we’ re talking

Because the therapist needs to know if they’ re doing

anything.

The therapist needs to be able to see a

difference in order to compare so he has a sense of the
family at the moment,
between these two.

to say yes there is a difference
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Discussion.
made decisions

There are several examples of ways the supervisor

to intervene in this example.

The first is during the

conversation discussing how to use the relationship that has been set up
between Stewart and the therapist.

When the idea was mentioned that

therapeutic results were perhaps already present,
that as

the supervisor took

an opportunity to punctuate the conversation by interjecting

that he felt that the more valuable question is:
right now?

What is happening

He may be responding to the previous abstract quality of the

interventions,

and is

attempting to help the team clarify their question

by focusing on the more concrete present.

He states that he believes

that it is

a more valuable question because he perceives the case

manager as

feeling positively about the therapeutic services already

received by her client.

He continues to ground his questions in the

or^-8^nal request of the student,
this

which was:

how can I be more useful in

case?
At this

point,

the conversation in the room has shifted to one

where the case manager and therapist discuss
and consequences

for the client if he does not co-operate.

the supervisor suggests
resolved.

the need for punishments

He restates

In response,

that the problem they are defining is already
his

belief that her presence in the family lets

them know that allegations of possible sexual misconduct are being
addressed and taken very seriously.
the original question that has
focuses

on the process

The team is then ready to return to

not been answered,

a question which

of the therapy rather than any particular

problematic content area.
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A call ia
call,

made after a team discussion.

The initiator of the

incorporating language used earlier by the supervisor,

asks for

more concrete answers

to the question of what has been helpful in the

therapy thus

the supervisor listens to the call he directs the

far.

As

caller to ask more succinctly what the case manager thinks has been
accomplished.

He may have done this in response to a concern he voiced

during the interview that the phone messages are often abstract and
overly vague.
believes

During the interview the supervisor states that he

that "supervision is training teams how to think."

Thus the

messages often come at the end of a long team conversation behind the
mirror.

He says

he has not yet determined how to teach the team to

deliver clear concise messages while continuing to encourage
conversations

that expand the points

When asked about this

of view brought to the case.

intervention during the interview the

supervisor replied that a conversation about consequences and punishment
was
is

generating a model based on good and bad or right and wrong.
fine as

a model for a legal agency or a social control agency,

pointed out,
outcome.

but not useful in therapy because it is

If he had thought that the conversation would become

have intervened.
the therapist’s

he would not

But since it rigidified both the case manager’s and
perceptions

about what changes

experience he felt that an intervention was

"gets

he

talking about fixed

exploratory and unconstrained like an anthropologist’s,

chooses

This

necessary.

to intervene at the level of the team,

their ideas

together"

the client could
He customarily

and hopes that the team

to intervene in the room.
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Intervention V/4

Context for the moment-of-intervenHon.

The final intervention to

be discussed occurs during a crowded network meeting for a seven year
old boy who is
school.

hard of hearing and having behavioral difficulties at

The teacher he had for the past two years in addition to his

current teacher are attending.

The elementary school principal,

school psychologist and the speech therapist are in attendance.
parents,

The

who have been meeting regularly with the therapist for the past

five months,

are also at the meeting.

because although the previous
teacher,

the

The parents requested the meeting

two years went smoothly with the old

the current year with the new teacher has been one of

miscommunication and mutual blame.

As

a result,

antagonism has

developed between the school personnel and the parents.

The therapist

asked the team to assist him in shifting the interview from a problem
focused interview to a solution focused interview.
The intervention under discussion came forty-five minutes into the
session.
minutes

The one intervention previous

to this

occurred twenty-two

into the session and consisted of a future question that asked

what everyone at the meeting would expect to see if the parents and
teacher worked together well for the rest of the year.
Getting started.

The first intervention stimulated a conversation

in the room pertaining to telephone calls and notes between the teacher
and the parents.

The theme of the conversation was

need to hear not only the boy’s difficulties,
well,

some positive feedback.

"I think the teacher is

that the parents

but also what is going

Behind the mirror a team member remarks,

saying she wants it (positive feedback)

too."
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At this point the supervisor,

who was leaning back In his chair,

leans

forward suddenly and holds his pencil in the air.
"I think we should call it in."
What?"
"Its

a team member asks.

a good moment,"

Intervening.

replies the supervisor.

A male team member picks up the phone and calls the

message in.

Just to not let it slip by.
asking for that.
The supervisor interjects,
As well as
the phone.

the parents, "

It sound like the teacher is

"As well as the parents."
the team member repeats,

and hangs up

The therapist in the room puts down the phone and turns to the new
teacher:
They just wanted to comment to me that it seemed as if this
is something you were asking for and interested in seeing
happen as well as the parents.

Winding up.
misunderstood. "

The supervisor shakes his head and says "No,

he

He proceeds to explain why he thought the intervention

might prove useful.
See,

you got this

teacher (the old teacher)

supposedly on the parent’s
point for what kinds

side.

who is

You can ask her at this

of things do you think the new teacher

would need to hear from the parents to make her participate
even better in this

position.

started off on the wrong foot.

Because right now you got
You want to get back on the

right foot.
Discussion.

This was

the only observed intervention where the

supervisor directly indicates that the message should be called in.
does

this

by leaning forward and saying,

"This

is

a good moment."

He
In

response to a student’s observation concerning the new teacher’s wish
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for positive feedback,

he recognizes

that this is

a good moment or an

opening in the conversation to influence the family- s perceptions or
beliefs.
does

This

is different from the previous interventions in that it

not explicitly introduce a new question or frame.

Rather it is an

attempt to punctuate the session so that the teacher and the parents
recognize their requests

for similar signs of appreciation.

The intervention was called in without any discussion with the
team.

The supervisor directed the call by interrupting and telling the

student to include the parents as wanting positive feedback.

The

student seemed to not comprehend the point of the intervention,
was

to make a positive connection between the parents

This

which

and the teacher.

initial lack of clarity between the supervisor and the team member

may be why the call was not understood by the therapist in the room,
In turn,
As

made less

of an impact during delivery.

a follow-up,

the supervisor proposed another question for the

old teacher who had been successful with the boy and his
past.

and

family in the

"The first teacher obviously got something from the family,

what

do you think the new teacher needs to get from the family in order to
help?"

he wonders.

This question initiated a discussion among the team

that generated the idea of having the teacher adopt a reward and
punishment system that the boy and his parents had designed and found
successful at home.

The team believed this would change the situation

between the school and parents

from an adversarial to a co-operative

relations hip.
This

idea was

never called in,

with the therapist ten minutes

though it was

eventually discussed

later during a consultation held behind
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the mirror.

When asked during the interview why this very efficient and

simple idea was not passed on to the therapist,
he believes

that he should not intervene when the therapy is progressing

in the manner the therapist intended.
intervention is

He notes

meeting was

He suggested that sometimes an

made up of mostly stylistic differences,

phrasing of an idea,
client."

the supervisor said that

a different

a "way of dancing a little differently with the

that in this instance the essence of the network

proceeding as requested by the therapist.

the school were oriented towards finding a solution,

The family and
and in his

assessment the therapy was working.
The following section will discuss all four moments-ofintervention with an interest in illuminating patterns that connect the
four interventions.

Through such an analysis the characteristic

patterns of this supervisor’s reflection-in-action will be described.
Analysis

of Patterns

Across Moments-of-Intervention

Application of model:
The central focus
client system’s

for this

problem.

Co-construction of alternative explanations.
supervisor is the team’s construction of the

When the team begins to adhere to a

description of the problem that presumes a diagnosis or a single right
hypothesis,
explanation.
definitions

the supervisor intervenes by co-constructing an alternative
He is

interested in challenging the team’s

problem

in order to generate questions or explanations that have not

previously been considered.

Decisions are made through the process of

exploring the impact of an alternative story or explanation.
useful,

or in some way makes

If it is

troublesome aspects of the conversation
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it can be used to generate new options and opportunities

more coherent,

for previously untried behavior by the team and the family.
An example of this occurs
Intervention #2,

the interview with the Department of Mental Retardation

case manager and the therapist.
suspicions
episodes

at the beginning of Moment-of-

The case manager told the therapist her

concerning sexual offenses perpetrated by the client.

remained somewhat a secret,

family knows

These

though the case manager thinks the

that she believes the episodes are occurring.

Behind the mirror the supervisor asks whether the involvement of
the case manager in the therapy suggests to the family that the
suspicion of possible sexual offense perpetrated by the client is
already being taken seriously.

He suggests that perhaps there is no

need for the therapist to go into the details of the episodes since the
case manager is

already present as a protective worker on the case.

Even if the episodes were found to be true,

the supervisor thinks that

the therapist would continue to work with the client on the same issues
that are now the focus
client feels
people.

of the therapy;

about himself,

the client* s social life,

how the

and how the client is connecting with other

He also suggests the possibility that the client may not equate

what he’s

doing with sex,

offenders

do not equate what they are doing as sexual.

Here is

because from his experience many retarded sex

an example of the supervisor stepping back from the

content of the discussion,

which was

beginning to define a problem based

on possible sexual offenses,

and suggesting that the team look at the

larger therapeutic context.

The supervisor does this by formulating

questions

different from those currently being discussed.

The
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alternative queations

focus on the therapeutic process.

therapy decreased those crazy episodes?
episodes at this

point,

and if so,

"Has the

And have there been fewer

what do the therapist and case worker

attribute that to?"

Another pattern observed across moments-of-intervention is how the
supervisor’s decision to intervene is based partially on the team’s
collaborative construction of a problem definition.
intervenes
He enters

He routinely

by extending the range of ideas being discussed by the team.
the discussion and underlines or highlights a particular

question or hypothesis proposed by a student,

building on the original

notion offered by the student until it becomes an alternative
explanation for the team to consider.
constructs

In this way the supervisor co¬

with the team a question or idea that is different from the

one being discussed in the room.
When asked during the interview which group of explicit others he
was

most concerned about during the sessions,

he replied,

"I am most

interested in who the team is concerned about. "
If the team is

too fixed on a hypothesis,

would intervene.

at that moment I

If I thought they were thinking this is

the problem and this

is

what we should do,

I would want to

unbalance that situation.
Reflection-in-action.
how this

supervisor works

action.

Schon assumes

There is

an important difference between

and Schon’s description of reflection-in-

a body of knowledge that a professional relies on

that can be used to recognize the appropriateness or usefulness of a new
hypothesis

or an attempt at a solution.

knowledge concerns
believes

there is

process.

As

For a supervisor,

a constructivist,

no single best answer,

the body of

this supervisor

but measures the success of his
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interventions according to whether it maximized opportunity for new
descriptions and new meanings
schools

to arise.

For example,

some theoretical

posit a norm of a healthy family and principles of structure

that must be present for a family to function well.

In contrast,

this

supervisor searches for a way to loosen the screws that hold together
the rules

a therapist learned as a trainee.

He is not trying to

intervene in a way that is corrective for the family.

His evaluation

of a successful intervention is based on whether it helps the team and
the family question any assumed explanations they have brought to the
therapy.

Team procedure.
is

the team’s

the mirror?"
question.

When the supervisor was asked,

"What do you think

perception of what they are expected to be doing behind
the supervisor replied that he had never asked himself that

He stated that he found that question a problem solving

question,

a question outside of the ordinary realm of questions he asks

himself about his

job as supervisor.

The fact that this question introduced a new perspective to the
supervisor sheds

light on some of the difficulties the researcher

observed in the operation of this

team.

It offers an explanation as to

why some of the messages called in seem as

if the team members may not

be entirely clear about what it is they are doing.
recommended that supervisors
phone-ins"
that this
As

(Wright,

1986,

It has been

be trained in the "art and science of

p. 188).

It is suggested by the researcher

team would benefit from instruction in those skills.
part of her analysis

supervisors

of phone interventions,

should limit their process statements

Wright suggests

on the phone to only
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one

precise

short

supervisees
by long

had

statement

more

process

also

statements.

phone-in.

advises

per

implementing

more

The
note

pad

beside

researcher

tendency to call
method

as

a

She

later

she

was

just

too

replied.

about

the

is

message,

message.

confidence

in the

"It

need

didn’t

to

Challenging

the

interview this

one

that

does

and

not

therapy. "

He

therapy is

useful

would

had

intersession and

the

not

maximum time

receive

more

for a

than two

trouble retaining or

down the

experience

phone

had

phone messages.
with this

messages,

team’s

and devised

this

this

explanation when asked during

during

that

intervention.

part

out.

said

cut

She

that

also

she

she

acknowledged

supervisor

necessitate

it

that

didactic

the

were

was

not

that

too much,"

decision

a productive

referring to her vote of

hospitalization.

underlined."

teaching

stated

explained

a therapeutic

function without

while

in enhancing

made

thought

or

She

"Two comments

explained,

ability to

that

a

The

to

assumptions

accepts

when preceded

it.

knew that,"

be

write

previous

better."

wife’s

that

in Moment-of-Intervention #1

abstract

so she

and

"Everyone

reveals

for elaborations.

is

have

described

she

happened

"One

contexts

for they will

credence

long,

ideal

that

should

managing

gave

suggests

supervisees

in lengthy,

postsession what

it

phone

that

way of

Her analysis

instructions.

therapist

infers

more

the

than two

the

all.

twenty-five seconds

phone-in,

female

at

Wright

are

that

In addition,

instructions

none

difficulty implementing instructions

postsession discussions
Wright

or

that

a

the

everyone

body of

knowledge.

constructivist

approach is

on a team "believe

training

trainee’s

in the

sense

principles

of

During

in family

of

confidence

family

and
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security as

a professional in the field.

However,

he believes it is

those very basic professional assumptions that must be challenged while
doing therapy.

He wants to avoid training therapista to devise a

normative model against which he or she will compare their families.
Instead of teaching such a model,

constructivism focuses on teaching

professionals to think about how they are actually constructing the
problem definition.

This supervisor is most interested in training each

supervisee in this pattern of self-observation through the continuous
commentary and discussion among team members behind the mirror.
The question remains

then,

how do you both give students a body of

knowledge so they might operate securely in the intended professional
context while simultaneously training them to "jump out of"
basic assumptions

that define the profession?

Physical_context.

The observation room used by Supervisor 1

very well designed space.
mirrors.
window,

It was large,

was a

with a long expanse of one-way

There were numerous chairs that could be pulled up to the
as

well as

three rows

back from the session.

of tiers

where a team could sit further

Most importantly,

which the supervisor did,
call.

those same

the phone could be moved,

enabling different members of the team to

The supervisor always situated himself on a tier behind the team,

or to the side of the team.

This

position allowed him to continue

watching the session while talking to the team.
occasionally walk around the observation room,
various

He would also
entering discussions with

small groups.

The physical space supported this supervisor’s style of working
with a team.

It allowed him to sit behind the therapeutic team and
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continue to discuss
focus

the session with them without interrupting their

on the events.

It was spacious enough that he could move around

from therapeutic team to observing team,

or occasionally sit near a team

member who was

not talking as

frequently and include that person in the

conversation.

The sound proofing was good enough to allow for ongoing

conversation throughout the session.

The voices

from the family session

were transmitted through several speakers in the ceiling and the sound
was

always

clear and crisp.

In summary,

the physical space was designed

to support the involvement of a large team in a family session,

and was

an asset to this supervisor’s style of working as well as supportive to
his

chosen model.

Clarity—of—supervisor’s interventions.
constructivism is

The premise of

that there are no set premises about family theory or

family therapy that are independent of our observations or our mode of
engagement.

(Anderson,

Goolishian and Winderman,

1986,

p. 1).

Bracketing

assumptions can be useful for generating new connections and new
solutions.

However,

there also exists the possibility that it could

foster disorganization,

uncertainty and confusion.

multiplicity of new possibilities
can easily become confusing,"
The researcher suggests
this

without providing adequate direction

warns Tomm (1988,

would need to balances

basic principles

to help structure the team process.
his interest in constructivism with

of team functioning that have been devised over the

past fifteen years.
Intervention //I

p. 12).

that these problems could be addressed by

supervisor considering methods

These methods

"Opening a

For example,

the phone-in during Moment-of-

ultimately did not fit the situation in the session.
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The supervisor has been successful in guiding the team in asking what
alternative story would be useful,
being reified as the answer.

or what explanation or hypothesis is

However,

what was overlooked was a balance

between the constructivist idea that responses to questions can never be
guaranteed,

and the need to strategize and evaluate the effects of past

questions and construct new plans of actions which anticipate the
possible consequences of various alternatives.

As noted in a recent

article on constructivism:
One of the hazards of all "conversation",
is

including therapy,

that you never know exactly where it will end,

not altogether clear who is
Lukens, 1988).

at the helm (Efron,

and it is

Lukens and

One way this supervisor might be able to be a guide without losing
the multiple viewpoints

he values would be for the him to actively label

the current intention of the conversations.
conversation before Moment-of-Intervention
perhaps

H

he remarked,

part of the team’s conceptualizing.

made to call in,

the rambling,

to the therapist.
of the message,

It could have been
Or,

if the decision

Although the content contained

abstract delivery style made it not useful

The supervisor attempted to modify that in the middle

when he interrupted the team member and told her to say,

"That actually she was
confidence. "

but

then the intervention would have benefited by being

honed into more exact and clear wording.
useful ideas,

the

was "fun for us",

should not have been called into the room.

identified as
was

As

crazy but could still leave.

You had

The essential new idea stated that although the therapist

had some concerns

about the wife,

not hospitalizing her was

a message of
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confidence end truet in the wife’s ebility to function well enough.
This

was

lost in the delivery of the message.

In another example,

Moment-of-Intervention #2 is successful in

only temporarily changing the conversation in front of the mirror.
Three minutes

later another call was made that again asked the question

in a different form.
message as
acted as

The researcher perceived the need for a second

due to the lack of clarity in the first.

The team member who

the conduit into the room attempted to clarify the message in

the wording she used as she asked the question,

but was not totally

successful.

Developmental transitions.
team’s

difficulties

phase between levels
the team was

Another possible explanation for this

is the possibility that the team is in a transition
of team development.

at an intermediate level.

they may be at Stage III.

or Stage IV.

The supervisor indicated that

Relative to the context model,
(see Appendix A,

page 192).

They

may currently be undergoing a restructuring which puts the supervisor
less

in charge and places

more responsibility on the team.

Transitions can look chaotic before a new structure is settled
upon.

For example,

message.

However,

the regular procedure is to have members call in the
Moment-of-Intervention #4 might have been more

successful if the supervisor had completed the call.
strongly indicated that timing was
that should be utilized.

Instead,

he

important and that it was a moment

It seemed to the researcher that some

confusion arose because the manner in which the team regularly worked
was

disregarded,

and the supervisor took a different position,

one which

was

more instrumental in making sure a particular type of intervention
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occur.

This

may be part of a transition from a dependent model of

supervision to an interdependent model.

It is not known for sure

ther this explains any of the interventions observed during the three
sessions.

Summary.

This team may benefit from a better understanding of the

tacit knowing this supervisor bases his individual decisions on.
addition,

the researcher believes

In

that they need to be taught skills

pertinent to calling in useful team interventions.

A follow up visit to

the site by the researcher might be used to explore further the question
of shifting team development levels
what they thought they were doing.

as well as the team’s perceptions of
In addition,

the impact on the team

of the researcher posing to the supervisor a question which suggested an
alt-ernative for this supervisor’s consideration could be explored.
Section II:

Supervisor 2

The—site.

The family clinic is

part of a state university family

therapy training program that enrolls approximately twenty-five masters
level students.
as

well as

campus
rooms

The site,

the students’

and is

which serves

practicums

composed of numerous

and private meeting rooms.

the surrounding urban community

and internships,
small offices,

is located on the

mirrored observation

A typical training night consists of

three to four family sessions occurring back to back and often
simultaneously.

First year or practicum students are required to

observe sessions
year students,

for a specific number of hours.

Interns,

or second

are supervised by the four resident supervisors

required number of hours.
responsibilities.

The supervisors also share teaching

for a
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The supervisor.

The

supervisor described in this section was not

the original contact at the site.

Due to the agency’s schedule,

she was

the supervisor most frequently found supervising when the researcher was
present.

When informed of the research goals and her part in the data

collection,

she agreed to be part of the project.

supervisor has

year.

Her original training was at this same

site with the current director.

hours

female

six and a half years experience and will become an AAMFT

Approved Supervisor this

half years

This

She returned to this site one and a

ago in order to accumulate the required number of supervised

to earn the Approved Supervisor rank.
During the two observed sessions the supervisor sat in front of

the team and closest to the mirror.
the supervisor and the students,
whispered between two people,

There was little talking between

an occasional question or comment was

but never a group discussion.

This was

attributed to the lack of sound proofing in the observation room.
Between six and nine students crowded into the room to observe the
family.
was

Several other sessions were going on at the same time and there

traffic in the room as students arrived and departed.
General description of moments-of-intervention.

description of this

The following

supervisor’s moments-of-intervention is based on

eight moments-of-intervention gathered during two separate sessions.
The interventions

were rated utilizing the eight dimensions described in

Chapter III (see pages

55-58).

Grids were then constructed from the

rating scales.
The theoretical perspective used at this

university setting is

structural family therapy which uses the central guiding premise of an
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underlying structural map to organize each family in a hierarchy with
the parents
children.

in a position of greater power and authority than the
A goal of structural family therapy is to change a rigid,

homeostatic family structure to an organization where both individuation
and family mutuality are strengthened through attention to subsystem
boundaries,
this

alignments

model intervenes

sessions’s

intensity,

and appropriate hierarchy.
by joining,

accommodating,

unbalancing,

enactment,

A supervisor using
heightening the

tracking,

and

restructuring.

Following the structural model,

the interventions observed during

these sessions were all initiated solely by the supervisor.

She used a

knock on the window to summon the therapists behind the mirror,
would confer with them for several minutes.
the supervisor usually
and instructions.

and

During the consultation,

directed the trainees using specific language

The time spent behind the mirror was brief,

two

minutes being the maximum length.
The interventions were difficult to rate in terms of whether they
were intended for skill development or for unbalancing the system.
Three of the interventions

were judged as

functioning both ways,

while

two were clearly for skill development and one was for unbalancing the
family system.
There was some disagreement between the researcher’s rating and
the supervisor’s
her interventions

rating on this dimension.
as

The supervisor rated more of

serving to develop skills.

This may be due to the

supervisor having access to her original intentions concerning the
function of her interventions.

In contrast,

the researcher is relying
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on behavioral observations.
dimension.
trainee’s

It is

It may also be due to the nature of the

typical that an intervention functions to develop a

skills while unbalancing a system simultaneously.

It could

even be maintained that it is a characteristic of a valuable
intervention to function both ways.
In this case,

interventions intended to develop skills were never

presented with elaborate explanations.
development was

the goal,

In addition,

when skill

the intervention was always immediate and

presented with more intense affect by the supervisor.
isomorphic with the structural model,
intensity as

This is

which uses a heightening of

treatment technique.

There were also no delayed interventions delivered by this
supervisor,

nor were there any suggested interventions.

Direct,

specific and immediate delivery were hallmarks of this supervisor’s
chosen style.
Intervention //I
Context for the moment-of-intervention.
collected from this
with the Cruz
Hispanic man.
is

Marie’8

supervisor occurred during two different sessions

family.

The father,

Luis,

is a thirty-five year old

Other members of the family are his wife Marie;

12 year old son by a previous

brother Ray,

All eight interventions

who is

the son of Luis

marriage;

and Marie.

the Family Clinic for the past eleven months.
for behavioral problems

with both children.

Joe,

who

and his six year old

They have been coming to
The initial referral was

During the eleven months

they have seen three different student therapists and been supervised by
three of

the resident supervisors.
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The therapy has recently started to focus on the problems between
the couple.

For this session,

the supervisor decided to begin a co¬

therapy situation so that the current female therapist,
accompanied by a male therapist,
Getting started.
as

Paul,

A fifteen minute social period began the session

speak some Spanish which helps

lets

They relax a bit and tease him about his accent.

The therapist

been observing from behind the mirror

aware of the family’s concerns.
Intervening.

knocks

After fifteen minutes of socializing the supervisor

on the window,

behind the mirror.
let’s

Paul is able to

him establish credibility with the

the family know that he has

and is

could be

in the room.

the male therapist is introduced to the family.

family.

Cathie,

a signal that she wants the therapists to come

When they arrive she turns to them and says "0. K. ,

get down to business,

what do you want to do with the kids?"

The

female therapist describes how the couple came to the clinic that
evening,
this

surmising that Marie and Luis are still fighting.

She bases

on an observation that the wife was not looking directly at the

husband,

an indication to her that there must still be an important

issue between them.
rid of the kids

The female therapist says that her vote was to "get

for this

session"

The supervisor interrupts
therapist?"
asking her,
repeats

in order to talk to the couple.

by asking,

The therapist replies

"Why don’t you tell your co¬

that she thought the supervisor was

and then turns to the co-therapist standing beside her and

that her vote would be to get rid of the kids

to business.

and then get down

The male therapist agrees.

( Male therapist)

I think they are not talking well.
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(Female therapist) Yes,
started out last week.
( Supervisor)

0. K. ,

she especially,

this is the way she

who is going to say...

( Male therapist) I have the sense that Cathie should take
the lead in this since...
(Supervisor)

0. K.

( Male therapist)

I would agree with that.
I should play second fiddle.

( Supervisor to male therapist)
to align with the husband.
( Female therapist)

Whenever possible I want you

You want him to. ..

(Supervisor to female therapist)
to just see what goes on.

I want him to... I want you

(Female therapist)

but don’t...

0. K. ,

right,

(Supervisor to male therapist)

Don’t make it obvious.

I

just want him to feel supported by you, so even if it means
keeping eye contact with him and nodding and whatever.
So
get a sense of what is
observation room).
Winding up.
speaks

going on and come back (to the

When the co-therapists return to the room,

Cathie

first.
I guess

what I’d like to suggest is the same thing we did

last week -

that it might be a good idea,

since Paul joined us,

specially now

that we have an opportunity to talk,

couple to couple.
The children are helped out of the room by the parents and
therapists,

and escorted to the waiting room.

Discussion.
decisions

behind the mirror,

the therapist.
kind of

When the supervisor was asked how she usually makes

On that basis

she answered that she imagined herself as
she would decide if the system needed some

intervention.

Basically my responsibility is to the family above the
students.
is

What I feel is needed to make the family healthy

my obligation,

commitment and responsibility to do.
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The first intervention illustrates
the needs

of the family as the primary indicator for the decision to

intervene.
episode.

how this supervisor considers

Two interventions were actually taking place during that
The first was the intervention of adding a male therapist to

the therapy sessions.
two reasons.
previously,

The supervisor explained that she did this for

She had only supervised this family a few times
and had felt they were stagnating.

Unbalancing the wife’s

position while elevating and supporting the husband were two of her
goals

for the session.

In addition,

Hispanic background of the family,
co-therapist to be male.
therapist was

her decision was based on the

indicating to her the need for the

The second reason for the addition of a co¬

to facilitate a transition of the therapy from one focused

on the children to one focused on the couple.
Another important influence during this first intervention were
the constraints
agency,

of the agency.

in addition to personal scheduling difficulties,

impossible for this
these students.
came in,

Due to the time schedule used by the

supervisor to meet outside of the session time with

A ten minute planning period occurred before the family

but previous

to that no time was spent planning how to

transition to a co-therapy situation.
no previous

it was

experience as

Furthermore,

co-therapists.

these students had

The supervisor identified

three of the four moments-of-intervention to be partially influenced by
the need to train the therapists in co-therapy techniques during the
actual session.

An example of this occurred during the first

intervention when the supervisor had to instruct the therapist to turn
and talk to her co-therapist.
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The first intervention was spent planning how the therapists were
to divide up the tasks

in the room.

working longest with the family,
interviewing the family.

The female therapist,

who had been

would continue to take the lead in

The male therapist was instructed to

discreetly join with the husband through non-verbal mirroring and eye
contact.

When asked if she had any other ideas in mind for the first

intervention,

the supervisor replied that her focus was on observing

Paul and the husband,

while watching the couple’s response to Paul

joining Cathie in the room.
Intervention #2

Context for the moment-of-intervention.

Ten minutes pass before

the supervisor again knocks on the one-way mirror.

She knocks to

intentionally interrupt-the wife criticizing the husband’s family.
the therapists
that,

she is

family is

arrive behind the mirror she says,

"Don’t let them do

just going to start setting him up to be one down,

not as

good as

hers.

When

that his

Block it when it happens! "

The conversation in the room had focused on whether the couple
could spend any time alone together.
tells

the co-therapists

In response to this the supervisor

to say that the team is not sure that they want

to be able to spend time together.

"Get them to discuss that.

both to say that they want to spend time together.

Get them

And find a way to do

it. "
Getting started.

The therapists deliver the message asking the

couple if they want to spend time together.
the question.
with her.

The couple avoids answering

The wife accuses the husband of not wanting to spend time

The husband replies by explaining that he has

just started a
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new job,

and does

not have much time.

The conversation becomes an

argument between the couple while the therapists sit and listen without
interrupting.

Three minutes after the previous intervention the

supervisor again knocks.
Intervention.

Don’t let them do this.
They are leading you around.
it. Stop it and say, this is not answering the

Stop

question. .. the team is concerned about us now, they think we
are not capable of getting you to answer the question.
Winding up.

The co-therapists return to the session.

therapist announces,

"The team is getting a little bit annoyed at us

because we’ re not getting an answer to the question.
do you want to spend time together?"
she does.

The female

The therapist asks

The question being

The wife immediately replies that

if there is a way that can be done.

The male therapist interrupts,

"Wait a sec,

we haven’t got Luis’s

answer. "
Behind the mirror the supervisor is enthusiastic.
exclaims,

pleased by the male therapist’s comment.

see the way Luis
Discussion.

"Ah,

"See that!

good! "

she

Do you

looked at him?"
Several decisions were made during this intervention

which can be identified as structural moves.

The first was to block any

further conversation on the part of the wife which criticizes the
husband.

The second was

to continue to try to get a specific answer

regarding the question of whether the couple wants

to spend time

together.
What is

notable is

that both these interventions

initiated by the supervisor.
of their second year of study,

The two therapists

needed to be

are both in the middle

and plan to graduate in five months.
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The researcher noted that the teams at this

agency are a very

loose collection of interns and practicum students who follow various
cases.

They are not a group that work together on any one case over a

period of time.
families

Each student is required to observe a broad range of

and supervisors,

and all the students

case as required to fulfill their hours.
was

move around from case to

This particular night the team

composed of mostly first year practicum students.

However,

the

supervisor referred to the team strategically by sending in a message
saying the team did not believe the two therapists could get the job
done.

The members of the team did not actually say anything to the

supervisor about believing or disbelieving whether the co-therapist
could complete the assigned task.

The supervisor said she decided to

send in that impression with the therapists

because an intervention was

needed that commented on the situation in a critical manner,
allowed the therapists
she was

to remain allied with the family.

but also

In addition,

attempting to shape the situation to one where the couple and

therapists

share some pressure exerted by the team to complete the task.

The supervisor commented that this particular group of people
behind the mirror with her were mostly first year students.
normally decides
team’s

how to use a team based on her own assessment of the

level of expertise.

make judgments."

particular team she would "not trust to

the supervisors

according to availability.

She was

This

Because of the agency’s

a number of cases,

historian,

need to provide supervision to

are moved around among the cases

The team then often plays the role of case

remembering what other supervisors

asked if

She

there was

have done with the family.

anything that could have happened behind the
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mirror that would have Influenced her to act differently at this point
in the session.

She replied that only if someone who had been watching

the family over a period of time had said that this Intervention was
tried previously.

Though not observed during any of these sessions,

the

supervisor said she would use suggestions made by more advanced team
members as

part of an intervention.

Intervention #3

Context for the moment-of-intervenM
occurred five minutes

later.

on.

The next intervention

The co-therapists have gotten a somewhat

tentative agreement from the couple that they want to spend time
together.

At this

point,

Cathie asks Marie to discuss

about spending time with Luis,

how she feels

promising Luis that he will also have an

opportunity to talk about how he feels spending time with Marie.
supervisor suddenly leans

forward and raps

The

loudly on the mirror saying

"They need to go on to how they’re going to do it,"

she says

emphatically.
Intervening.
supervisor turns

When the co-therapists arrive behind the mirror the

to them and says

You have ten minutes.

in an intense,

deliberate voice:

Get them to commit to this week how

they are going to spend half an hour together.
Even if it means

One half of

an hour,

alright?

the kids

watch TV and they go into another room and say to

they are going to have

the kids

you do not disturb us.

The male co-therapist replies:
What I wanted to do,
minutes

if I could,

The supervisor replies:
Naw,

is to ask them to take two

and say why they want to spend time together.

they can’t do that.
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The female co-theraplst breaks in and says:

nlln

plan.

P^dJ-CtabJ-y

8°ing to be very resistant to making this
It is going to take all of ten minutes.

Looking at the male co-therapist the supervisor adds:
But you are doing a good job joining with them,
are doing a good job together, 0. K. ?

and you guys

After the therapists leave the supervisor turns to the team
and chuckles
This

while saying:

is going to be a feat,

Winding up.
delivers

I don’t know that they can do

Back in the session room the female co-therapist

the message.

We heard that you both want to spend time together and we
really think. . . Paul and I think that that* s the important
thing - you want to spend time together.
What we want to
establish before you go is a way in which you can do that
this

week,

Even is

even if it’s just for a half an hour together.

you were home with the kids or whatever.

How can we

get you - maybe you can decide on how you can spend at least
a half an hour together alone.
Behind the mirror the supervisor gestures.
therapist adds,

"Not how,

when. "

The male

"We have about ten minutes before we end."

The supervisor nods.

"Good"

she remarks.

The male therapist continues.

"In the next ten minutes it would be

important for the two of you to plan how you’ re to spend time alone this
week. "
"Good."

The supervisor again nods

couple they may even have to lock kids

as the therapist tells the
in bedrooms

to find the time.

As

the conversation in the room continues the supervisor turns to the team
and says:
See,
its

this

is

good.

It’s

forcing the issue.

playful,

it’s unbalancing them and
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Discussion.
the co-therapists

In this intervention the supervisor once again wants
to reach an agreement with the couple that they will

make time to spend together.

Just as

the supervisor identified

experiential learning as an important component of training for the
therapists,
family.

she demonstrates

She asks

in the room.
it is

the use of the same principle with the

both the trainees and the couple to enact a behavior

She believes

that if she can convince the therapists that

necessary to agree on a definite time,

able to convince the couple.
agreement is
directions,

The method she uses

and by increasing the pressure on the system by adding a
that the team is watching to see if they can do it.

supervisor decides how often to intervene in a session by

considering her overall goal.
imagine the consequences

Before intervening she will try to

of the process of intervention.

Particularly aware of the harmful effects
process

to obtain the

by intensifying her own affect level as she delivers the

message that implies
This

the therapists will then be

She is

of interrupting the family’s

or by extending it longer than needed.

"If there is something

I* ve sent the therapists in the room to do and they are not doing it,
will keep pulling them out until they can do it. "
intervention as

well as

the previous

time because the therapists
thought was

I

She agrees that this

one were made in a short period of

were unable to get the family to do what she

necessary.

During the consultation behind the mirror the male co-therapist
offers

a suggestion to the supervisor.

He proposes

that he ask the

couple to briefly say why they want to spend time together.
supervisor was

The

asked during the interview how she decides when to use a
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trainee* s suggestion.

She bases the decision on who the trainee is and

why they may be making the suggestion.

She believes that students

sometimes make alternative suggestions in order to avoid acting in ways
that are foreign or uncomfortable for them.

As an example,

she notes

that some students have difficulty with interventions that contain an
element of confrontation.

They will resist her suggestion and offer

alternative interventions.

This supervisor makes a decision to go ahead

with her original intervention based on knowledge of the student’s
issues

as

well as what she feels is best for the family.

In this situation the supervisor felt if she sent the therapists
back into the room with ten minutes left in the session and proceeded to
ask the couple why they think they should spend time together,
be like saying,

"Take the ball and run."

it would

She notes that the couple had

finally gotten to the point where they were ready to commit to specific,
concrete behavior.

Asking why would just give them an arena to continue

resisting the changes,

particularly the wife.

"So I just knocked it

out. "
In addition,

she did not want to leave the couple alone in the

room for much longer,
on their tangent. "

as

she felt the family would just continue to "go

It was

more important to tell the therapists what to

do and get them back into the room.
to the therapists

the reasons

After the session she would explain

she did not want the couple’s explanation.

The supervisor described a cyclical pattern the trainees go
through.
When they start as
know anything.
every answer.

practicum students,

they think they don’t

Second semester practicum students know
First semester interns vacillate between

knowing and not knowing.

By the second semester they go
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receptive to'ycl

This supervisor’s
trainees

pass

— •«

belief in a developmental cycle that all

through influences when she believes she can give up her

leadership position.
students

^ d°n’ * h°"

Spring semester of the second year is when the

are more "polished.”

year interns,

However,

even though these are second

the researcher perceived that the supervisor continued to

direct the session.

It is hypothesized that this

change shown by the family as

is due to the lack of

well as the use of inexperienced co¬

therapists.
Intervention M

Context for the moment-of-intervention.
is

The fourth intervention

from the session which occurred the preceding week with the same

family.

It is

placed after the other three interventions because it was

shown to the supervisor in that order,

and rated in that order due to

technical difficulties with the video tape.
During this

session the female therapist was alone in the room.

children have already been dismissed,
the possibility of separating.

The

and the couple are talking about

During the previous intervention the

supervisor had urged the therapist to get a clear decision from the
couple about a separation.

When the couple was again asked if they want

a separation Marie declared that she had definitely made up her mind.
When asked what was

going to happen,

were her husband and sons
that she was

where was she going to live,

going to live,

where

Marie answered very adamantly

not going to leave her apartment or her furniture.
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Getting started.

(Marie)

I am not going to leave my apartment... I refuse to

4Z

a«~«rtment-

(Therapist)

When he “* “ 1 had ^

and

Alright.

Behind the one-way the supervisor leans closer to the mirror as
she says

"Now stop this."

In the room the therapist asks,

"Where will the children stay?"

(Marie) With me.
Of course he won’t want mine, sol will
keep Joe with me.
I will take Joe, I won’t have Luis
meeting someone else who will take over. . .
(Supervisor)
( Therapist)
separate.
(Marie)

Stop it!
So the decision is made,

you are going to

Yeah.

( Therapist) How are you going to do that... tell me more
about how you plan to live this way.
(Supervisor)

No!

What...

(knocks)

Intervention.
Behind the mirror the supervisor says to the therapist:
What is

going to happen tonight. . . where are they going to

stay tonight. . . who is going to be there.
them pinned down. . . get specifics.
As

the supervisor speaks to the therapist,

the couple grows
He fiddles
stands

You need to get

louder.

Luis

stands

the argument

between

and pulls money out of his pocket.

with the money as he continues

to argue with his wife.

Marie

suddenly and with a final exasperated yell and runs quickly out

of the room.

Behind the mirror the therapist,

without talking.

After the wife leaves,

therapist and says:

supervisor and team watch

the supervisor turns to the
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Go ahead, see what happens.
they are going to do.

Winding up.
husband what he is

The therapist returns to the room and asks the
going to do.

therapy to get a divorce.
for three minutes.

Z

They need to let you know what
7

Luis responds that he did not come to

The therapist and Luis converse about this

The supervisor then knocks on the window to give the

therapist the message that she needs to end the session and find out
what the husband plans to do about the next appointment.
Discussion.
intense,

The emotional quality of this entire session was very

and culminated during the intervention described above.

Emotionally intense sessions can evoke family-of-origin responses
the therapist and observers.

When asked about the influence of her

family-of-origin on her supervisory decisions,
that there is
nerve. "

some influence,

However,

from

this supervisor agreed

particularly if the situation "hits a

she feels she has

done enough work understanding her

own family-of-origin to know when to be wary.

She notes that she goes

out of her way to not let her own family-of-origin beliefs get in the
way.

"I am as

family. "

safe as

anyone can be when watching a shadow of your own

When the shadow is there,

be aware that the material is
is

saying as

a supervisor is

not her family-of-origin.

she consciously makes an effort to

close to her and to be sure that what she
based on the family that is present,

One method she uses

and

to do this is to question

the team about what they are seeing and hearing,

and compare it to her

own perceptions.
This
mentors.

supervisor agreed that she echoes some of her training
She says

that occasionally she will repeat phrasing or advice

she heard from her teachers.

"It will be like saying things your mother
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said to you... things come out and its is my major supervisor.”
longer she supervises the less she hears those voices.

The

At this time she

believes ninety-five percent of what she say. as a supervisor is her
own,

and five percent echoes other people who have influenced her.
This session occurred a week before the session described during

the first three moments-of-intervention.

Perhaps part of the decision

to put the male therapist in the room was that the female therapist had
not been able to change the interaction between the couple,
when the discussion was emotionally intense.

particularly

There was a belief shared

by the supervisor and the team that this family uses the therapeutic
arena as

an audience for their fights,

solution was

The

then to actually take them at their word and make them plan

for the threatened separation,
serious

particularly the wife.

threat.

which no one on the team took as a

The researcher wondered if this

amount of emotional

escalation during a session with a family that has such along history
with this
is

agency does not suggest that an important aspect of the case

being overlooked.
The following section will discuss all four moments-of-

intervention with an interest in illuminating patterns that connect the
four interventions.
patterns

of this

Analysis

of Patterns

Through such an analysis the characteristic

supervisor’s reflection-in-action will be described.
Across Moments-of-intervention

Application of model.

This supervisor works with the premises

found in the structural model which posit a norm of what a healthy,
functioning family looks
decisions

like.

This standard is

well

used to make treatment

concerning what structural characteristics of the family need
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to be changed.

The benefit of using a clearly defined model within a

training program is the clarity it brings to the teaching situation.

By

defining the problems as ones that can be corrected through structural
moves,

the tasks and treatment techniques can then be methodically

applied and practiced in a training arena.
There are numerous examples of the clarity this supervisor brought
to her interventions.

She would explain exactly what she was concerned

about and how she wanted the therapists to correct the situation.
example,

For

during Intervention #2 she tells the therapists to stop letting

the family lead them around.

Then she gives the therapist a way to do

that through a message from the team that says that says they are
concerned that the therapist can not get the answer the team wants.
This

gives

the therapists very specific instructions,

level as

well as content level.

it

the family to start to address

gets

both on behavioral

The intervention is successful in that
the issue they had been

avoiding.
One of the problems
the model does

that arises in such a case is what to do if

not work for a specific situation.

frustration of the team with the wife,
treatment which surrounds

Marie,

The growing

and the long history of

the case may suggest that a reassessment is

necessary in order to open up other treatment options with this family.
The researcher quickly became aware of an assumption by the team
and the supervisor that the therapy was

being dominated by the wife.

Her personality in the room was quite energetic.
quick to answer the therapists.

In contrast,

She was articulate and

the husband held back and

needed to be encouraged to join the conversation.

However,

there was a
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be held in a low tone of voice,

leaving the team out of the

conversation.

An observation room that presented a different physical context
would probably effect the way this supervisor intervenes.

She was not

asked specifically about the impact of the space on her interventions.
However,

even the availability of a phone or a bug-in-the-ear available

would change the tone of the sessions.

As it it is now arranged,

a

sharp rap on the window commands the therapist to stop the conversation
and leave the room.

A phone or bug-in-the-ear would at least allow the

therapist to stay in the room with the family,
without numerous disruptions.
therapists

It might also also lead to the training

feeling more in charge of the case.

Clarlty——supervisor* s

interventions.

taking pragmatic action towards change.
directive in prescribing change.
a8reameivt as

Examples are her directive to get an

to when the couple will spend time together,

through the interventions was

is

This supervisor values

Her perceived role is to be

what they will do that night about separating.

room.

and carry on a session

The choices

or to discuss

A unifying thread

the supervisor’s request for action in the

were couched in a language which suggests that there

a single way of obtaining a goal,

and what stands

in the way of

obtaining that goal must be "knocked out."
The researcher suggest that one problem with this pragmatic
orientation is

that it leaves

system under treatment.

the supervisor and team outside of the

If they conceptualize themselves as experts

standing apart from the system and determining what needs
becomes

essential,

in such a situation,

to be done it

that the family co-operate and
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change.

Clinicians must succeed in keeping control of the situation,

and in accomplishing the appropriate treatment tasks.
not completed the first ti„.
the structural move.

various strategies are used to accomplish

What is not attended to is how the entire system

is embedded in the problem,
supervisor,

If the task is

including the therapeutic system of

team and therapist.

The level of solution remains the same,

that of concrete behavioral change in the room.
Relationship of supervisor and supervisee.

The relationship

between a supervisor and a supervisee in the structural model is one
that can be described by the master-apprentice model.
hierarchical model as
supervisor is,

the supervisor is considered the expert.

above all,

establish structure.

It is an overtly

a director who manages

The

interventions to

In observing this supervisor,

it was not evident to

the researcher what steps she takes to help the trainee develop from an
apprentice to a master level.
then becomes

how does

The question for the training therapist

one "leave home"

and work independently of the

supervisor?
All eight interventions show an involved,
However,

directive supervisor.

the supervisor’s intent to assist and support the trainees in

their professional development might be enhanced by attending to the
quality of the interaction between the supervisor and supervisee.
example,

Wright (1986)

statements

recommends

For

that the supervisor make positive

at the beginning of the first few interventions.

She warns

that the trainee might leave a session believing that they were not
effective since they only received directions.

Positive comments

also known to increase receptiveness to the subsequent directive.

are
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This supervisor made a positive statement during Intervention #3:
But you are doing a good job joining uith them,
are doing a good job together, 0. K-?
However,
minutes

this

and you guve
8 y

did not occurr until the fourth intervention and forty

into the session.

She had rejected a suggestion of the male co¬

therapist earlier during that intervention.

Considering how much

anxiety there was about the co-therapy arrangement,

earlier statements

of support and approval may have helped the co-therapist relax into
their new roles.

Questions concerning the level of respect shown to the training
therapist were raised for this
behavior.

She would sigh loudly,

front of her,
room.

researcher by the supervisor’s non-verbal
put her head down on the counter in

or shake her head ‘ no’

in reponse to interactions in the

She seemed to display a level of frustration and dissapproval

throughout the sessions,
researcher.

though this was

not expressed overtly to the

Since she does have a certain idea of what she wants to

have happen in this

session,

experience for this

supervisor than for the supervisor described in

Section I,

frustration would be a more likely

who had no set agenda for the session but based his

interventions

on the goals set by the therapist in the room.

Additional questions
between the trainess

concerning expectations

about the relationship

and the supervisor are based on the comment the

supervisor made at the end of Moment-of-Intervention #3,

right after she

told them they were doing a good job with the joining process.

The

therapist left the observation room and the supervisor said "This is
going got be a feat,

I do not know that they can do it. "

seemed to implie to the researcher that she thinks

This comment

the therapists do not
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have the .kill.,

and that the family doee not have the flexibility to

accept an intervention.

Supervisor,, are expected to give training

therapists interventions that challenge their skill level,

but these

therapist might benefit from extra preparation that may be necessary for
successful implementation.

Summary.

This supervisor uses the structural model to make

therapeutic and supervisory decisions.
clarity concerning what influences
clarity of the interventions
students,

it offers

Her demonstrated strength is her

her decision making as well as the

themselves.

As a site for inexperienced

a solid structure to begin to understand family

organization.
A difficulty of the supervisor’s approach,
necessarily influenced by her model,

which is not

is the researcher* s perception of

her inability to change levels of intervention from concrete in-theroom-experience to one that includes
the training site.

other systems such as the team and

This could be linked to how the supervisor chooses

to think like a therapist while making interventions.
then fails

The supervisor

to conceptualize the therapist plus family as the unit to be

supervised.

This

distracts

a therapist intervene,
and competency.
Supervisor 2:

Thus

considering the therapist’s level of development
the results

that were observed while watching

a need to frequently repeat intervention instructions,

along with the supervisor’s
The pressures
requirements

the supervisor from considering how to help

of this

growing frustration.
training site to contend with the

of a large number of inexperienced therapists has produced

a hierarchical training situation which has

difficulty allowing for
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attention to both team and individual developmental needs.
loyalty to a single model has prevented

In addition,

the field’s theoretical

development to influence the agency’s method of teaching therapy.

An

example is the lack of a shift to second-order cybernetics (von
Forester,
needs

1981),

a viewpoint which includes the observing system in what

to be examined as

Section III:

—*

works

part of the problem definition.

Supervisor 3

Slte-

The third supervisor who participated in this study

at an agency that is

department.

affiliated with a college psychology

This state-funded agency uses family therapy to work with a

clinical population that includes referrals from the state’s Department
of Social Services and Department of Mental Health.
contracts
this

with area school systems.

agency as

trainees

The agency uses
for seeing families.
campus

building.

students

as

Two psychology students work with

for nine months each year.

the university’s outpatient clinic as its location
The site is located on the first floor of a modern

It is

a busy place,

used by thirty psychology graduate

a clinical training site.

The center is made up of numerous

observation rooms,

several offices and a conference room.

The supervisor.

This

supervisory experience.
and she was

The agency also

female supervisor has

six years of

Her earliest training was as

a social worker,

employed by the state’s department of social services for

several years.

She obtained her original family therapy training at a

professional post-masters
structural model.

training program that focused on the

She currently identifies

influences on her work as

the most important

being systemic therapies

based on the work of
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the Milan group,

and the post-Milan work of Lynn Hoffnan.

She has been

a staff member of the agency for six years.
Description of moments-of-interventlon.

Eight moments-of-

intervention were collected from this subject over two separate
sessions.

Corresponding to the method used to describe the supervisors

in the previous two sections,

grids were completed by the researcher and

the supervisor utilizing the eight dimensions (see pages 55-58).

The

following description of this supervisor is based on information
revealed by the grids (see pages 209-211).
This

supervisor usually intervened by phone in order to help the

trainee in the room develop her interviewing skills.

The only

interventions

designed to unbalance the system were delivered during

consultations

behind the mirror.

supervisor initiated,

The six phone interventions were all

and specific in instruction to the trainees.

interventions were all directive in content and tone.
though,

In contrast

these interventions were more elaborate than brief.

significant because interventions
usually brief.

This

The

This is

that are specific and directive are

supervisor had a style that tended to offer an

explanation with each phone intervention to the trainee.

This style

will be examined further in the analysis below.
The only intervention where this

was not observed was a brief

intervention phoned in to help the trainee manage a curious five year
old child.

A question was

provided to the trainee which helped her

redirect the content of the discussion.
examined in the following analysis.

This

intervention will also be
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The interventions that occurred behind the one-way during the two
consultations were significantly different from the phone interventions.
The consultation interventions were observed to be more suggestive than
directive,

more abstract,

the entire team.

elaborate in detail and included input from

All six phone interventions were assessed to have

occurred immediately,

while the consultation timing was perceived as

delayed.

The next section will look at the four moments-of-intervention
that were chosen as

the subsample to be discussed with the supervisor

during the interview.

After a discussion

moments-of-intervention,
three parts.

the session,

each of the four examples will be divided into

Getting started describes

intervention emerged,

of the context of the

the conversation from which the

intervening describes the actual message sent into

and winding up describes the delivery of the message and

the team’s response.

Following the description,

the discussion section

will examine the moment-of-intervention using the context model and
reflection-in-action as guides

for organizing material from the

interview with the supervisor.
Intervention //I
Context of the moment-of-intervention.

The first intervention was

also the first phone intervention during an initial interview with a
five year old boy,

Jon,

and his

maternal grandparents.

The case was

referred by the state Department of Social Services because the
grandparents,
receives
boy’s

who temporarily care for the child while the mother

drug and alcohol treatment,

behavior.

were having difficulty with the
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Behind the one-way mirror,
the supervisor,

was

in addition to a student trainee and

a colleague of the supervisor who is a family

therapist but has no experience doing live supervision.
trained in supervision by the supervisor.
assigned to the colleague.
the sessions

He was being

This case was originally

The supervisor was asked to participate in

in order to facilitate a simultaneous training experience

for the student trainee and the colleague.

At this point it was not

clear to the observer how the actual supervision responsibilities were
being divided up.
Getting started.

The grandmother began the session by recounting

the history of the grandparent’s involvement in taking care of their
grandson,
Jon,

as well as

the history of the family’s involvement in therapy.

who is surprisingly precocious for a five year old,

interrupts his

grandmother to announce that someone is supposed to take the place of
his

play therapist who recently terminated therapy with him.

grandfather answers
supervisor shakes
her grandson,

that it is these people here.

her head and says,

"Oh no!"

The

Behind the mirror the

The grandmother says to

"They said they could come to our house but wanted us to

come here for the first few visits."

At this point the supervisor stands

up behind the mirror and says to the team,
wrong impression of what we do.
We should clarify that."

"It looks like they have the

We can’t do what the other agency did.

She picks up the phone and waits,

with one

hand poised to ring the phone.
"Do you think we should interrupt already?"
"Yes,"

the supervisor replies.

asks the colleague.

"I’ll wait a space.

I think if

they go through a whole session thinking she’s going to treat him and
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then find out she's not going to,

it will be very distressing for theeu •'

Seven minutes into the session the supervisor buzzes the training
therapist.
Intervening.

(Supervisor)

Hi,

I was just wondering if there was a basic

miehtdtM ttndJ118 °f WHat y°U Can d°*

P m afraid that they

fo^LL^
Hat y°\are goinS to be an individual therapist
tor him.
So you might need to clarify that before you go
any further. OK?
y
g

In the room the therapist immediately relays the message to the
family.

The team was wondering about whether we need to discuss what
this agency can do for you.
The grandmother nods
(Therapist)
sessions

and asks,

"What can you do for us?"

What we thought about was to meet for a few

to get a sense of the family and do an evaluation

about what is

going on with you in order to see how we can

help.
Our usual model of helping is to work with the entire
family.
We sometimes see the family at home.
Winding up.

Behind the mirror the supervisor discusses with the

team possible reasons
the agency was

for the family’s misunderstanding about the role

to have with the family.

There were suggestions that the

referring agency indicated to the family that this agency would replace
the boy’s

individual play therapist.

Later,

the therapist’s

conversation with the grandmother in the room confirms this explanation.
Discussion.

An important factor influencing this intervention was

the beginning level of the trainees.
of

The supervisor assessed the level

the team and the trainee as ‘ beginning beginners.

Even though the

trainee had been working with the agency since the fall,
was

this session

the first time she interviewed a family alone in front of a one-way

mirror.

This

intervention was

made quite early in the session.
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While making an intervention,

the aupervi.or reports that she pays

moat attention to the functioning of the trainee,
has on the family.

and the impact that

In this situation the therapist's lack of experience

with problematic referrals put her at a disadvantage.

She did not

recognize that the family came to the clinic with different expectations
about the services they would receive.

The phone intervention was a

basic management call to the trainee to help her correct that
misconception.

As

the supervisor listened to the grandmother review their

treatment history,

it became apparent to her that the grandmother had

developed some expectations around the future course of treatment for
the family.

The grandmother’s perspective was that her grandson’s

Part^c^Pati°n in individual outreach play therapy was most useful.
had observed that it calmed the boy,
home.

This

and made him easier to manage at

service had recently been terminated.

Department of Social Services

She

The worker for the

had implied that the new agency would

assume responsibility for the individual therapy without checking that
assumption out with the agency.
of the misunderstanding,

As soon as

the supervisor became aware

she took action to clarify the agency’s

position for the family.
The supervisor noted that the confusion around what services the
agency could offer the family could have been avoided if she had been
initially in charge of the case.

Because the supervisor had been asked

into the case after it had begun,

she was not part of the presession

discussions,

and also did not know what was said during the initial

phone conversation with the grandparents.

The supervisor felt she was
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lacking important information and it „aa not related to her by her
colleague behind the mirror.

The auperviaor remarked during the

interview that ahe waa not aware that after this intervention the family
waa atill not clear about what the agency waa offering.

She did not

find out until the midseaaion conaultation that the therapist felt the
family remained confused about what the agency would and would not do
for the family.

What might have helped the trainee,

who has less experience

contending with confusion around referrals,

was for the supervisor to

tell the trainee exactly what she wanted the family to know.
supervisor’s

concern was

message to the family,
does

and does

The

expressed in the therapist’s translation of the

but exact facts pertaining to what the agency

not do were omitted by the supervisor and the trainee.

Another factor that influenced this intervention was the presence
of the supervisor’s colleague.
to the colleague,
the case.

The case had originally been assigned

who had agreed to supervise the training therapist on

It became a clinic case when the grandparents agreed to meet

at the clinic rather than receive outreach services.
therapist,

who was

the one-way mirror,

At that point the

inexperienced in supervising a trainee from behind
agreed to have the experienced supervisor

demonstrate supervision skills by being the supervisor while the case
was

coming into the clinic.

the supervisor* s

role.

What was confusing about this situation was

She was obviously supervising the therapist,

supervising the supervisor-in-training.
supervisor’s

task was.

Was

It was

not

not clear what the

it to take over the case and demonstrate

through modeling how to supervise?

Was it to be the supervisor behind
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the

mirr°r’

bUt "0t

colleague’s

the more
has

role

0UperVleOr °£

on the

inexperienced

access

to the

When the

role was,

defined

his

job as

this

she

The other confusion wa,

he

a team member at

Or was

in terms

supervisor was

his

of

Was

trainee?

therapist

thought

analyses

team.

the

he

answered

the eame level aa

an aasiatant

auperviaor,

of giving directions

asked what

she

that at

who

and messages?

thought the colleague

that time she thought

observing the case and the supervision.

situation will be

the

he

Additional

discussed in Moment-of-Intervention

#3.

#2

Intervention

Context

of

the

of-Intervention #1
to

focus

on Jon’s

of

their

daughter.

years

old.

therapist

She

Jon,
and

s

mother.

The

who

out

of

The

the

in front

therapist

of

her

and

to

the

minutes

after Moment-

the

that

room begins

grandparents

the

the

mother is

age

forty

around

the room approaches

says.

The

therapist

older.

The

boy continues

the

her.

mother

asks,

asks

replies

than you are,"

his

Five

conversation in the

been wandering

that

by saying

above,

grandmother

had

younger

in front

interrupts

described

stands

him by pointing

stand

moment-of-intervention.

he

is

"How old

are

boy "You don’t

you?"

The

ask people

corrects

to

grandmother

questions

like

that. "

The

attempt

asks,

to

boy sits

turn the

"How old

"Now tell

the

boy to

are

me

try and

down in his

chair,

but

repeats

conversation in a different

you?"

how old

guess.

Jon answers

you are,"

that

he

he

his

question.

direction the

is

demands.

five

The

years

In an

therapist

old.

therapist

tells
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"Ten,"
and says,
boy's

declares

"About

the

sweet

curiosity.

boy.

This

sixteen. »

"How old

are

time

This

you?

the grandfather interrupts

remark seems

How old are

to encourage the

you?"

he

asks

insistently.

The

grandfather

then remarks

to

the

boy,

"Beats

you by a

few

days."

Behind
boy’s
boy,

mirror

escalation.
because

colleague

out*

the

the

mirror

The

he’ 11

agrees

the

supervisor

supervisor comments

and

comments

The

bit

reaches

older,"
for

that

that

the

he

that

thinks

the

and

does.

the

is

the

tell

the

male

just

‘checking

other side of

the

fourteen.

therapist.

buzzes

just

The

boy is

on the

therapist

replies

she would

she

continues

the

phone

team silently observe

her until

exchange

boy guesses

A little

supervisor and

keep bothering

therapist.

as

the

the

At

this

point

the

therapist.

Intervention.

You might

ask some

therapist

was

together

The

to

"Thirteen?"

The

was

meet

get

Jon settles

a

with some

puts

off

about

with him as

ways
did

asks

therapist

wondering

the
and

deal

therapist

"Let’s

of

helpful

down the
the

directs

his

the

ever

the

meet

things

receiver

little

that,"

your

of

they thought
he

that

came

down and turns

grandfather

question to

up?

to the family.

other

orders.

the

and

grandparents.

therapist.

family?"

chair

previous

boy.

work with the

back in his

the

with them

listens.

"The

team

Did you ever
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Winding up.

Behind the mirror the supervisor turns to the teams

and says "I was just trying to give her line - a direction to go in.
seemed like she was
Discussion.

It

wondering which way to go. "
This intervention illustrates a common predicament

supervisors encounter when working with a trainee.

The dilemma is when

should a supervisor help a trainee out of a difficult situation.

A

phone call can sometimes be perceived by a family as questioning the
competence of the therapist in the room.
a first session with this trainee,
she could handle the situation.

In addition,

because this was

the supervisor did not know whether
The supervisor finally intervened by

giving the therapist another question designed to take the focus away
from the child’s determined questioning.
When asked how she makes

decisions about when to intervene and

help a trainee out of a situation versus when to hold back and allow the
trainee to have the opportunity to figure out the best course of action,
the supervisor answered that it depends on her assessment of the
developmental level of the trainee.
mind that includes

She describes having a standard in

the trainee’s skills,

confidence shown in the room.

personality and amount of

Because this was a first session,

she

decided not to allow the trainee to struggle with this situation.
believes

that choice would not be building on the trainee’s strengths,

but would contribute towards
trainee develops
with situations
is

She

eroding the trainee’s confidence.

more proficiency this
like this

a crippling thing,"

As the

supervisor would let her struggle

for a longer period before intervening.

notes

the supervisor.

"Fear

"Since this was a first

session I don’t think I’d let her sit there and wonder if she should
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tell him how old she is.

She is

feeling somewhat powerless to begin

with because she does look very young and these are people in their
sixties.

So I thought I should give her a way out of the situation."

When asked how she decided to intervene with a question as opposed
to other choices she may have been considering,

the supervisor remarked

that there were number of things she was concerned with.
the grandparents

First of all,

had already expressed their values about the situation

to the boy when the grandmother said it is not polite to ask those types
of questions.
child,

If the supervisor had sent in a message to answer the

it would have been over riding the grandparent* s authority,

would have been an alienating tactic.

and

She recognized that she needed to

give the trainee another direction to go in that would change what she
called the "broken record"

quality of the boy’s questioning.

The

question she called in engaged the family and "took the record off the
stuck spot. "
it was

In addition,

she worded the question to make it sound like

from the team so the family would be less aware of the

supervisor’s
This

assistance in this

intervention was

situation.

also used by the supervisor as an

opportunity to teach behind the one-way.

The observing trainee asked

the supervisor what she would do in that situation.

The supervisor

answered that she would be inclined to just answer the question,
is

a lot older than the therapist.

but she

She also explained her thinking about

the intervention for the colleague in training.
In addition,

the supervisor noted that she felt the larger context

of the agency where she works
this

intervention.

influenced the decision she made during

The trainees

at this

agency come from the psychology
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department on the campus where the agency is located.

In addition,

the

agency haa a relationship with the psychology department based on the
fact that the director of the clinic ia also the Primary Investigator of
the contracts which support the agency.

The agency is considered a

training team for the department's clinical students.

The connection of

the agency and the psychology department has an impact on the agency,
and in turn influences this supervisor to invest in making the trainee’s
experience a good one.
reports
that.

the supervisor.

"It is hard for me to let a trainee flounder,"
"I probably intervene more quickly because of

I don’t want them to have a bad experience. "

Intervention #3

Context for the moment-of-intervention.

Twenty minutes later

during the same session the therapist leaves the room and goes behind
the mirror for a consultation.

In order to appease the boy and co¬

operate with the grandparents,

the therapist had spent the previous five

minutes

Before the play period there had been a

playing with the boy.

discussion with the grandparents

about their daughter and their other

grown children.
Getting started.

The therapist enters the observation room.

have no idea what I’m doing, "

she laments.

You’ re doing a terrific job.
kid was

beautiful -

session is

going,

The supervisor disagrees:

I think way you handled the

I think he’s

a barometer for how the

how comfortable people are feeling.

if you had not met some need of his or their needs,

And

you

would not have been able to control him because he’s one
wild little guy.

The therapist replies,
be. "

"He’s

"I

not as bad as I thought he’d
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(SuPervisor)
He* s very with it and knowa what is going on.
You passed a certain test with him.
I really liked thft von
very
nice
^
1 sure
th°Ught
that wae
ry nice.
We were wondering
if ^
you’re
if they
understand what we’ re doing.
(Therapist)

No,

not at all.

(Supervisor)

0. K.

(Therapist)

I just didn’t know what to say anymore.

(Supervisor)

I guess I heard them say ‘ anything to help

him .
I thought you were being clear.
You said this is
what we’ re going to do and we need you to come.
Grandpa
said he can’t - but grandma seemed interested in coming with
him (the boy) again.
I thought so, but if you feel you need
to clarify that with him even a little more,
The female team member,

I don’t know.

who had been listening intently,

speaks to

the therapist.
(Team member) Well, the other thing is I thought the main
point is for Jon and his mother to be in therapy.
And
they’ re bringing him here to get that.
of. . . you know.

So they’ re sort

( Supervisor)
Did they say anything about that?
what we went into this with?
( Team member)

Or is that

That’s what we went into this with.

Intervening.
The supervisor turns to address the therapist.
(Supervisor)

I think - try to clarify that.

in and talk about that.
that this
us.

is

one of the things

Which was

and his
goal?

You know -

Try to go back

the team reminded me

the department was asking of

that our goal might be to eventually get Jon

mother together in therapy.
And do you think us

Do you agree with that

starting here might bridge over

there?
The therapist listens and agrees,
The colleague,

"Yea,

that’s a good point."

who originally opened the case and had talked with

the worker from the Department of Social Services
That was

the plan.

other clinic has

The department has

adds:

not told us that the

terminated with the boy.

He should have
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told me that. What they did
was transfer the family from
that clinic to us.

The supervisor turns
would think that."

to him and says -Yes,

so you can see why they

The supervisor’s colleague continues:

JhemCtwVh!; CaSe aS/n evaluati°n - so you might tell
them that is how we understood it.
We’d like to check out
if family therapy may work.
But we can’t replace someone
who goes to the house and plays with Jon.
(Supervisor)

Yes,

good point.

The colleague continues:
And we’ 11 support that with D. S. S.
hope they tell D. S. S. that too.
The supervisor breaks

and tell D. S. S.

in at this point,

that and

addressing the therapist:

But we can be helpful to them in trying to think of ways
they might. . . he seems like he’s a very active,

bright child

and sometimes they need extra support.
We’d be happy to
work with them on that.
And also on a way to get mother
involved.
We can offer them that.
The male colleague continues in another direction:
And for problem number two:
daughter in this

How should we approach the

conversation with them.

The supervisor

made a good point in that we should respect their rules in
terms of being very discrete in not putting her down in any
way.

Considering Jon’s

it would be 0. K.

presence.

Even if we asked them if

to talk more about the daughter with Jon

present here or not "I got that sense,"

that may go beyond the rules.

comments

The supervisor comments,

the therapist.

"Yes,

they have a lot of boundaries

around that. "
The male colleague continues:
So we don’t know how to talk about that right now,
can ask if there is

about the daughter at this
helpful.

but we

any information they want to give us
point that they think would be

Then they could choose to do or not to do it.
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At this

point the female team member makes a second

comment:

To say we’d like to get a better picture of family,
aughter and son,

can we continue this conversation or is

privltely?rmatl°n

The supervisor,

Banins

^ imPortant to discuss

looking at her watch,

breaks in to say:

Just go with what you think their sense of propriety is which is pretty high up there.
So invite them: Is there
something you’d like to talk to ue about?

Do you think It

would be useful to have a discussion about some of these
issues about your daughter in helping us to bring her into
the treatment?

Winding up.

The supervisor sums

up the consultation by saying:

So there are really a couple of things.
our -

what we understood our job is

There is clarifying

from D. S. S.

And trying

to help them understand what it is we can do and can’t do.
So that would be a good ending.
And asking them if they’ 11
come back.

It sounds like

grand dad won* t be,

be good to have grandma and Jon back.
use some support with him.

but it would

Sounds like she could

And it sounds like she seems

also a little more open to the daughter - not as estranged.
The colleague adds
to the therapist,

material to the supervisor’s remarks by saying

"Tell them we’ll reach out to the daughter and write

her a letter. "
The supervisor then tells
the time to come.

the therapist to thank them for taking

The colleague adds a last additional message:

Thank them for leaving it open,

for this is

really an

assessment process.
"Are you on overload yet?"

the supervisor asks.

"You might have to phone in,"
Discussion.
she was
This

was

replies the therapist.

The supervisor recalled that during this intervention

not comfortable with the way the consultation was happening.
the first time this

team had worked together,

as well as being
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the first time the trainee had been in front of the one-way mirror.
Ordinarily,

this supervisor's therapeutic model includes collaboration

with a team.

She works towards developing a team to the point where

they have more responsibility for decision making.

However,

this was

the first team session and the supervisor did not feel confident in the
team’s

ability to collaborate during consultation.

the team to address

their comments to her,

She had

directed

and she in turn would combine

them into a message that would not overwhelm the therapist.

Both the

trainee and the colleague ignored this request and spoke directly with
the therapist.
intervention,
trainee,

However,

when the supervisor watched the video of the

she felt that it had been a useful discussion for the

though slightly long and meandering.

The supervisor had several thoughts when upon viewing the video
tape she discovered that the intervention was actually better than she
had judged it to be while it was occurring.

She wondered if she was

being too protective of the therapist and the team.
that even though they are beginners as a team,
as

therapists,

She pointed out

they all have experience

and experience as family therapists in other settings.

She also remarked that she thought that her comments to the team during
the session helped everyone think in the same direction.

When the time

came to talk to the therapist their comments were similar.
anything that was

No one said

not in line with what the supervisor had been

thinking.
When the supervisor summed up the team’s comments

for the

therapist she left out the discussion concerning the family’s high sense
of propriety around their daughter.

When asked about that she said that
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she felt that was an observation,

not a message.

The supervisor felt it

was discussed as an explanation for why the therapist should talk to the
grandparents in a certain way,

not as a directive to convey that

information to the family.

It is

difficult to assess whether the consultation was an

effective intervention because once the therapist returned to the
session she was contending with a number of other difficulties apart
from relaying the message.

First,

the boy needed to find a bathroom,

the grandmother and the boy left the room just as

so

the therapist entered.

When they returned the therapist was engaged in a conversation with the
grandfather about his comfort level with the mirror.
turned the conversation to relating the team’s
family for their effort to come to the clinic.

The therapist then

appreciation to the
Jon’s behavior became

more distracting and began to disrupt the session.

At this point the

supervisor called in one final time to remind the therapist to talk
about Department of Social Service’s expectation that the therapy
ultimately include the mother.

She directed the therapist to say that

quickly and end the session before the boy escalated further.
Intervention #4
Context of the moment-of-intervention.

The final intervention is

also a consultation which occurred at the end of a first session
interview with a mother and her fifteen year old daughter.
referred by the girl’s
Jen,

The daughter,

had been acting aggressively in school by acting out and

intimidating her class
her,

high school for an assessment.

The case was

mates.

The mother did not know how to control

nor did she have any idea why her daughter was

acting as she did.
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Jen had been involved in a number of fights and was found to be carrying
a knife with her while at school.

During this session the mother and

daughter are articulate and engage easily with the therapist.
The focus of this session has been the girl's relationship with
her father,

who is

when the girl was

an active alcoholic.
five,

The husband left the family

but the couple has reconciled and separated

several additional times over the years.
she "hates"

her father.

Jen describes the reasons why

These reasons all have to do with episodes

where she perceives she was treated unfairly by him,
compared with how he treated her brothers.
loving her ex-husband,
has

had

The mother admits to still

although she also recognizes that his alcoholism

negative effects on the family.

Behind the mirror is

the supervisor,

the male colleague that is

being trained in supervision and a female trainee.
two weeks

The session occurred

after the session described in the first three rooments-of-

intervention.
in the previous
this

particularly when

The trainee in the room was the trainee behind the mirror
session.

consultation.

There were three interventions previous to

The consultation occurred forty-five minutes into

the session.
Getting started.
mirror.

The

The supervisor turns

Hey,

great job.

therapist returns behind the one-way
to her and says:

These guys

are great.

The girl is nothing

like I thought.
The action is
some points

not between them at all.

The team is making

about their closeness and also the limit she’s

setting may be for both of them around this guy (her
father).

He’s

hurt me too much.

almost like she’s

I’m not going to... it’s

verbalizing mother’s need to do that too,

because I don’t know how much mother is really separated
from him.
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directions to the therapist.

The final remark by the colleague actually

added a twist to the supervisor’s original message.
aware that this was the beginning of an assessment,
contract had been agreed to with the family,
essentially made to join with the family.

The supervisor was
and no therapeutic

so her comments were

The colleague's suggestion to

appreciate Jen's difficult position with her father seems to have had
the unintended effect of connecting the team more with the daughter than
with the mother's position,
to her husband’s alcoholism.
behind the one-way,

which had been one of being more sympathetic
It’s effect,

which was noticed immediately

was to slightly alienate the mother.

supervisor began to phone in a message for the mother,

As the

the therapist

rejoined the mother by talking to her warmly for a few minutes at the
end of the session.
As

she watched this consultation on video tape the supervisor

noted the difference between this consultation and the previous one.
She believes
sessions.

the difference was

The rule was

due to a rule she devised between the

that the discussion among team members occur

before the therapist returns

behind the mirror for consultation.

emphasized to the team that she would speak to the therapist,
ideas

She

but any

about the case could be shared with her before the therapist

arrives

behind the one-way.

She points
just her voice,

out that due to this rule,

this intervention was not

but included the team’s voice.

"It sounds like my voice

because I thought it would be easier for the trainee. "

For example,

the beginning of the consultation the supervisor remarks

that the team

made the point that Jen was

setting limits

between herself and her

at
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father in a way that contraats with what her mother has been able to do.
This idea was suggested by a team member before the consultation,

but

discussed with the therapist by the supervisor.
This is different procedure than that devised by the Milan group.
The Milan group uses the team as a collaborative entity where the whole
team talks to the therapist.

This provides a "systemic factory"

production of observations and ideas that,
dicussion,

when reworked in the group's

develops into a systemic hypothesis that guides the conduct

of future sessions.
the team,

for the

The supervisor,

based on the developmental level of

decided to create a more hierarchical group in order to make

sure the trainees

have enough structure and guidance.

The supervisor was

also careful to label a section of the

intervention as something that the therapist is not expected to relay to
the family,
This

but as thoughts

the team had while viewing the session.

distinction accomplishes

several things.

First,

intended use of the information for the therapist.

it clarifies the

This helps the

therapist avoid being confused and overwhelmed by the consultation.
Secondly,

the comment informs

thinking about the case,

the therapist about the team’s most recent

and gives

the therapist a chance to step away

from belonging to the family system in front of the mirror and
temporarily rejoin the therapeutic system behind the mirror.
While viewing the video tape,
she felt this

was

the supervisor also commented that

a better managed session.

use a collaborative model with the team,
working that way,

Even though she prefers to

and takes

she could not do that with this

that the constraints

great pleasure in
team.

She points out

of the agency due to inexperienced trainees
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influence her choice to be more directive.

The treineee that are sent

to the agency from the psychology department usually have no formal
training in family therapy,

nor do they take classes In family therapy

while working at the agency.

The supervisor remarks that this gives her

work a different orientation than if she were working with trainees that
had more family therapy background,

and necessitates her taking a

directive stance.

Another factor that made this consultation different from the
previous
this

consultation is

team.

It was

that the supervisor had some experience with

the second time they worked together,

and

that

single experience gave the supervisor important information to base
future decisions on.
case from its

In addition,

beginning.

with the family,

She was

the supervisor was in charge of the
present during the initial contact

and had all essential information.

In addition,

she

helped the therapist prepare for the first session.
The following section will discuss all four moments-ofintervention with an interest in illuminating patterns that connect the
four interventions.
patterns

of this

Analysis

of Patterns

Through such an analysis the characteristic

supervisor’s reflection-in-action will be described.
Across

Moments-of-Intervention

Application of model.

Supervisor 3 uses

approach to family treatment,
However,

the observed sessions

a systemically based

mostly relying on the Milan model.
were not typical Milan style interviews

because they were first interviews with a beginning level team.

The

primary change the supervisor made to accommodate the team was not to
depend on the team to elaborate a systemic hypothesis during
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intercession.

The sessions »sre instesd mostly informstlon gathering,

and the supervisor organized that information so the therapist would not
become confused or overloaded.

The supervisor made the point several

times during the interview that she would prefer to work more
collaboratively with a team,

but felt this team would not benefit from

that approach at this time.

Developmental issues.
this
as

Across all four moments-of-intervention

supervisor sustained a high level of awareness concerning her role

teacher.

She recognized that she was there to not only oversee and

guide the therapist and team,
trainees

but also to create opportunities for the

to develop new understanding about family therapy as well as

confidence in their emerging skills.
interventions,
section,

such as

For example,

she made

the first and second one discussed in this

that assisted the trainee in managing the session.

Yet she was

also careful not to undermine the trainee’s developing confidence in the
room.
A number of her choices were influenced by the developmental needs
of the trainee.

For example,

she established a rule between the first

and second session that made her the filter for all the team’s comments.
This

helped the training therapist understand the consultation

intervention and feel more confident about her task of conveying the
team’s

message back to the family.
Another example is

how her choices in guiding the team were

influenced by an appreciation for the trainee’s dearth of knowledge
about the family therapy field.

The researcher perceived her as not

assuming that the trainees could function at a higher level.

It seemed

1 AO
as

though she consistently calibrated her expectations and remained

cautious and protective throughout both sessions.

She commented that

she may have been overprotective in terms of not trusting a team
consultation during Moment-of-Intervention #3.
circumstances

However,

under the

she judged her caution to be appropriate considering the

back-ground of the team and her level of responsibility for the case.
A further example of the supervisor’s recognition of teaching
considerations
trainee.

is

the supervisor’s emphasis on being positive with the

Both the therapists returned to the team during consultation

and announced they did not know what they were doing,
themselves

in some way.

and discredited

The supervisor was prepared with a positive

comment and a concrete example of a competent act during the session.
For example,

during Moment-of-Intervention //3,

therapist she is

doing a terrific job,

the supervisor tells the

and proceeds to give the example

of how she found a way to meet the family’s expectations by playing
individually with the boy during the session.
was

beautiful,"

"How you handled the kid

remarked the supervisor.

At the beginning of the second consultation the supervisor also
tells

the therapist she is doing a great job.

therapist to thank the family for coming,
did a good first interview,

and implies

she would want to add to the interview.
accommodates
works

Later,

as she directs the

she tells the trainee that she

that there are nothing further
While the supervisor

to work with beginning level trainees,

she concurrently

to increase their level of confidence.
The supervisor frequently comments

a good move,

that the trainee has just made

or just asked a question she was thinking about while she
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observes

from behind the one-way.

She is aware that her attitude behind

the one-way will be shared with the trainee.
those moments

In addition,

aha also uses

as examples of skills modeled by a pear and available to

the observing trainee to notice and duplicate.
Team procedure.

Because this

was a recently formed team there

evolved a set of team procedures over the course of the two observed
sessions.

There were two confounding factors;

one was the beginning

level of the team and the other was the need of the colleague to be
trained in supervision.

Neither factor was initially discussed but was

worked out during the sessions.

Based on her sense that the

consultation during the first session was confusing to the trainee,

the

supervisor structured the second session more strictly and
hierarchically in order to guide the trainee.

The supervisor also

changed her position in the second case from one of consulting to the
training colleague to one where the supervisor was in charge of the
case.
During the observed sessions there was never any explicit training
of the colleague in supervision technique.

The training was arranged to

be a modeling of supervision for the colleague,
why she took certain actions.
discussed the sessions

The supervisor later indicated that she

privately with her colleague.

dissatisfaction about how the training occurred,
confusion about who was
was

with some explanation of

She expressed some

particularly the

in charge of the first case.

She noted that it

an unusual arrangement at the agency with no precedent.
Another pattern noted during this supervisor’s moments-of-

intervention was

her use of more elaborate explanations

while making an
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intervention.

She seemed to be placing each intervention into a wider

context for the trainee.

In doing this,

the supervisor gives the

therapist has a broader understanding of the intervention and thus
enables

her to better carry out the supervisor* s directives.

example,

For

in the first intervention the supervisor included an

explanation of why she is calling in.

"I’m afraid they might think that

you are going to be an individual therapist for him."

She then directs

the therapist to clarify that with the family.
Reflection-in-action.
is

Part of the process of reflection-in-action

an articulation of the feeling of a situation which leads to a

specific framing of the problem and the adoption of a course of action.
Reflection-in-action is
situation.

often the way a practitioner makes sense of a

An example of this supervisor’s reflection-in-action occurs

after Moment-of-Intervention //4,
to the session.

She is

while she waits for the therapist to

thinking out loud about the case and

about the information she just received during the interview.

She is

trying to make sense of her positive response towards the girl while
realizing that the girl has
There is
does

been aggressive and even violent in school.

a sense that these two pieces of information do not fit.

this charming,

carry a knife?

bright and articulate fifteen year old girl need to

Looking at the mother and daughter through the mirror

she wonders:
This

is

Why

not. .. maybe this

daughter)

relationship (between mother and

doesn’t really allow for conflict because maybe

mom doesn’t have that range -

so she takes it out and deals

with it outside.
I mean her grandmother breaks down in
tears any time she tries to say anything.
So she might walk
around on eggs
everyone up.

at home and then go to school and beat

U3
She has

framed a problem and has begun to spin a hypothesis that

would lead to further questions concerning the nature of the
relationship between the mother and the daughter.

The reflection-in-

action process would continue by testing this hypothesis during the
assessment by asking speculative questions about the ways things might
be if conditions were different.

For example,

the therapist might be

instructed to ask what would be different for Jen if she and her mother
were able to express more of their conflicts at home.
this

Probes such as

would lead to new information that in turn would sheds a new light

on the problem,

perhaps even defining the problem differently.

inability to express differing opinions,

The

or have strong emotions about

ferent opinions might cross three generations and includes Jen’s
grandmother.
ways

That information might lead the supervisor to formulate

to include the grandmother in the assessment and treatment.
Physical context.

large,

The observation room used by this team is a

sound proof space with a long row of one-way mirrors.

the space was

not used as

well as

However,

it could have been by the teamdue to

the presence of several long tables

in front of the mirror and video

equipment stored on carts in the room.

The supervisor sat in a small

space next to the mirror where the phone is permanently attached to the
wall.

The two team members

table that was

located themselves on the other end of the

next to the mirror,

next to the one-way mirror.

If the table was not there,

have sat closer to the supervisor,
occurred.
This

where again there was space to be
the team could

and more discussion may have

During consultation everyone stood around the therapist.

encouraged greater participation during those two interventions.
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Summary

This section has described four-moments-of-i„tervention from a
sample of eight collected from an experienced supervisor who works in a
university/agency setting.

The discussion sections addressed several

salient characteristics of this supervisor and her context:
more elaborate interventions,
of the team,
supervision.
trainees

her use of

her awareness of the developmental level

and the presence of a colleague being trained in
The team consisted of inexperienced family therapy

and an experienced family therapist who was being trained in

supervision skills.

The issues this combination raised included

confusion about roles on the team and questions about who was in charge
of one of the cases.
family’s

treatment.

This role confusion ultimately influenced the
Another characteristic of this supervisor is an

accommodating style that includes a capacity to use the team as a
teaching forum with an emphasis on developing the trainee’s confidence
in front of the one-way mirror.

CHAPTER V
MOMENTS-OF-INTERVENTION IN A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

Introduction

The literature on how to supervise is sparse and offers few
guidelines

to the inexperienced supervisor.

The state of the art in

family therapy supervision seems to rely on intuitive knowledge and an
informal learning process
the whole,
nor has

provided by the experienced supervisor.

On

the supervision process has not been systematically studied,

it been articulated and conveyed as a complete body of

knowledge.

One working assumption of this study is that clinical wisdom
regarding the practice of family therapy supervision is found by
observing the every day decision making process of the experienced
supervisor.

This

study set out to observe supervisors

in-vivo and to

interview them about how they make decisions during supervisory
situations

behind the one-way mirror.

Research design.

To provide a focus for the study and a window

into the complex set of events occurring during supervision,
of-intervention was
intervention has

chosen as

the unit of analysis.

been defined as

the supervisor picks

The moment-of-

the point during live supervision when

up the phone or in some way communicates to the

trainee in the room in order to influence the session’s
This

the moment-

activity.

study uses the moment-of-intervention to look at two

fundamental processes
supervision context,

that influence supervision:
and ( 2)

(1)

the live

the tacit knowledge informing the
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experienced supervisor’s decisions.
context (Gorman,

1988)

(see Appendix A,

page 192).

presence of others.
belongs

to as

The model of the live supervision

considers two facets of the supervisory setting
The first is the implicit and explicit

These are similar to subsystems that the supervisor

a member of the supervisory suprasystem.

The second area

consists of the stages of development of the supervisory process.
Together the subsystems

and the stages of development interact over time

to form the matrix for supervision.
The second process that influences supervisory decision making is
based on the assumption that experienced family therapy supervisors have
developed their own intuitive understanding of the decision making
process.

This

tacit and unstated knowledge is conceptualized as

reflection-in-action",

based on Shon’s

( 1983)

description of the

internal and interactive tacit knowing of professional practitioners.
A qualitative research design was used to investigate the process
of making supervisory decisions.

Three experienced supervisors were

video-taped during family therapy sessions.

The video data was then

analyzed in several different ways.

a description of the moment -

First,

of-intervention was developed by filling out the Dimension Rating Scale
for each moment-of-intervention (see page 197).

The dimensions

generated a descriptive vocabulary for the moments-of-intervention
across

the three supervisors.

The supervisors were then interviewed

about the four chosen moments-of-intervention using General Questions,
Category Questions
194).

and Specific Questions

These questions

(see Interview Protocol,

were used to invite supervisors

they were thinking during the interventions.

page

to explain what

Concurrently,

three
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videotapes were used as data for a ndcro-level description and analysis
of each supervisor’s

decision making process.

Objective of research.
focus

of this

It is important to reiterate that the

research was never on outcome.

to bring an understanding to what is

This study does not claim

the best way to supervise,

certain supervisory decisions effect treatment outcome.
objective throughout was to focus
one inquires about outcome:

nor how

Rather,

the

on the question one must ask before

How does supervision occur?

The study was

designed to systematically examine what three experienced supervisors do
and how they make decisions while in the live supervision context.
Current chapter.
data across

The purpose of the current chapter is to compare

the three supervisors and relate the research findings to

the theoretical concepts
in Chapter II.

mentioned above and described more completely

The first section will be based on the supervision

context model and will discuss
their answers

to interview questions based on the model.

section will use the grids
order to analyze,
differences

and compare across the three supervisors

generated from the Dimension Rating Scale in

on a descriptive level,

among the three supervisors.

‘ appreciative systems’

The second

the similarities and
Finally,

the concept of

will be used to discuss each supervisor’s

reflection-in-action process.
The next section of this chapter will present results based on the
context model.

While the Dimension Ratings

the context model is
context model as

explanatory in nature.

and grids were descriptive,
The categories of the

presented in Chapter III will be used to compare and

contrast the three supervisors.

The section will begin with a brief
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review of the model,

end then separately discuss the explicit and

implicit categories using examples from each supervisor's sessions snd
interview.
Context Model

Introduction.

The context model highlights two realms of the

supervisory setting.
others.

The first is the implicit and explicit presence of

These are the subsystems

that the supervisor belongs to as a

member of the supervisory supra-system.
stages

The second consists of the

of development of the supervisory process.

subsystems

Together the

and the stages of development interact over time to form the

matrix for supervision.
The Category questions asked during the interview were based on
the separate components
Interview Protocol,

that comprise the context model (see example of

page 194).

Each supervisor was asked to discuss the

the context components on their decisions during the
subsample of four moments-of-intervention.

The individual analysis of

each supervisor in Chapter IV was then based on the interview.
section will use the categories
model across

This

to guide a discussion about the context

all three supervisors.

Explicit Others
Explicit others

refer to the individuals who are physically

present during the supervision.
client family,

the therapist in the room,

The protocol questions
others
1.

In the context model this includes the
the trainees,

and the team.

used to elicit information about the explicit

were:
Who were you most concerned about during these sessions?
(Was

it different for each MOI or the same?)

.

2

.

3

.

4
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How much did the training team influence these
interventions?

Through comparing the three supervisors’
questions

as

well as

including the information added spontaneously

throughout the interview,
primary focus was

on

it is

discovered that each supervisor’s

different explicit others.

attention to the team.
the trainee.

answers to these

Supervisor 1

Supervisor 2 to the family and Supervisor 3 to

Each made a number of their decisions based on the needs

or expectations

of that specific explicit other.

For example,

Supervisor 1

declared that "supervision is

think. "

primary concern during a session is the team,

His

in respect to how the team is
contrast,

paid roost

training the team how to
particularly

devising a problem definition.

In

Supervisor 2 makes her supervisory decisions based on a

consideration of the family* s needs.

She assesses the situation

according to how she would respond if she were the therapist in the room
with the family,

and assigns

image of herself as

the training therapist tasks based on an

a therapist responding to the family.

supervisor predominately watches
the impact the therapist is
based on the therapist’s
questions
and does

such as:

does

The third

the functioning of the therapist and

having on a session.

She makes decisions

behavior in the room by asking herself
the therapist have the session under control,

she have a plan for the direction of the questioning process?

Looking at supervision in the manner that each of these
supervisor’s

describe,

one could imagine that each of the supervisors
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resembles a character in the fable of the blind men and the elephant.
Each blind man conceived of the elephant according to the part of the
elephant he was touching.

The man touching the elephant's tusks thought

all elephants were hard and smooth with sharp points.

The man touching

the elephant’s tail thought elephants were thin and floppy.

The

preceding descriptions leave one wondering if each supervisor,
focusing on one explicit other,
considerations

by

is not leaving out important

found in the other aspects.

One of the original queries motivating this research project was
an interest in how experienced supervisors manage the complexity of the
live supervision context.

The spotlight on one explicit other might be

a way the supervisor organizes and manages their context.
supervisors
first has

has

chosen a way to enter the supervisory process.

chosen to enter supervision through his team,

^^rough the family and the third through the therapist.
the context in their own way,
to the foreground,
influential.

The

the second
Each punctuates

bringing a specific facet of the situation

while allowing other areas to be background and less

One could surmise that this choice is determined by a

number of factors.

The personality of the supervisor,

model and theoretical beliefs,
relationships

Each of the

the supervisor’s

training-of-origin and past mentoring

may be a few of the determining factors.

The fourth explicit other not yet discussed are the trainees.
lack of concise answers

from the supervisors

about the trainees during

the interview may be traced to a problem with the context model.
model postulates

the trainees

the idea that not all teams

The

and the team as separate factors

are made up of trainees,

The

based on

but may include
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colleagues.

However,

In reviewing the interview date,

it eeewa as

though the trainees were not considered by the supervisors
group.

The idea of training was a theme throughout their

as a separate
discussions,

but the component called trainees and the component called team seemed
to be considered one and the same by the supervisors.
Supervisor 2 and Supervisor 3 spoke most frequently about the
training needs of the team,
team.

and accommodating to the skill level of the

Supervisor 2 also used the trainees as case historians.

she was not always present throughout an entire case,

Since

she would depend

on the trainees to fill her in on the case history and previously
attempted interventions.
were one and the same.

For Supervisor 1,

the trainees and the team

His focus on the team can be interpreted as

attention to the trainees.

Summary.
questions
was

This

section described three supervisor’s responses to

about the presence of explicit others during supervision.

revealed that each supervisor has
interventions.

a different principal interest

Each supervisor focuses on either the team,

family or the therapist.

It

the

A suggested explanation for the differences

may be that each supervisor makes an individual choice on how to enter
the supervisory process

as one way of managing the complexities of the

live supervision setting.
Implicit Others
The implicit presence of others can be conceptualized as the
people or groups

which are present symbolically in the mind of the

supervisor by virtue of the supervisor’s
systems.

membership in the various

While they are a less visible influence on the supervisor’s
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decisions,

they may nonetheless be quite consequential.

The implicit

others include the supervisor-. £amily-of-origln (FOO),

past teacher,

and training-of-origin (TOO),

the employing agency,

who the supervisor considers as peers,
of family therapists (see Appendix A,

the collegial group

and the larger professional group
page 192).

The Category Questions that were used to elicit information
concerning the implicit others were numbers 5-9 in the protocol.
questions

were used as entrances into the category areas.

questions

which introduced the area were:

5.

Was

there a relationship in this

The

The protocol

family which reminded you

of a relationship with your FOO or present nuclear family?

.

6

7.

Looking at these MOI - and thinking of the supervisors who
trained you, who do you hear yourself echoing?
Were there any differences between what you decided to do in
this intervention compared to what your colleagues would
have decided?

8.

How much does your agency’s

expectations of you as team

supervisor influence any of your decisions to intervene?
9.

Do you have any sense of how your interventions here may
have been influenced by what you think other family
therapists would have done?
Generally,

the questions

individualistic responses

about the implicit others evoked the most

from the supervisors.

methodology section in Chapter III,
not always

salient in the minds

As mentioned in the

the implicit presence of others is

of the supervisor.

However,

it was

speculated that even when the supervisor is not self-consciously aware
of them,

the implicit others

during a session.

What was

may have their impact on the decisions made
discovered was

the decision making to a different degree.

that each category influenced
Hence,

the categories could

be rated on a continuum of significance to the supervisor’s decision
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-king.

Moat important were the categoriea of the employing agency and

training of origin.

All three superviaora reaponded to these two

category questions with specific examples of how these implicit others
constrained their decision making during the observed sessions.

The

least influential category to individual decision making was the larger
professional group.

Of medium importance was the supervisor’s family-

of-origin and immediate collegial group.
Employing agency.

The effect the employing agency has on

supervisory decision making is most immediately apparent in the
situation of Supervisor 3.

The mandate of her agency is to train less

experienced psychology students who have little family therapy
background.

In turn,

limitations,

and devises

well as

the supervisor is aware of the trainee’s
her interventions to fit their skill level as

develop the trainee’s skills

In the case of Supervisor 1,
program,

there is

further during the session.

who directs his agency’s training

a realization of the expectations of his agency for

him to fulfill the directorship responsibilities.
that has

The agency is one

a public image of a high powered training center which

regularly contributes

to the ongoing development of family therapy

theory.

expresses his agency* s collective beliefs,

and myths

Supervisor 1
through his

just train students,
concepts

personal expectation that his

models

training program not

but also give them the opportunity to discover new

through their training.

My expectations

goals

perhaps

He described it as

follows:

are not to just duplicate other

and train using a cookbook method,

but to establish a

training-discovery program. . . a program which teaches what’s
known while exploring the possibilities.
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Supervisor 2 seemed least aware of the constraint, of the agency
which employs her,

though these seem apparent to an observer.

The size

of the training program and the pressure to involve a large number of
students at different levels of preparedness appear to play a role in
the type of supervisory decisions she made.

In addition,

the necessity

to circulate the agency*, four supervisors through the sizable case load
has structured the daily schedule of supervisor-supervisee contact in a
way that leaves little time for pre- and postsession discussions.
the supervisor remains central during the sessions,

Thus

even while the

trainees are developmental^ ready to take on a larger share of the
responsibility.
agency and has

The fact that this supervisor was also trained at this
not had the opportunity to experience alternative

training procedures

may explain her lack of recognition concerning the

influence of the agency setting on her interventions.
In summary,

this category of the context model elicited

considerable information concerning the influence each supervisor’s
employing agency had on supervisory decision making.
category has
there was

been described as

implicit,

Even though this

hence implied and unstated,

a full comprehension of this level of analysis by the

supervisors.

This

may be explained by the common systemic perspective

the supervisors

maintain,

various

and subsystems which compose an organization’s setting.

This

systems

category was

thought of as
possible.

a viewpoint that routinely analyses the

considered a "given"

by all three supervisors,

and

a part of the job to be worked with as skillfully as
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Training-of-oripin.

The supervisor’s training-o£-origin

beliefs and practices held throughout a professional career in
similar to the influence of one’s
original trainers
the supervisor’s
of-origin’

is

f amily-of-origin.

molds the
a manner

The voices of the

and mentors of the supervisor may be present during
decision making process.

not commonly used,

Although the term ‘training

its implied comparison to family-of-

origin made the intent of the question immediately comprehensible to the
supervisors.

In order to elicit the supervisor’s thinking about these

original trainers,
themselves
heritage,

the protocol question asked what voices they heard

echoing.

Each supervisor readily claimed his or her

and could identify the "voice"

Supervisor 1

in the video segments.

claimed a mentor who was not an immediate supervisor

but a nationally recognized figure in the field who writes and gives
workshops.

His choice may be explained by this supervisor’s atypical

training background.
physician.
setting as
considers

His

original professional preparation was as

He identifies his

a

contact with social workers in a hospital

the beginning of his interest in family therapy.
himself a convert to the field,

He

and was mostly self-taught

rather than trained through an academic or professional program.

It is

then understandable that a strong influence on this supervisor would be
a figure that presents workshops
and useful approaches

and writes books which offer coherent

to families.

His

be a partial explanation to the less
he takes,

as

professional background may also

traditional approach to supervision

discussed in the first section of Chapter IV.

The second supervisor names

the voice she hears

the director of the program where she is now employed.

most frequently as
This

person was
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al.o her primary supervisor during her training.

while discussing the

influence of this person she compared it to how one can occasionally
identify something they say as coming directly from a parent.

She

claims that occurs less often as she becomes a more experienced
supervisor.

One of the distinguishing characteristics about this supervisor is
her loyalty and confidence in her model.

Her belief in it was such that

experimentation with other approaches was declined as an option.
trained as

Being

a family therapist and then being trained as a supervisor in

the same agency might be compared to the situation of never leaving home
and thus
this

never being exposed to different influences.

It may explain

supervisor’s comment:
I can’t picture myself doing experiments

here.

I have a

certain theory and method I follow and adhere to and I
believe it and it doesn’t really change.
The third supervisor describes her background as coming from a
variety of sources.
informally while

Her first training in family therapy occurred

she was

a social worker,

larger system in her family assessments.
supervisor who used the structural model.

and emphasized including the
Her formal training was with a
But the voice she hears is

from a person that consulted to the agency where she works for a number
of years.
his

His

view greatly affected her thinking,

voice underlining her own as

she talks about families.

that her diverse training background has
capabilities
supervises

at different stages

She believes

enhanced her supervisory

and her many learning experiences

teams

and she still hears

are useful as she

of development.
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This self-assessment fits with what the researcher observed during
the two sessions with this supervisor.

The supervisor seemed keenly

aware of the trainee’s position and needs.

One would expect a fair

amount of frustration dealing with inexperienced trainees.
voiced that frustration,

She never

but consistently understood and accommodated to

their needs.

In summary,
areas

the training-of-origin category generated two useful

of information.

First,

distinguish their trainers’

all three supervisors*

ability to

voices supported the proposal that training-

of-origin affects a supervisor’s interventions.

Secondly,

the category

elicited important background information about the supervisors and
placed them in a context which shed more light on their current
intervention styles.

This suggests that future research on supervision

decision making should include ways to explore a supervisor’s training
and its

effect on current professional performance.

For example,

one

possibility would be to use a tool analogous to the family genogram.
This

would enable a researcher to look at a supervisor’s training-of-

origin;

the supervisor’s

teachers,

model "parents",

important connections to other

and conflicts with other models and consider the issues raised

by the information.

In addition,

placing the supervisor in a historical

context while also describing the present day connections to the
original training models would serve as

further focus for the

interviews.
Collegial group.
professional peers

This category refers to the colleagues and

who are implicitly present during live supervision

because family sessions

are an arena where the supervisor’s clinical

choices

ere

public.

It

was

suggested

that

the collegial

could influence a supervisor even when not

protocol

question introduced

been any difference

if

a colleague had been present.

answered

constructive

or collaborative

influenced

by the

in the

presence

work collaboratively,
her

affirmative,

said

a colleague.

the

would have

Supervisor 1

citing their belief

intervention process

of

there

The

in a co-

which would be

Supervisor 2,

presence of

and

who does

not

a colleague would not change

intervention decisions.

However,
colleague

different

group of

point

situations.

and

who

fixed

in their

Supervisor

2

when they intervene

Supervisor

might

have

the

collaboration of
opinions

and

One

could

Supervisor

a

influence of

3

same

the

stated

be

that

useful.

about

be

colleague

the

same

a colleague

problems

to rely on

he

believed

He

thought

how problems

on personality and

if

supervisors

a situation where

would

said

the

a supervisor's

that

that

were

with a case

which would

to

we

behind

because

share

be

might

family history,

because

a

"cemented

ought

a colleague

if

but

"the

the same

the mirror she

she

would

have

the

automatically bring different

options.

understanding

of

the

think too similarly they get

thinking

described

differently based

not

would

work together

theory. "

"news

Supervisor 1

from a colleague

people

intervene

questioning about

intervention decision required

input

together

solved.

further

on a

hypothetical

and

physically present.

the category by asking if

Supervisor 3

peer group

speculate

of

3,

what

a

it

good

difference.

that

means

each work group has

to

colleague

It

is

be

is

a good

one

a shared

colleague.

who

introduces

both appropriate

and

For Supervisor 1

the

helpful

proverbial

in these
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agencies

to have a different point of view about an intervention.

Supervisor 2,
same model.

For

an appropriate and helpful colleague is one who shares the
They may carry out an intervention differently,

but the

intent and timing of the intervention would be similar.
These differences could be traced to the level of analysis
embedded in each supervisor's treatment model.
a model which assumes
client system,

thus

Supervisor 2 works with

that the treatment system is separate from the

allowing for a certain objectivity about the

presenting problem that leads
inherent in family system.

to describing the problem as being

This

assumption then leads

to the belief

that a particular intervention properly applied is the prescription for
change.

In contrast,
view that includes

Supervisor 1

and Supervisor 3 maintain a point of

the treatment system as part of the circular

interaction which constructs

the problem description.

called second-order cybernetics,
shift makes
of

This viewpoint,

focuses on the observing system.

This

it necessary for the treatment team to be included as part

the appropriate level of analysis.

Thus the question becomes how to

change the treatment team’s definition of the problem situation,
just how to change the family.

not

In response to that type of question,

colleague with a different opinion is welcomed as

a

a potential source of

new information which may suggest new perspectives and solutions to the
family’s

presenting difficulties.

In summary,

the supervisor’s

opinion of the role of colleagues in

their supervisory decision making process

seems to be partially

dependent on the set of assumptions underlying their treatment paradigm.
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Supervisor 1
model,

end Supervisor 3,

while not specifically sharing the same

assume that the most useful level of analysis is one that

includes the treatment system.

In contrast,

Supervisor 2 indicate, that

she and her colleagues intervene similarly because after assessing the
client system they would arrive at the same prescription for change.
Family-of-orlgln.

This category refers to the influence of

patterns of interaction inherited from one’s own family.

It is a widely

disseminated and well-known family therapy treatment perspective that
has

been explored through the writings of Bowen and clinicians who treat

families
it was

according to the Bowenian approach to family therapy.

an easily recognizable category for the supervisors.

therapists’

efforts

Family

to understand and modify their beliefs about and

position in their faraily-of-origin is
therapist’s

As such,

analogous to the individual

involvement in personal therapy.

This was also the category

that generated the most personal questions.
The researcher’s

questions

asked the supervisor to consider in

retrospect whether any of the sampled interventions seem to have been
influenced by less
families.

conscious

beliefs

and patterns

from their own

All three supervisors replied by alluding to the fact that

they have worked on dysfunctional aspects of their relationship to their
own family,

and feel confident that they can recognize when they are

projecting personal biases
family.

and unresolved difficulties onto the client

Each supervisor also briefly described how they manage

situations

where they sense that a client family is evoking responses

based on their family-of-origin patterns.
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Supervisor 1

recognizes the narrow view he acquires when he is

working with e theme that is similar to a pattern from his family-oforigin.

Often he will come up with a problem description that feels too

familiar.

Recognition of that leads him to ask his team to assist him

in developing a different viewpoint.

If he is working alone he may

request a peer consultation to achieve the same result.

Supervisor 2

also relies on her team to check certain perspectives that are evoked
when observing a shadow of her own family.
Supervisor 3 is the only supervisor that identified an aspect of
an observed intervention that was conceivably influenced by a pattern
from her family of origin.

Her ability to reveal this information may

have been possible because of the previous relationship between the
researcher and subject that allowed for a deeper level of sharing than
was

possible with the recently established and necessarily brief

relationships

the researcher had with the two other supervisors.

In summary,
generated by this

because of the personal nature of the questions
component of the model,

it can not be determined how

much influence family-of-origin material had on a supervisor’s decision
making.

The supervisors

situations
This

were able to describe how they manage

where family themes

evoke biased responses to a situation.

area could be fertile territory for further exploration.
Professional

group.

The professional group is an implicit

presence comparable to colleagues,
group of

family therapists.

influence of the supervisor’s

but refers

The category asks

to the larger professional
questions

professional identity.

about the

How does
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membership in the

field as

s whole

influence

the decision making

process?

This
supervisor
and what

question elicited
tried

the

most

satisfied

Supervisor

regards

with the

2

himself

current

recognized

as

the

status

that

"cure

about

its

model,

but

all"

accepts

the

questioner,

quo,

but

is

afflictions.

helpful

thoughts

The

social

is

about

source

of

field’s

that

this

category come

organization,

actual

of

category elicited

However,

influence

context

paying

the

it

while

model

course

teaching

be

attention to

micro-level

could

most

may be

could

of

it

is

a

shifted

thought of

has

it

as

confidence in her

Supervisor 3

the larger field

supervisor is

vague

Perhaps

and

important

a

course

used

to

number

stated she is

and had no

to

training

for

present

levels

of

supervisors

social

While

the

of

it

larger

reason,

this

answers.

and

idea

levels

connection during the

this

in supervision.

the

embedded.

a subsystem of

speculative

present

of

are

family/therapist/team.

ask the

has

now more realistic

She

usually a remote

supervision.

the

new answers.

from reflecting on the

family therapy supervisors

live

never

it.

professional

event

She once

She is

limitations.

organization within which the

true

presence

someone who is

a seeker of

to people.

too busy during supervision to consider
further

implicit

her relationship with the field

for society’s

capacity to be

Each

larger organisation might be.

from when she began to study family therapy.
the

answers.

to imagine how they respond to this

their relationship to this

Supervisor 1

hypothetical

discuss

this

level

For example,

that

the

supervision entails

organization,

An instructor

to consider

of

of

not

such a

how their

just
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identification with the latger ptofeeeional group of family therapiata
influences their perforraance of the aupervlaory role.

An analy.la of

the training supervisor'a relationship with the larger field Mght help
a supervisor become aware of the overarching theories,

assumptions and

viewpoints that are included in a professional identification,

and thus

allow the supervisor to choose to accept the viewpoint or construct a
different one.

Supervision stages.

The context model also takes into account the

developmental level of the team,

as well as the stage of the case and

phase of the session (see Appendix A,

page 192).

The model suggests

that the moment-of-intervention acts like a window into the supervisory
context.

Each moment,

from the supervisor’s point of view,

influenced by the tasks

is

and goals inherent in the particular stage or

developmental level of the team.

Observing the supervisory context

through a moment-of-intervention frames
developmental influences

a particular combination of

present at that point in time.

The interview protocol addressed the issue of team development in
several ways.

Specific questions

were asked about what stage of

development the supervisor perceived the team to be at as well as the
stage of the case.

In addition,

the researcher questioned whether

certain interventions would be the same or different if the
developmental level of the team were different.
present throughout discussions
This

chapter has

of the team’s
results

of

The theme was also

with the supervisors.

already presented information about the influence

developmental level in the previous section describing the

the seven descriptive grids.

To summarize,

it was suggested

1 64
that the team' a developmental level „a. quite Influential on the
decision making process of the supervisor.

A number of the dimension

ratings appeared to be partially based on the developmental level of the
team.

For example,

it was suggested that more developmental^ mature

teams and their supervisors made more interventions that functioned to
unbalance the family.

This was exemplified by Supervisor 1.

development ally evolved teams,

Less

such as the team for Supervisor 3,

tended

to require the supervisor to be making more skill building
interventions.
was

It was also noted that the function of the intervention

also influenced by the stage of the case.

Specifically,

during the

joining and assessment phase it may not be appropriate to use an
unbalancing intervention.
As

discussed in Chapter III,

the part of the study that looked

at differences between supervisor decision making based on the
developmental level of the team was
initially theorized,
of variables

the teams

to be viewed as exploratory.

are both different and similar on a host

in addition to their stages of development,

difficult to draw any definite conclusions
interwoven into the context.

Thus it is

and it would be

based on a variable so

necessary to be cautious about

attributing differences

to only this one variable.

of developmental levels

as having a significant influence on a

supervisor’s
study.

decisions

As

However,

the notion

is supported in an exploratory way by the current

Future research would need to control more fully for other

confounding variables

in order to separate effects of the team’s

developmental level from other variables such as

the effects of the

presence of implicit and explicit others and the effect of the stage of
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the case and the physical setting,
This would also require a larger
sample of supervisors and a larger
sample of moments-of-intervention.
Such a multi-variate approach was

clearly beyond the scope of the

present study.

Assessment of the context mod*!.

A number of advantages were found

in using the context model to explore a supervisor-s decision making.
The major advantage mas that It offered a may to visually array a number
of components

found In the supervision context.

representation was

This visual

then applied the during various

phases of the

research process.

First,

the model organized the field experience of the researcher.

The context categories
important elements,
parts

organized the supervisor’s setting into its

allowing the researcher to focus on the explicit

of the context that had already been designated as significant.

In addition,

the researcher was able to be alert for indications that

implicit factors were influencing the process.
Secondly,

although the moments-of-intervention were the most

salient organizing factor while viewing the video,

the model suggested

what to look for within the segment punctuated by the interventions.
Thirdly,

the model was

used to generate the protocol that ordered and

focused the interview process.

It stimulated lines of questioning which

provided further insight into the organization and underpinnings of the
supervisory process.

And finally,

the model was used to structure the

data presentation.
However,
this

it was

not the model that was intended to be the focus of

research in spite of its heuristic value.

Instead,

the pertinent
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questions were how adequately each specific component of the model
elicited useful information about supervisory decision making.
answer to this question.

model was

the most useful distinction presented by the

the distinction between implicit and explicit influences.

Category questions

that inquired about the explicit others seemed to

elicit descriptions of the supervisor’s model.

This is reasonable

because the categories that make up the explicit others,
trainees and therapist,
model.

As one

family,

team,

are the usual others included in a supervisor’s

Most models will suggest to a supervisor what role to take with

a family,

a trainee,

In contrast,

a therapist or team.

the categories that comprise the implicit others

seemed to invoke material that was less dependent on the supervisor’s
model.

That material was comparable across supervisor and,

interestingly,

across

models.

For example,

more

the category of employing

agency elicited material that described how that aspect of a
supervisor’s
level.

context could influence intervention decisions on a micro¬

The information gained from the implicit questions seems to

reveal more of the common,

unarticulated know-how that supervisors

regularly refer to while making decisions.
Limits

of

the Context Model

In addition to the organizing value of the model,

the limits of

the model were also encountered during the course of the research
project.

The micro-analysis

were other categories
model.

presented in Chapter IV suggested that there

of analysis

that were not covered by the context

Several of these categories will be presented below.
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Physical set up of the observation room.
sites

Comparison of the three

revealed that the actual physical set up of the observation room

affected how each supervisor made interventions.
used by Supervisor 1

was a very well designed space.

a long expanse of one-way mirrors.
could be pulled up to the window,

phone could be moved,

a tier behind the team,

with

as well as three rows of tiers where a

which the supervisor did,

of the team to call.

It was large,

There were numerous chairs that

team could sit further back from the session.

members

The observation room

Most importantly,

the

enabling different

The supervisor always situated himself on

or to the side of the team.

This position

allowed him to continue watching the session while talking to the team.
He would also occasionally walk around the observation room,

entering

into discussions with various small groups.
In contrast,

the observation room used by Supervisor 2 had a

number of problems
It was

which constrained the way interventions were made.

a small space,

with a one way window about twelve feet in length.

The supervisor always sat immediately in front of the mirror so if she
wanted to address
space was

A

left next to her where the therapist could stand during

consultation,
team.

the team she had to turn away from the session.

which contributed to her isolation from the rest of the

There was

no phone,

so the supervisor had to knock and ask the

therapist to leave the room each time an intervention was made.
importantly,
discussions

the observation room was
to whispers

not sound proof.

between one or two people.

Most

This limited all

The supervisor would

speak to a team member only when she needed historical information.
When the therapists

arrived behind the mirror,

they

would crowd around
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the supervisor so s consultation could be held in a low tone of voice,
leaving the team out of the conversation.

It is obvious from comparing these two descriptions that the
physical context has a substantial effect on the type of interventions
that a supervisor makes.

The context «*U1 could be strengthened by

including this category of analysis.

The model could include

enumeration of the constraining and enabling forces that arise out of
the physical setting,

and examine how these forces interact with key

elements of the context model.

For example,

the amount an observation

room is sound-proofed produces different levels of privacy which in turn
engenders differences in how much a supervisor and team talk during a
session.

Rglationship between supervisor and supervisee.
of analysis

that was

Another category

not initially part of the model considers the

nature of the relationship between the supervisor and supervisee.

The

way a supervisor and trainee define a mutually rewarding relationship is
dependent not only on their personal styles of relating,
context where the training occurs.

but also on the

One way to use this model to further

explore the supervisor-supervisee relationship is to consider the impact
of each category on the relationship.

For example,

the implicit other

category of training-of-origin may have given the supervisor a prototype
for how supervisors

are to relate to supervisees.

employing agency may effect,
particular constraints

through its

The category of

procedures and expectations,

of the relationship.

An entirely new set of data

could be generated by using the context model to look through the eyes
of the supervisee at the impact of the context on their experience.

In
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order to look et the other side of supervision,
supervisee,

the experience of the

one could Interview the supervisee using questions gener.ted

by the context TOdel.

For exatple.

Just as the waning of supervision

is influenced for the supervisor by the presence of implicit and
explicit others,

so parallel yet distinct concerns are probably also

salient to the supervisee.

leam procedure and ritual.

A third area of analysis that might

expand the usefulness of the current model is to consider the effect of
the established team procedure,
supervisor,
members

as

a group,

or team ritual.

The way the team and

has established the rules and expectations for

of their group may be a fruitful course for inquiry.

being part of the model the team uses,

Besides

the ritualized procedures often

symbolize how a group of people has organized how they will work
together.

For example,

does the team regularly meet before the session

and leave enough time for socializing and reconnecting among team
members,

or is

it a purely task oriented meeting?

may involve assigning roles
simple as

to different team members,

therapeutic team and observing team.

the team member in charge of video taping,

even roles as

Some teams assign more

complex role distinctions such as case historian,
in,

Some team procedures

the person who calls

or mini-teams to track

some specific behavior in the room.
This

research project took as its main focus

initiation of moment-of-intervention.

the supervisor’s

One liability in this regard was

that it put the spotlight on the intervention rather than on the process
of group organization with its
view of

procedures and rituals.

A more complete

the supervisory context would be one that also includes
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descriptions

and interpretations regarding
,
g
aing the way teams organiz e

themselves around the supervisor's decision making style.

Dimension Ratings and Ct-Mo
The purpose of the Dimension Ratings was to create a tool which
could consistently describe the moments-of-intervention.

A typology

using eight pertinent dimensions of an intervention was devised as
explained in Chapter III (pages
timing,

method,

directiveness,

initiator,

55-58).

The eight dimensions;

degree of concreteness,

function,

degree of

degree of explanation and degree of affective intensity,

were used for comparison across events,

supervisors and sessions.

The

construction of grids allowed the twenty-four moments-of-intervention to
be arrayed in a visually rich,
The grids

permit examination of the ratings of the dimensions across all

three supervisors,
them.
as

two dimensional form (see pages 213-215).

Patterns

well as

thereby giving a visual basis for comparison among

were detected,

specific differences

For this

anomalies noted and broad generalizations
noted.

final chapter the grids will be used to examine whether

the moments-of-intervention cluster across supervisors in a way that
informs

the nature and process of supervision.

Accordingly,

the

following section will describe the agreement or correspondence as well
as

the differences

among the three supervisors.

Similarities.
show areas

The twenty-four moments-of-intervention depicted in

Grids

1-7

shows

that the majority of interventions were initiated by the

supervisor.
delivered as

where the moments-of-intervention cluster.

Grid 2 shows
directives

Grid 1

that a preponderance of interventions were

to the therapists.

Grid 5 shows the
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interventions clustered on the right side of the di^usion,

indicting

thst most of the interventions were delivered immediately.

Grid 6

establishes that the interventions were mainly specific in intent.
The clustering patterns reveal that the interventions tended to be
direct,

specific,

directness,

supervisor initiated,

specificity,

and immediate.

The qualities of

initiation by the supervisor and immediate

delivery are descriptive of a good intervention during live supervision
with a training team.

Since the subjects are experienced supervisors

who have practiced their skills for at least six years,

it follows that

they apply the conventional wisdom about interventions to get the work
of the session accomplished.

However,

there were several dimensions that did not show the

interventions clustering around any common trends.
one is
is

the dimension which considers

The most important

the function of the intervention;

it for skill development or to unbalance the family functioning?

discussed previously,

this

One possible explanation is
includes

As

may be the most difficult dimension to rate.
that the intent of an intervention often

both skill building and unbalancing a system.

There may also be a problem with the use of the word
unbalancing’ .
expression is

It may not be the most appropriate term because the
frequently used by structural family therapists to

describe restructuring moves enacted in the room.

A better descriptive

phrase might have been ‘ presentation of a systemic transform’.
Transform is
patterns

a word Keeney (1983)

a therapist introduces

shift in the family’s

uses to describe the communication

into the family as

conceptualization about its

a means to create a
problem.

Some
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examples

of

transforms
include

injunctions,

circular questions,

reframes,
selective

family’s

world

amplification or re-punctuation of

would

dimension,

have

Implied

and may have

consistency however,
throughout

the

rest

Differences,
the

function of

grids

the

with the

by the
to

other

used

Supervisor
explained

together

used

by the

1

and

grids.

at

As

experience

where

unbalancing

her

team’s

coaching

due

and

vertical

dispersed

Supervisor 1

building

the

to

the

more

five

being

the

and

scattered

and

family and

a

of

they may also

work.

be

during

will

treatment

may be

had

in later stages

The

the

an initial

plan.

that

their teams,

family

of

the

Supervisor

case

3

researcher observed

nearly

An unbalancing

session because

the

been

based on

supervisor was

sessions.

often use

This

experienced

In contrast.

where

perceived

interventions.

more

of

beginners."

meetings

were

team development.

included

confident

In both

pattern created

and Supervisor 2

unbalancing

through initial

seldom made

make

more

"beginning

therapists

and

were

expected

second

axis.

building interventions.

months

with them,

is

to be used

widely compared

working with teams

know the

an assessment

as

2

as

For the sake of

dimension which addresses

Supervisor

first

the

is

show the

level

team as

intervention is

not

3

in the

well

function

category.

difference

least

their

described

Grid

This

mostly skill

and

for

therapists.

does

2

using this

chapter.

intervention used

both skill

3

Supervisor

this

this

function dimension.

have

the

term unbalancing will continue

Grid

the

Perhaps

a broader definition of

helped clarify this

the
of

from change.

moments-of-intervention are
five

the

view and
restraints

phrase

paradoxical

initial

the

sessions

team

to do
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Grid 3 also presents a scattarad pattern.

Tha horizontal axis

rating tha dagraa of axplanation usad during tha intarvantion croaaad by
tha vartical function dimansion introducaa avan mora widely diatributad
moments.

Again in Grid 3,

Supervisor 1

and Suparviaor 2 show a somewhat

balanced distribution between elaborate and brief explanations.
contrast,

In

Supervisor 3 is almost entirely clustered on tha elaborate

side of tha dimension.

This again may be contributed to tha initial

sessions where lass can be taken for granted between the supervisor and
the trainee.

They have not worked together long enough to have

developed a • shorthand1
her use of

language.

In addition,

the supervisor explained

elaborate interventions by saying that she prefers to place

her interventions in a context for the therapist.
practice engenders

She believes this

a more complete understanding of the function of the

intervention for the therapist.
challenges

of a beginning team,

in ratings

for Supervisor 3.

This procedure,

coupled with the

may have contributed to the difference

Grid 3 shows her moments-of-intervention

located primarily in the upper left hand quadrant.
Grid 7

shows

a pattern of even distribution between moments-of-

intervention that used more intense affective delivery and moments-ofintervention that used a restrained delivery.
interventions
supervisors

A majority of the

cluster around the center of the grid,

indicating the

mostly use a medium amount of affective intensity.

Supervisor 2,

whose model encourages

for restructuring shows

using intense affect as a technique

a slight preponderance of interventions on the

intense side of the continuum.

This dimension coupled with the degree
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of explanation dimension createa a grid pattern not aa widely diepereed
as Grid 3,

but evenly dispersed in all four quadrants.

The dimension that rates the degree the trainees were directed to
do something also exhibits a .re scattered pattern when crossed with
other dimensions.

In this case,

it is Supervisor 1

who stands out as

different when compared with the other two supervisors.
6

Grid 2 and Grid

both use the dimension of degree of directiveness as the horizontal

axis.

In Grid 2 Supervisor 1

lower half.
intervenes

This

has seven aments-of-intervention in the

may be explained by the way he supervises and

using the team’s discussion.

The interventions were

perceived by the researcher to have the intent to unbalance.
gives

another view of Supervisor 1

interventions
This

is

by showing that some of the suggested

were also perceived as being specific,

but also suggested.

in contrast to Supervisor 2 and Supervisor 3 who clustered in

the upper left hand quadrant of Grid 6,
interventions

indicating that their

were mostly direct and specific.

moments-of-intervention of Supervisor 1
is

Grid 6

also illustrated in Grid 1

The dissimilarity of the

from the other two supervisors

which shows

that the preponderance of

team initiated and unbalancing interventions were made by this
supervisor and his
Implications.

team.
There are two levels of significance that can be

drawn from the preceding descriptions
level addresses
is

based on Grids 1-7.

the moments-of-intervention themselves,

The first

while the second

concerned with the methodology employed to create the grids.
The most salient clustering patterns show that these three

supervisors

tended to make interventions

that were direct,

specific,
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supervisor initiated and im^diate.

Other than those obvious clusters,

grid patterns varied in ways which support the theme of each
supervisor- s interview as well as their proclaimed model.
Supervisor 1

For example.

was clear about his overriding interest in the team.

This

is illustrated in the grids that show his interventions frequently being
team initiated and more suggestive than directive.

Supervisor 2

discussed how she will repeat an intervention until the task is
accomplished to her satisfaction.

The grids illustrate this by showing

the the preponderance of her interventions being made immediately,
directly and with relative more intensity.

Supervisor 3 discussed how

she needed to be unusually directive with her team and therapists due to
their inexperience.
her interventions

This is illustrated in the grids by the majority of

being made directly,

elaborately and specifically for

skill development.

The preceding discussion is relevant to the second level of
analysis.

The usefulness of the Dimension Ratings and the grids has

been validated by virtue of their usefulness in describing each
supervisor s

dominant theme.

They also confirmed the researcher’s

intuitive sense of what was occurring as each supervisor was observed.
In addition,

the descriptive grids supported the micro-level analysis of

the supervisor as

presented in Chapter IV.

The next section will shift the focus
to the reflection-in-action model (Schon,
model for the study was

from the Dimension Ratings

1983).

The adoption of this

based on the assumption that the experienced

family therapy supervisor has developed their own intuitive
understanding of the decision making process.

The intent of the study
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was to look at how experienced supervisor, think about what they do.
The next section will look at descriptions of the supervisors'
procedures

common

of professional inquiry.

Reflection-in-Action

Appreciative systems.

ScW s notion of an appreciative system

will be employed in order to discuss

the reflection-in-action process of

these three professional practitioners.

An appreciative system is

based

on the act of valuing and evaluating the effects of an action on a
situation.

An appreciative system is the part of the reflection-in¬

action process

that uses a supervisor’s

the effectiveness
supervisors’
framework,

of the problem construction.

fundamental values and theories,

and how they view the world.

problem frame he or she has set up,
asking,

personal knowledge to evaluate

"What can be made of them?"

practitioner s

appreciative system.

This is partly based on
their epistemological

A practitioner evaluates the

and assesses unintended changes by
This evaluation is grounded in the
Specifically for supervisors,

it is

based in part on their perceptions of the potential for the chosen
construction of the problem to bring coherence and congruence to the
situation.

This

awareness

of how a problem is constructed in concert

with an evaluation of the usefulness of the manner in which the problem
has

been framed suggests

turn,

this

moves

further questions or choices of action.

the inquiry process

There are differences
judge to be the stages
These differences

In

along.

among the three supervisors in what they

of appreciation,

action and reappreciation.

were discovered by asking what aspects of the problem,
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the intervention,

and the intended and unintended change they valued.

The protocol questions were worded as

follows:

While making an intervention,
pay attention to?

1.

how do you select what to
y
ect wn*t to

2.
What was your idea of how things should change in
situations (perhaps think of just one of the MOlf.
3.

How did you intend to shape the situation?

A.
What were the unintended changes that led to a new
understanding on your part?

Description of each supervisor* s
1

appreciative system.

Supervisor

valued encouraging the team to question the assumptions and world view

constructed by the therapist/family system.

The intent of the questions

were to pose previously unexplored hypotheses and question accepted
assumptions.

The value of a question is that each offers another lens

through which to view the problem.
lens

Viewing the problem through a new

reflects a different perspective for the team to use in considering

the family’s

difficulty,

their own dilemma.

or a new perspective for the family to view

The question also can suggest another other line of

inquiry that may prove beneficial to the case.
Supervisor 2 values interventions which create contexts that allow
alternative transactions
through the techniques

to occur in the session.

of enactment which put the family members in

direct contact with each other.
directed the therapists

These are created

For example,

the second supervisor

to return to the session and make the couple

agree on a time they will spend together that week.

The couple was

prompted to enact a pattern of relating differently in the room that
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unbalances

them,

and makes
it more possible that a different behavior

sequence can occur at home.

Supervisor 3 values the creation of a context that encourages the
participation of everyone involved;
and the family.

the team,

the family,

the therapist

Her intent is to shape the situation to use resource,

of everyone involved in order to problem solve.

In an ideal situation

the collaboration of all the parts leads to new solutions.
situation where there are trainees,
further develop the trainees'

In a

the supervisor makes choices that

skills and understanding,

so they can

quickly begin to participate as additional resources for change.

Implications of context model and reflection-in-actlon moHol.
Through the examination of these three supervisors’
intervention a critical issue emerged.
subject’s

moments-of-

It was discovered that each

supervisory model was such a dominating theme that when left

uncontrolled it threatened to mask the more subtle influences of the
context model and reflection-in-action.
accounted for his

For example,

Supervisor 1

interventions by evoking the solution oriented

approach of William 0’ Hanlon and work by Chilean biologist Humberto
Maturana.

Supervisor 2 works according to Minuchan’s structural model,

and Supervisor 3 accounted for her interventions by drawing on the
models

of the Milan group and the Reflecting Team ideas of Tom Andersen.
The design of future research needs

effect of the supervisor’s

to control for the dominating

model by using supervisors of similar

persuasion or by making the sample size large enough to statistically
separate out the effects
variables.

of the various models

from the other
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Critique of the Methodology

Natural history of Inquiry,

Over the duration of the project there

were changes In key concepts which influenced the evolution of the
project.

One of the first changes which occurred concerned the number

of moments-of-lntervention that were to be analyzed.

Originally it was

thought that all eight moments-of-intervention collected from each
supervisor should be replayed for them and discussed during the
interview.

After the first supervisor was video taped and reviewed by

the researcher,

it was

obvious that eight moments-of-intervention would

overload the subject with information making it more difficult to answer
the interview protocol.

The question then became how to choose four of

the original interventions as
It was

this

the subsample.

problem which inspired the creation of the Dimension

Rating Scale and grids.

The ultimate subsample collection of twelve

moments-of-intervention was chosen after arraying the moments-ofintervention in two-dimensional grids.

The intent was to obtain

representative and non-redundant interventions.
As

the research process progressed,

methodology appeared.

The most significant of those areas,

strategy and measurement,
Limitations:
with the sample was
models

sampling

will be discussed below.

Sampling and measurement.

The fundamental problem

that it was small and heterogenous in respect to the

of supervision that were employed.

project was

evidence for problems with the

The original intent of the

to look for what was common across

professionals,

regardless

discovered was

that much of the behavior was,

supervisors as

of the specific model employed.
in fact,

What was

model specific.
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Since the sample represented three different supervision models,

the

other variables being looked at were .asked eo^hat by variations in
the supervisor- s models.

One suggestion for future research is that it

should control for the model by choosing a sample of supervisors that
use a similar theoretical model.

In this way the role of other

variables might be easier to detect.

On the other hand,

a more

controlled design would make the sample more homogeneous and the results
possibly less

generalizable.

The overshadowing effect of the supervisor’s model also influences
the applicability of the research results.

It is generally assumed that

the theory each person subscribes to biases how they fundamentally see
the world.
sees,
things

Even if the researcher has access to all the supervisor

through video,
as

it does

the supervisor.

variable is

Each supervisor’s model organizes which

attended to and what patterns are seen,

that such differences
supervisors

not mean the researcher sees the same

and it is likely

also influence (to some unknown degree)

interpreted the researcher’s

how the

questions during the

interviews.
Measurement of key study constructs
absence of standardized measures
current investigation.
to develop new measures.

and process was limited by the

which could be simply applied to the

Lacking standardized measures,

it was necessary

While both vehicles used for measurement,

audio visual and interview,

appeared to work well,

it is difficult to

know how reliable and valid they were actually.
As

the study progressed,

own strong feelings

the researcher became concerned about her

in response to the supervision method employed by
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one of the supervisors.
enter in,

it is

While she tried not to let her pereonel feeling

possible that they nonetheless influenced her

observations and interpretations.

This is a case in point of a more

general problem in single-observer research where reliability and
validity of measurement is potentially threatened by the reaction, of
the researcher to the events of being studied.
also be

The event,

in turn,

influenced by the researcher in unintentional way.,

may

thus

changing the very process being studied.
While questions
were some features

remain about both sampling and measurement,

of the methodology that appeared to work well,

helped balance some unintended researcher bias.
draw on two sources of data,
response,

First,

there
and

the ability to

the audio-visual record and the interview

provided more information than would have been available by a

single source.

In this

informed one another.
of the entire event,

manner,

the two sources complimented and

In addition,

having a visual and aural recording

as well as a recording of the family session,

helped the researcher control for some of her personal inclinations and
biases

about the event.

Second,

very useful unit of analysis.
discrete units,

the moment-of-intervention provided a

The supervisors regarded those moments as

watched them on video tape with interest and were able

to retrieve a great deal of information in response to viewing them.
An important methodological lesson is
intervention requires

a systematic approach.

that sampling

Moments-of-intervention

differ from one another along a variety of dimensions,
importance of

training as

moments-of-

including the

distinct from treatment objectives involved.

Some moments-of-intervention seem more prosaic,

and of little interest
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for either the
more

theory or the

momentoua.

larger
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evolution in skill

supervision for

As

a gap in the

an attempt

empirical

main results

during

be

was

Everett

became

theoretical

to

exploratory.

the

rather

process

In that

of

pursuit,

leading to the

above.

literature

of

team’s

a

Future research

team development and

been on supervision as

variables

in family therapy.

For

level of

there

study was

discussed

In another

out

from

with the help of a typology,

that produce momentous

actually looked

one-way mirror.

process.

I,

supervisory decision making into

a

.ample

useful to

Theory

study was

review in Chapter

primary research focus

than a

it

.re

development.

with Prior

In one

while other,

that were more momentoua.

to identify variable,

interventions,

of

eupervision,

moment.-of-intervention,

in order to select
should attempt

practice of

and

are

can be

literature

consistent

the

demands

conceptual

specific

demand

skills,

immediate

of

about

on the

sensitive

the

ability,

as

arising

supervision

with earlier works.

consistently focused

supervision being

of

viewed

case,

to

use

importance

to

to

the

needs

promote the

live

and

to expect

that

the

live

and

unplanned

decision making
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fro* the supervisor end the trainees (Breunlin and Cade,
1981,

Roberts,

1983,

In addition,

Heath,

1982,

Berger and Dammann,

198!,

Robert.,

1982).

the literature reveals numerous examples of how

supervisors depend on their theoretioal model as a primary resource for
decision making.

Liddle and Halprin (1978)

phenomenon and Liddle and Saba (1983)

began reporting this

and Liddle (1988)

further

elaborated on the concept and suggested that training and therapy must
be recognized as "isomorphically connected."
study,

which indicates

the important influence of a supervisor's model

in the decision making process,
themes

Thus the results of this

is broadly consistent with significant

in the family therapy literature#
While consistent with earlier works,

present study also point towards
overlooked.

new directions

Liddle and Schwartz (1983)

pragmatic guidelines

some of the findings from the
that were previously

described conceptual and

for the family therapy trainer.

They present an

evolving stage-specific set of skills for the conduct of live
supervision.

In contrast,

asked the supervisors
decisions

this study began at a different point and

themselves

to describe how they make their

within the complex set of variables

and explicitly.

present both implicitly

The results are valuable because they offer a

description of the process
supervision situation.

grounded in the reality of the live

The ramifications of this study will be

discussed in the next section.
Implications

and Directions

One area that has

for Future Research

not been fully explored in the literature is the

difference between the interventions made with the intent to help a
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trainee

develop a skill

interactional
would

be

changes

or realignments

needed to even determine if

study are valid.

systematic
choice

and interventions

As

how teams

and

families

of

supervision.

describes

experience

and

previous

exits

at

by this

the

Much of

all

same

stage of

has

team,

and

in the

mixed

level

failed

others,

namely the

be

based

The

entered

family,

the

on the

trainees

with similar amounts

development.

three

teams

teams.

of

the

of

In doing

the true heterogeneity that

involving teams

may benefit

In the

was

the question

at different levels

observed during this

A supervisor’s

awareness

be enough preparation for the needs

other.

attended

and concerns.

team process

of

of

which originate

experience.

with the

research project

choices

may not

supervisors

explicit

been presented

must

no

present varying challenges

to tackle

may obscure aspects
of

levels

professional

mixed level

discovery that

these

different

had

scheme

such a

each of

that

research project is

consisting of

and development.

developmental

One

possible

the current literature about

in many supervisory situations

experience

and

teams

literature

research project

a

it is

proposed in this

may have common bases

with mixed developmental

for effective

so,

the differences

Further research

difference would be discernable since the intervention of

for trainees

training

are made to affect

in the session.

suggested earlier,

Another area highlighted
of

that

to

idea

that

supervision literature

all

are

However,

each supervisor

behavior

and

investigation is

supervisory process

therapist,

equally.

that

the

from further

the

what

paid

through a

the

explicit

team and trainees,

important

was

more

how

parts

of

the

have

context

found during this

attention and

conceptualization of

one

of

the

made
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explicit

manages

others.

choice

of

hypothesized

supervisor’s
this

poses

The same

to be

is

answer,

it

of

(1988,

guiding

this

process

and

is

is

three

a

done,

of

p.157)

premises

not

for

is

rationale

the

known.

that

for

the

Supervisor

interesting

due

to

the

reflexive

model

are

area

and

their

it

shaped

may not

fit

into

of

how they choose

to examine the origins

would

questions

were

1

after all,

have

she

model

of

responsible

for

should articulate

declaration"

that

on the

the

asked

by the

was

agency.

pragmatic

told by

them regarding their

they seldom,

questions

sites

a way

supervisory

while supervising.

three

as

The extent

researcher was

asked

questions

said

employing

the

The question

supervisory actions.

data highlighted

by the

including the

and why they choose one

interview the

choices

questions

the

in terms

supervisors

follow-up to return to the

Another

models

that

the

choices

behavior

point

a particular style and model?

They are,

effect

asked

on his

the access

an important question for therapist to

argues

and

reflect

supervisor

family therapy professionals.

conceptualizations

themselves.

way a

training-of-origin.

for supervisors

During

supervisors

chosen as

through an "epistemological

and

one

factors,

therapists

paradigms.

new generations

establishing

that

this

important

assumptions

Liddle

and

a supervisor choose

present

as

,
“y be

other was

way they do with families,
Just

training

tMo
this

the live supervision context.

personality,

question is

so is

that
"

based on a number of

how does

over others.

their

suggested
8g

which explicit

model,

to work in the

their

was

the complexity of

The
was

It

if

ever,

helped him

It

and note

would be

an

any changes

researcher.

how these

three

A supervisor’s

necessities

of

supervisors’

theoretical

an agency.

For
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example,

a supervisor »y believe

euperior

to an individual

financial

point
is

constraints

that

constraints,

mental

model

and

the

must
what

be

the

pure

held

result

the

scale

could

be

the

of

the work is

the

seems

example,

a

to

the

this

for theory

an agency,

compromised

of

not to

by real

world

family therapy models.

The

for articulating what comes
driven by the

useful

if

the

a

research which is

from the

pragmatic requirements

a

to reliably describe

by inference

a student

knows

rating

could

that

it

is

makes

suggestions

Dimension Rating

Scale

could

work and

even be

applying

accomplished

the

procedures

be

at

using

used

a

the

to

to

a

a training site.

of

train.

than directs

tapes

during this

of

the

For

work with a team

to help make

video

of

supervisor.

profile

where

rather

widely

moments-of-intervention

important

used

of

searching for

arrive

trainee

characteristics

style

their

to the

Though not

the

a decision about

supervisor

could

the

who is

and

trainee

in making

trainee

pertinent

Dimension Rating Scale.

supervisor

dimensions,

supervisor

This

theory is

responsible

of

useful

Through observing

the

at

occur in the model,

organization of

variations

moment-of-intervention and

where

is

in every training program around the country may

part of

usefulness

tested,

using

It

the

context.

Another

This

allow it.

but

health delivery system.

that

trainees

adjustments

than the

learning idiosyncratic

supervisor

is

and

often easier to change

To the extent

of

therapist working with a family,
an agency may not

modifications

mention an entire

be

of

that collaborative team work is

that

the

the

session,

selection.

supervisor’s

research project.
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In regard
supervisor

s

to the information gathered about

family-of-origin,

there

has

the influence of

the

been an ongoing debate in the

field concerning whether family therapists

need to involve themselves

their own therapy,

focuses

origin (Everett,

small

be

sample

paid

to

of

are

It

the

is

assumed

more

supervisor,

or

is

it

An additional

the

issues

McKenzie,

that

to

and patterns

deal

easier

question for

to

the

question suggested

by the

choice

There

is

taking

their

on a

It

of

the

termed

supervisory role

process

also

should

room made

addressed

Detailed

clear

large

examples

of

the

difference

the

can be

as

of

as

the

well

position?

as

of

process.

found

of

awareness

family they are

how the

physical

earlier

1983;

of

the

treating.

physical

Olson,

context

in this

a

Preparation for

an understanding of

(Roberts,

the

their

the dynamics

supervisors’

as

a

in how supervision occurs.

literature

influence

interventions

well

to

how supervisors’

a model,

through observations

infrequently in the

supervisor’s

page 167.

a

was

data is

a mirroring of

include

between a team and

became

of

an isomorphic

own family-of-origin issues

isomorphic

were or

consideration could be:

meta-perspective

choice

a team procedure.

future

with family-of-origin issues

due

a

from their own families-of-

they have already coped with those issues

The

family dynamics

was

are prepared to contend

family therapy supervisors

their

team and

Although this

that some attention must

supervisors

families-of-origin influence

of

on their family-of-

1986).

data suggests

that since all

degree.

difficult

1984,

profession's

that evoke

reasonable

it

Saba,

only three,

family therapists,

some
is

1980,

how well

with families
origin.

especially therapy that

in

set

up

This

is

1979).

on the

chapter on
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Concluding Noi-p

Review of the family therapy literature reveals an obvious
imbalance between literature on how to do family therapy and how to do
family therapy supervision.

In the latter,

it is assumed that the

learning process will be facilitated for the new therapist by a
supervisor who is an older,

mor. experienced therapist.

But the actual

process of supervision remains a black box laden with many unanswered
but important questions.

The purpose of this dissertation has been to

bring together and synthesize diverse threads in the literature
pertinent to the process of supervision,

and to conduct an exploratory

study of supervision in practice.
Like other complex social processes,

it was necessary to select

something about it that was observable and could become the focus.
this

purpose,

intervention,

the present study focused in on the moment-ofwhich it examined in vivo through video tape and

Part^c^-Pant observation,
with the supervisors
perspectives

For

and through retrospectively based interviews

involved.

The results were examined from various

including a context model of supervision and a reflection-

in-action model of the same process.
Whd.]_e the results
supervisors
limited,

based on the study of three experienced

and twenty-four moments-of-intervention are certainly

they are nonetheless

practice of supervision.
systematically studied,
formulations
as

suggest.

the practice of

relevant to the theory as well as the

When the actual process of supervision is
it shows itself to be more complex than current

Supervision exhibits at least as much variability

family therapy itself,

with different implications
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for practice.

Per example,

the results surest that supervision should

be approached somewhat differently for tea™ with varying develop™„tal
levels and compositions.

The present study found that supervision with

beginning teams must he approached ™re didactically,

requiring prosaic

management interventions rather than the momentous interventions
described earlier.

Furthermore,

it is important not to underestimate

the role of the physical setting as a constraint or an enabler for live
supervision.

The actual design of the observation room,

sound proofing,

the amount of

and the mobility of the phone are important factors

which effect supervision decision making.
In conclusion,

this dissertation has emphasized the many

contextual factors that underlie supervisors*
how to intervene.

decisions about when and

These include the implicit and explicit others

present at the moment-of-intervention,
phase of the case.

and stage of team development and

There is clearly more need to develop a curriculum

for training in supervision that includes attention to the implicit
others

and the larger social organizations that surround the

supervision.

This

curriculum could be organized around moroents-of-

intervention possibly using the audio-visual techniques from the present
study to reveal the levels of influence present during an intervention.
Through such an approach it would be possible to heighten the awareness
of the supervisor-in-training of the options available and subtle
interplay of factors
It is
factors,

that operate at different levels of analysis.

not suggested that contextual factors

are the only important

or even that they are more important than individual models or

theoretical approaches

to supervision.

However,

it is suggested that

190
they are lees obvious and more often ignored.

It le hoped that thl.

dissertation has helped to demonstrate the role of contextual factors
and in so doing has enriched our understanding of supervision in family
therapy.

APPENDIX A
LIVE SUPERVISION:

A CONCEPTUAL MODEL
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
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INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

I. Introduction and preparation for interview.
Tasks
A.
Introduce study: looking at supervisor’s expertise, what
influences their decision making, how they decide what to do in
the complex situation of training and supervising.
interested in, description and explanation.
B.

II.

Two areas I*m

Fill in Supervisor’s Background sheet

Show Tape

Tasks
A.

Show four pre-selected MOI

B.

Have supervisor fill in dimension rating scale for each MOI as

they

are viewed.

III.

Questions

Tasks
A.
1.

General questions:

While making an intervention,

how do you select what to pay

attention to?
2.

What was

your idea of how things should change in these

situations (perhaps

think of just one of the MOI).

3.

How did you intend to shape the situation?

4.

What were the unintended changes that led to a new
understanding on your part?

B.
1.

Who were you most concerned about during these sessions?
(Was

2.

Category Questions

it different for each MOI or the same?)

Do you have a rule of thumb about how often to intervene
during a sessions?

195
3.

How much are you influenced by the presence of trainees to
intervene as an opportunity to teach or train?

4.

How much did the training team influence these
interventions?

5.

Was

there a relationship in this family which reminded you

of a relationship with your F00 or present nuclear family?
6.

Looking at these MOI - and thinking of the supervisors who
trained you, who do you hear yourself echoing?

7.

Were there any differences between what you decided to do in
this intervention compared to what your colleagues would
have decided?

8.

How much does

your agency’s expectations of you as team supervisor

influence any of your decisions to intervene?
9.

Do you have any sense of how your interventions here may
have been influenced by what you think other family
therapists

10.

would have done?

At what phase in the case’s development was this session?
(for each case observed)

11.

Which session phase do you think the trainee’s consider
most valuable for their training?

Which session phase do

you consider most valuable for them?

C.

Specific HOI Questions

APPENDIX C
DIMENSION RATING SCALE

DIMENSION RATING SCALE
Date:

Supervisor

If

Moment of Intervention #
What was

the function of the intervention?

Skill
Development 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

Unbalance
System

10

Team

Who initiated the intervention?
Supervisor

123456789

What method was

used for the intervention?

Phone

2345678910

What was

1

Consultation

the timing of the intervention?

Immediate

1

2345678910

Delayed

What degree of concreteness was used during the intervention?
Specific

12345678910

Abstract

To what degree were the trainees directed to do something?
Directed

12345678910

Suggested

What degree of explanation was used during the intervention?
Elaborate

1

2345678910

Brief

What level of affective intensity was used during the intervention?

Intense

1

2

3456789

10

Restrained

APPENDIX D
SUPERVISOR INFORMATION

SUPERVISOR INFORMATION

Name:

Work Address:

Work Telephone:

Number of years supervising:

Training-of-Origin:

( mention important models/people)

Developmental level of team:
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